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FOREWORD 
Professor V. V. Mirashi, one of the foremost amongst 
researchers and scholars of our country, has graced 
Maharashtra State Board for Literature and Culture by 
offering for publication the seventh volume of his 
research articles. I have elsewhere said that historjcal 
findings are never certain and they can and ought to 
be challenged time and again. Professor Mirasbi's 
researches challenge some of the earlier historical 
theories held by eminent Epigraphists and Historians 
like Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar ; and Professor Mirashi 
will be happy if some scholar is able to point out the 
weakness, if any, of Professor Mirashi's theories. 
But to make such a historical process possible, what is 
necessary is to preserve and make available to posterity 
the achievements of the earlier generation. Jn publi-
shing this great volume the State Board of Literature 
and Culture is trying to fulfil this humble task. 
I had the good fortune of being Professor Mirashi's 
pupil and J have no doubt that in offering his volume 
for publication to the State Board, the teacher's love 
for the well-being of his student must have been a 
dominating factor in Professor Mirashi's mind. 
On my own part I am happy that T am associated 
with the publication of my beloved teacher's work. 
On behalf of the State Board I have great pleasure 
in releasing this volume. 
42, Yashodhan, 
Bombay-400 020. 
The l st December 1984. 
A-52-l·(c) 
s. s. BARl.INCrAY 
. . 
A-52-l(d) 
PREFA('E 
Thi"i is the seventh Volume of my research articles. 
It i:; divided in to three Sections. 
Section r contains rlm~c ~Hlicles, the first two of 
which deal with four irn;criplions of the Maharajas 
of Valk ha wl10 were ruling in Central fndin in ancient 
time-;. The third article is of utmost historica l 
import:1nce. It gives Lhe text of the R isthal stone 
inscription of Pm k fisadharman and discusses the 
various problems raised by it. Prakasadharman was 
the foth;;r of Yas1)tllrnrman who vanquished the Ho1.1a 
king ivlihirakula and made him fall at his feet. Till 
now \\'L' had no inl"nrmation al :ill about lhL' ancestors 
of ll1is great 1\ulikar[l king. l!istori:tns, therefore, 
said t lwt he rosl' :1nd fell like a meteor. We now 
have the 111osL rcli<1hl~ information about his fami ly 
which ruled in Central India. 
Sect inn l l ha-; as many as seven articles which 
examine critical!> '>CVera l theories or the eminent 
Epigraphisl and l folorian, Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar, 
and ~lw\\ 110\Y they an.' u11ll'n~1ble. They mention 
several problems of the Gupta period of ancient 
lndi<111 history anJ solve them. T11e articles in thi:s 
Section will b~ very useful lo post-graduate students 
of ancicnl Indian history. 
Section 11 l contains six articles on miscellaneous 
sub jects and discuss various probkm::> of ancient 
lndian history. Some of them such as the orioin 
;rnd ~prcad of the Vikrnma Era will interest gene~·al 
(viii) PREFACE 
readers also. Several other articles discuss contro-
versial questions which confront students in their 
study of the ancient history of India. 
Many of these articles were published in well-
known research journals, but some are new. They 
will be useful to students of ancient Indian history 
and should, therefore, be available to them in a 
handy form. Hence the need of republishing them. 
My first attempt to do some research was made 
in 1934 when I wrote my Marathi book Kalidiisa for 
the Navabharata Series started by my friend, Prof. 
S. N. Banahat,ti. The present work, which will be 
my last one, is being published in 1984. In this period 
of half a century I have written a dozen research works, 
large or small, in English, and have thereby made 
my humble contribution to Indological research. Most 
of these works have been rendered into Marathi 
for Marathi-speaking students. Some of my friends 
have translated a few of them into Hindi, Oriya 
and Kannada, thereby making them accessible to the 
people speaking these languages. My sincere thanks 
are due to them. 
I had little hope that I would see this my last work 
in print; for I am now in my 92nd year and have 
been suffering from several ailments due to old age 
during the last ten years. My eye-sight also has 
become very weak. But by the grace of the Almighty 
and the medical treatment of Dr. D. R. Wechlekar, 
an eminent physician of Nagpur, I have lived long 
enough to see this work published. I am grateful 
to ·both of them. 
PREFACE (ix) 
I am thankful to Shri B. B. Bracken, Manager, 
Government Press, Nagpur, and his Staff for the 
expeditious and excellent printing of this Volume. 
I thank also Shri R. B. Alva, Director of Printing and 
Stationery, Maharashtra State, for 11is keen interest 
in this work and readiness to help in all difficulties. 
Finally, I feel indebted to the State Board for Litera-
ture and Culture for its acceptance of this work for 
publication, and also to its Chairman, Dr. S. S. 
Barlingay, for having graced it with his Foreword. 
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ANClEN'l' J N DJAN INSCRJPTlONS 
. .. 

I. A Note on the Bagh Plate of Bhulm.ic;la ~ 
In the ./oumol of t/Je Orie11tal !11stil11te, Vol. 
XXXVlll , No. 11 , pp. 38-41, with a plate, H. G. 
Shastri and P. C. Parikh have edited the recently 
discovered plate of l3hulu1)~la. He bears the title 
of Ma/l(/rfija. but was not independent; for he describes 
himsell· as ' meditating on the feet of a Parama-
bhaffiira/w (Emperor).' The object of Lhc inscription 
was to record the gra nt, by the king, or a village the 
nan1e or which Lbc Editors read as Krish~avasannaka. 
lt was situated in the rashtm (division) of 
Dasilakapalli on the other bank of the Narmada 
(Narmadtiyiib pamku/e). Two of its boundaries have 
also been mentioned. Il lay to the east of Isvara-
senanaka and lo the north of Kharjurika. The 
donees were some Brahrna1~as whose names need 
not be given here. The plates mention two dates 
at the end which the Editors have read as (1) the 
1·arsha (year) 38, the l Jth 1i!l1i of the bright fortnight 
or Vaisakha, and (2) the l'(//'Slw (year) 47, the third 
tit hi of the dark fortnight or Magha. In both cases 
it is staled that the order about the granl was given 
ora I ly (sva-muk /Jwil) or (.\·11a-11111k lia-sa11ddc7d-ePa). 
There is a reCerence lo BN7hmaua-parslwd (an assembly 
of the Brahma1~a:-;), but Lhe Editors have not been able 
Lo interpret it. The plate was issued from Valkha. 
This is the fourth plate issued by a royal family 
which, in the absence of a ~efinile name, we may call 
• J. O. I., XXlX, pp. 252 ff. There Lhe plate is called lndor..: Plate, but 
we learn that it was found at _.Bagb. 
4 !:.Tl.1 1)1£$ r~ i\NCIE:\T JN'Dl,\N 1 l1S10RY 
'the Maharajas of Valkba ·;for lhree of its four plates 
were issued from Valkha, and in I be fourl11, the pa rt 
of the plate where the place of' issue is usually mentioned 
.is broken a way and lost. 01' l he I hree other plates, 
two were round al I ndorc like the present plate, 
and the th.ircl at girpur in the Dhu!c (West Khandesh) 
District. ' They are or the kings mentioned below: -
(I) Maliciraja Svamidasa- Yenr 67. 
(2) ,\d.aliaraja l3hulu1J9a - Yenr l07. 
(3) J\1foltiirfija Rudradasn -Year 117. 
According to the Editors, the present plate issued 
by Bhul~u1)c;\a bears two dales, 38 and 47. They, there-
fore, think that he must be differentiated from his 
namesake who issued the plute of the year 107. They 
call the latter Bhulut~c;\<t 11 , and the granlor or !he 
present plate Bbulu1)c;\a I. The capital or all these 
.kings was Valkha. It has nol been definitely 
identified. We tool-. jt to be Vaghll in Khandesh . 
... 
Others take it to be lhe village Bagh, well known for its 
paintings. As its boundary vi llages are not mentioned 
anywhere, ils identili.cation is uncertain. ~ 
The Editors' reading or the second date in the 
present plate does not ~ecm to be correct. It is 
denoled by l\\O symbob, Lhe second or which is 
1 Sec C. I. J., pp. 5 ff. 
z We do not now rhink that V;ighl'i in 1he Jalg:1011 or t.1~1 KhiinJc'>h 
Dis1rict 1~ likely w he ancient Valkha. Thcre is no i111.J1catio11 ur the Abhira 
era having b..:cn current in Kh:lndcsb. Otherwise, 1hc Thiilncr plates of 
Dhanu~hel)<I of llH! Kt1mblta"ill'l):I fam ily (£. T. xxxvru, pp. 6Q ff.), whiClt 
bdong to the pn.:-Ch:llukyan period, woulJ have been dated in it. 
Some \\ckomc light is thrown on this problem by the recent discovery ot a 
uuiquc hoarJ or as muny a, lw..:nty-scvcn copper-plate grants or not Les$ than 
seven .Muhiirajas of Valklrn in the viUugl.l l!agh-Resawiila in Ccnl ral India. Sec 
J.E. S. ! ., Vol. X, pp. 86 ff. They were .:videnlly olllc.: copie:. on copper plates 
of gran1s matlc by thos..: Mahilr.1jas anJ pr.:s.::rv.:d in 111.l!ir Otnc.: al Valkha. 
Valkha is, lhcrcforc, probably illtntical wiLh lbl.l famous place Bligh in Central 
India. 
.. . NOTr O.'i THI~ 1v.cr1 J>L1\ f'I~. OF J10TTl1LU1:JM 5 
certainly 7, but the fir~l may denote 70. This is 
how Dr. G. S. Gai had interpreted il in his address 
as Chairman or the Epigraphy Section of the 
Calcutta SC\Sion or the Indian History Congress in 1971. 
fl musl be admitted that the symbol for 40 is not 
very different. B(ih ler says thnl the symbol for 
40 resemble!-. Lhe a/,slwra pta. and that for 70 resembles 
lht: aksl/(/m 1nr.' /\s these are noL very dissimi lm~ 
it is often very dilllcult lo decide which is the number 
intended. But there is one due to it<; solution which 
i-; stated below. 
The present plate is written very carelessly and so 
the Editor-; have admitlcd in some plnces that 1hey 
could not u nders t~111d the inlended meani ng. I 11 line 9, 
after stating the first date, 1•i.: ., sra11wkhmi1 1·orshe 30 8, 
Vai.friklw ,.;:,, J 0 3, the Ediwrs have rend Brtih11ia{w-
J>r1.rsliad-acliclrri ii l'(i pyrid-w 1 ucho~1(I it wi1 I on 11·apa1 f e cha 
sw111frditmil. This make~ no st:nsc and the Editors 
also have admitted thal the phrases are not 
salis l'aclorily legible. We suggest the read ing of t he 
portion fo llowi ng the date as follows Brfilia111{1a-
parslwrki rU1lfipycid-u1111 1·aruui1mi1 tci111rtl}Jaf /e cha 
sa1111ive.5'itmil. Th is apparently means lhnt this was 
described (i . e. s lated in delail) arter the request made 
by 1he a~-;cmbl y of the Brah111:11)as <1nd was lben 
recorded o n the coppel' plate. Whal seems to have 
happened is llu~ -The grant of the vi llage was made 
previously in the year 38 ora lly (by some previous king). 
ll was not executed and no tiimmpafra (recording it) 
was issued. Later. in Lhe time of Bhulut.iQ.a, lhe 
Bn1hmal).a Assembly inviLed tile atlcnlion of lvfahtiraja 
Bhu lui)Qa to the unexecutcd gra nt ancl gave details 
I '-;c.: llriblcr·, lnc/11111 /'(Jlfll!ll!{rtlp/11 ~ I ng. rr. 1. p. s I aod rahlc lX (German 
ctl. ). (.;olumn~ IX ;111d )I.I. 
6 <;TLJDll•:" I~ \ \;('11·'.~T l~Olt\N ntSTORY 
of it (as previously Lhe order about it was given orally). 
Then il was engraved on the copper plate, as orally 
ordered by Bhulu1:i\la. ff the reading of the text 
and its interpretation given above are correct, ii 
would fol low lhal there must have been a fairly 
long interval between the I wo dates, ·ci-;:: ., ( I) the 
firsl date when the grant was made, rind (2) the second 
when, on a representation made by the Stale Assembly 
(parslwd) of the Briih1rn11Ja<;, the grant was renewed 
by Bhulu1)c;la and his order was engraved on a copper 
plate. If the Editors· reading or Lhe second date 
(namely, 47) is accepted, there will be nn interval 
of only 9 year!-1 (rro111 the year 38 to the year 47). 
Ii is not likely that Bhulu1:i~la forgot all about his 
own grant made (or course, orally) only nine years 
before. So UH! correct reading or the second date 
in the present plate appears to be the year 77. 
The Editors, who read the second date a~ 47, took 
this Bhulu1,lc;la as different from his namesake who 
made the grant of the year 107: for the same person 
is not likely to have made one grcrnL in Lhc year 38 
and another in the year 107. But if the reading 
given above of the portion l'ollowing the second dale 
(which the Editors cou ld not read and understand) 
is accepted, il \vould show Lhat there wa-; only one 
Bbului)c;la. He was ruling in the year 77 (men-
tioned in the pre-,ent plate) and in the year l07 
mentioned in the already published gra nt of his. r 
An interval of 30 years is nol too much to be im-
possible in the grants or the same king. The earliest 
grant da ted in lhe year 38 was, of course, not made 
by Bhulu1JQn but by some unknown predecessor 
I c. I . I. I\', pp 8 ff. 
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of his. He only confirmed and issued a copper 
rlatc record1ng it, when, at a later date, hi!'-. attention 
wa'> drawn to it. 
There are some other particulars of the present 
grant which also require lo be diiscussed. The 
l::tlitor~ have laken kris/Jtciva.\w11wkmi1 in line 5 as 
the name or the donated village. If this reading is 
correct, it would indeed be a queer name. The 
name of the donared village given by the preceding 
expression which, the Edit or~ say. is not satisfactorily 
legible is Grci/Jyal'cihiketi rij1/(/yum(/1wkm11 which 
means that the village is known by lhe ni.lme Gra-
hyavahika. Krish1c11•a.\·a111wka111 is difficult to inter-
pret. Perhaps iL mcuns ·(that portion or lhe village) 
which i:o. left untilled '.' The lands in the village 
"hich have al read) been granted to or belong to 
farmers are to be excluded from the donated vi llage. 
The farmers are not to be ousted b) the donecs. 
Where was lhi-; dyna-;ty ruling ? Two or its plates, 
1•i: .. that of Srcimidc7.w, dated in the year 67, and 
the other or Bhulur~~la, tlated in the year I 07. were 
in the possession of Pandit Vamanashastri lslamrur-
kar of I ndore, who collected antiquities from all 
parts or the country. Their exact find-spots are not 
kncmn. The third plate or Rudradasa, dat~d in the 
yea r 117 was obta ined from one Motiram Patil or 
f;i rpur in the Dhu!e Disttict or Khande~h. The 
present plate of Bhulu1.H)a dated in the year 77, 
though named after lndore, is said to have been 
recovered from a person or Bagh.i These kings 
were probably ruling over the region round Bugh, 
1 PcrhJJ)S ltri.1'1{1i1·astm1111Jm is a 111i,1:1kc.: I'm kri.1'1/ti11ui/\/1fa. Ga1 thought 
lh<ll lhc ;.:1.1111 \\a> of some land in th.: 'illa!;l'. S.:c hi, <1ddr.:'' rck11.:LI 111 abo\c. 
J V I. X'-. \ 111, 1, pp. 3!i ff. f hc1clurc, \\C call iL the Ba1:h Plu1e. 
8 STunms TN t\NCIGNT rnnT.".i'/ HIST()RY 
but thejr country included some terrHory south of 
the Narmada also. Thjs is indicated by an expression 
used in the present plate. The village granted lay 
in the n7shtra (territorial division) of Dasilakapa lli. 
The latter finds n,1ention as a patliaka (or a smaller 
sub-division of rlis/rtra) i11 the Bagh plate of 
Subandhu. ' This locality is now known as the 
village Desva lia , which lies about 14 miles almost 
due south of the Bagh Caves. This identification 
which is almost certain leaves no doubt that these 
Maharajas of Yalkha were ruling over some part 
of Central India, north of the Nannada. Bul the text 
of the plate was drafted south of that river as is shown 
by an expression in the present grant. The village 
Grahyavahika granted by the present plate is des-
cribed as ' lying on the other bank of the Narmadfi.' 
(Narmadliylih para-kiile Dasi!akapalli'-rlishtre). This 
clearly implies that the drafter of the grant was 
writing .it at a place south of the Narmada. The 
kingdom of these Maharajas of Valkha, therefore, 
comprised some territory both on the north and the 
south of the Narmada. l t was known as Anu pa 
corresponding partly to the modern District of 
Nema<;I in Madhya Pradesh. 
From the four grants of the Camily known so far, 
we get the following years-38, 67, 77, 107 and 117. 
To what era do these refer ? R. C. Majumdar, 
who edited the grants of the years 67 and 107 many 
years ·ago,2 referred those years to the Gupta era. 
When we edited the grants of Svamidasa, Bhulu1)Qa 
(year 107) and Rudradasa in the Corpus lnscriptio11um 
lndicamm, Vol. JV, pp. 5 ff., 1;ve referred their dates 
I c. f. f. lV, pp. 19 ff. 
2 £. f. xv. pp. 286 ff. 
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to the Abhira era, which, we showed, commenced 
in A. D. 249. Dr. G. S. Gai , in 11is aforementioned 
address at the Calcutta session or the India n History 
Congress, referred them Lo the Gupta era . The 
Ed itors or the present plate have accepted our view 
[I ncl have taken the two dates which they read as 38 
a nd 47, as recorded in the Abhira era. There is 
thus a diversity or opinion on this point. Fortu-
nately, the present plate provides a solution of this 
problem. 
There is no dispute about the reading of the first 
date mentioned in the present plate. If this year 
38 is referred to the Gupta era, it would correspond 
to A. D. 357-58. Did Gupta rule extend to Bagh 
or even to Tndore which Jies north of il by this year ? 
This yea r fa lls in the reign of Samudragupta. 
R. C. Majumdar has thus described the extent or 
Samudragupta's kingdom at the end of his reign 
(a bout twenty years after the proposed date of the 
present gra nt). ' " It comprised the whole of Nor-
thern India wjth. the exclusion of Kashmir, Western 
Punjab, Western Rajputan, Sindh and Gujarat, 
and included the highlands of Chhattisga<;ih and 
Orissa wilh 8 long stretch of territory along the 
eastern coast extend ing as far south 8S Chingleput 
and probably even fu rther. '' Among the countries 
of' North India excluded from the kingdom of 
Samudrngupta , we must mention a lso Akaravanti 
(Eastern and Western Ma lwa) and Annpa . The 
former ' was under lhe rule of the . Western 
Kshatrapas. ~ Tho ugl1 they may have nominally 
' 11. c. 1. '" m. p. 12. 
2 See the 111cn1 ion of' Akarii vanti among !h.: connlric~ u.1dcr !he rule of 
Rudradaman T in the Junagagh rock inscription. E. I. \/Ill, pp. 36 ff. 
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acknowledged Gupta supremacy, they were inde-
pendent in all other respects. Their coins bearing 
the date A. D. 388 (or A. D. 388 + X) have been found. 
Samudragupta's own inscription has been found al 
Erao in the Saugar District of Madhya Pradesh,' 
and not westward of il. His son and successor 
Ramagupta's stone inscriptions have recently come 
to notice near VidiMi.' So the country of Dasan:w 
was, no doubt, included in his Gupta Empire in 
the period. But Gupta rule did not extend then to 
Malwa . Chandragupta If had, therefore, to emba rk 
on a digvijaya soon after his accession as stated 
in an inscription of his mi nister at Vidisa .3 It was 
only in circa A. D. 395 <lrter the extermination or 
the Western Kshatrapas that Chandragupta 11 could 
occupy Akaravanti (Malwa). 
If Ujjai n had not come under Gupta rule till A . D. 
395, it goes without saying !hat G upta supremacy 
did not penetrate to lndore, which lies about 40 
miles south of it, much less to Bagh , which lies about 
80 miles further south-west of it. So the year 38 or 
the present plate could noL have been or the Gupta 
era. Otherwise, we shall have to suppose thal the 
Gupta era was in use there in A. D. (38 I 319) 357, 
long before the commencemenl ol' Cha ndragupta ll's 
reign . An era spreads with the spread of the 
political power or the king who uses it. The Gupla 
era could not have preceded Gupta power in pene-
trating into the Anl!pa country. The yea rs in the 
plates of the /vfaluirtijas of Valkha cannot, there-
fore, be of the Gupta era. They must, therefore, 
I c. I. I. m (lir~ l ctl.l . pp. rn ff. 
' £. I . XXXV IJI. pp. 46 IT. 
J C. f . I . IJ I (first ed.), pp. 3-1 ff. 
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be or the Abhira era, the on ly other possible era 
which could have been prevalent there. 
The Abhi'ras who rose to power about the middle 
of the third centu ry A. D. had a vast empire 
comprising Western Maharashtra, l<onkai:i, South 
Gujarat and part of North Gujarat, and Anopa, 
judging by the spread of their era in these countries. 
They seem lo hnve appointed these Mahiiriijas of 
Valkha Lo ru le over the Anopa co untry after they 
conquered it. The unnamed Pararna-bha/fiiraka 
(Emperor) on whose feet they were 111editating ;, e 
whose feudatories they \Vere, belonged to the Abhira 
dynasty. Unfortunately, th.e AbhTras' own records 
ha ve not yet come to Jighl. Ten J\bhiras ruled 
for 167 years as slated in the Pura i:i as.' Their 
era continued in use for a long time in all the coun-
tries which. they had conquered. So we find that 
the Early Kalachu ri s, who ruled f rom Mahishmati 
(modern Maheshvar) in the Anupa country, used 
the Abhira era in their records. 
ft is noteworthy that the word used to denote the 
years or the two elates in the present plate is vars/10. 
So it is in all other plates or the dynasty. This word 
·was characteristic of the saka era. It is found used 
i1111ariahfv lo denote the year in the inscriptions or 
the Western l(shatrapas . ~ It is wel l known that 
these inscriptions are da ted in the Haka era started 
by Kanishka. How then js that word used in the 
inscriptions of these Ma/Jiirajas of Valk ha ? We fi nd 
that the word denoting the year in other inscrip-
tions dated in the Abhira era js generally sali1w11. 
1 Pargi1cr, D. K. ,-J., p. 46. The Purf11.11h mention their total reign-period 
a~ 67 yc11r~. but it ha> 10 be taken ao; 167 )cars. Sec.: C. I . /. IV, p. xxvi. 
~Sec.! e. g. the.! da1e~ 111 the ioscriptk>ns or J3,.ishabbadatta and Rudradliro:rn. 
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The plates of these Maharajas of Valkha form an 
exception to this rule. This can be explained on the 
supposition that as the Western Kshatrapas, who 
were in occupation of the Anupa country before, 
were using the word 11arslw, lhc local drafters of the 
grants of the Maliiirc~ias or Valkha continued to use 
lhe sa me word in the grants of those t\1aliorc1ias also. 
Line Text' 
~~ [ t ~ ] ~1: ' q~~l{Cfi414~1','tffiif ff(11<Nt-
~: ~raT4'lff<i f!CIT~CI tf+•ktHHi M lmcJiT~Ci;i'l ICi'1 : ~ 
"'"' 3 " ' .. , 
... . n ~ ;\....... ... 2 i:;:r q- : f{~~~qr ~ffi{{4 ~llQ't.H1«.t.IC'ICfila)lilf'I, ' ~ ~ ' c ~ 
tfiT~44*1•nel'f!l'Cl~C(CI kf4 tfo!ilnf~-
3 fCfi~tf'iTf.mfigfU:sCfiCfl1fo<ti<nffl'~+J>:z'+4ii!irmcn ( Ofi1 )-
s.111 <Cfi~''""' ... d ~r )!IT~nn<\i ~@'-
4 urRt 'l'~: ~~ m~tt~ro.,a ~rrR<fi1-1:f 1 ~ ~ 
tte'cffi': rif~T ~: 
<. " 
5 ID@CI If~ frt fcc\J'4 ( lHlf i=f'li 5 'l' ti21 cH'1?1 Cfi ~"r+fcrR''' m;:r~ -
<HiHl<r.fil"fll ~'1t '1+1•Cl4'+t~; ~-
6 CfitRnt•l1111"fil'RTi\": [ ,,~ ] ~4141;{liiq i ~un-
;oi 1 +1f+nf~: ~lrf#'l l'11~a~1Xm+:ffu-
"' ' "' ~ ... "' . . ') 
7 0'1 41@C{4l'j,'ifi+ilJ'f ~ fl+il"'llft~<'111fa' 
f+itt{~"Hk.f\ I E?l '11 <f~ll{-
' From 1hc Pla te faci11g p . .+I i11 .7. 0. /. '\\' Ill. p:ll'l 2. 
" Read <019~. 
~ Thcr.: i-; a hori10111 al Jin..: 011 111 1 hut nn rr i11 lhc b~gi11 11 ing of li11c 2. The 
11i 11t1ga follc1wing iL is unnc.:e.;-;u1 y. 
·f The Edi1ors say thcll this 1·i llage was numeJ ai'tcr the prim~)genicor ,11 
I he Abhira family. 
; Read ~A'of.. 
r, Read i:l'~H-. 
7 ReaJ lfrn:r-. 
s Read ~Cfffil:fOf :;;r. 
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8 L fUfcfl] ... ~Cff.tHlHCf1SH:Ot1~fltnfef~~­
~fu sn~· ;; lfi(<fil)lli: [1 •J 
9 ft{~~ ~l ~isr ~ ~~ ~~ fcf(~-] 
~mmf ITT~ ~ af*l~foc1 (Cf'!) (I ~ ) 
Ill ~~~ qii \9\:l, ~ q fii ~ [ 1+] 
II (ln the margin) +i~Ri'11~o~ftr [1*] 
II. Three Manarur Plates of the Maharajas of Valkha 
(Plates I - Ill) 
The family of lhe Maharajas or Yalkha llrsl became 
known when Bhagvanlal I ndraji published the 8irpur 
plate of Rudradasa in lhe !11dia11 Antiquary. Vol. XV I 
(1887), pp. 98 ff. Bhagvanlal conjcclurally referred 
the plate to the beginning or the sixth ccnlury A. D., 
though he cou Id not identify the era in which its dale I 17 
is recorded. Thereafter, R. C. Majumdar edited two 
plates of this family obta ined from Vamanashastri 
lslampurkar of I ndorc -onl.! of J\/ahiirl~j(I Svamidasa, 
dated in the year 67, anti the other or Mahiirt~ja 
Bhului:i<;la, dated in the year I 07-in the Epigrap/Jia 
/11dica, Vol. XV ( 19 19-20), pp. 285 If. He referred 
these da Les to the Gupta era . W c discussed l hese dates 
in the A1111als of the B/w/l{/arkar Orie11wl Research 
!11stil11te, Vol. >..XV, pp. 119 ff., and showed thal lhey 
must be referred Lo the Abhira era (later known as the 
Kalac.:h uri -Chedi era). Recently another plate o f' Ma/1{7-
rtija Bhulul)<;la was di~covered at Bagh in the lndore 
District. It has been edited by H. G. Shaslri and 
P. G. Parikh in the Jouma/ <~l 1he Oriental lnstilllle, 
Vol. XXVIIJ, pp. 38 ff. Our article poinling out some 
corrections in lhe reading and i nterprclat ion or thal 
plate has been published in a :-.ubsequenl number of the 
same Journal. It has been republished above on pp. 3 ff. 
ln the meanwhile Mr.R.S.Garga,Curator of1heCentral 
Muse um, lndorc,scnt us Xcrnxcopies ol'Lhese tliree newly 
discovered plales which \\e edit in Lhe present article. 
According to the information supplied by Mr. Garga, 
the plates were brought by a resident of Manavar 
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(a village in thi..: Dhar Districl) for sale. They were 
pure.based by Shri Govinqaji Mangal, a copper merchanl 
of I ndore. He sold Lhein to the National Museum, 
Delhi. The copies sent to us were from the photo-
graphs in the possession of Govindaji Mangal. 
The length, breadth and weight of tbe plates have 
not been recorded. The plates are now deposited 
in lhe National Museum , Delh.i . 
Two of these plates are o l' Mohtiriija Rudradasa, 
and the third ' is of !Vfa/iaraja Bhului:ic;la. Each or 
these plates has a complete gra nt inscribed only on 
one side or it. In each case lhe signature' of the 
ki ng is incised in one line in the margin on the left. 
The characters are of Lhe weste rn variety of the 
so uthe rn a I pha bel resem bi i ng those of the cognate 
copper-plate grants discovered before. Al l these 
grants are wrillen in l'airly correct Sansk rit. The 
wri ting on the earlier o l' the two grants of Rudra-
dasa is qu ite clea r and is easy lo decipher, but that 
or the later gra nt or the same king is not eq ually 
good. Sti ll , it is not as bad as that of lhe lhird 
plate which is of Bhulur)~la. ll is written carelessly 
and in a cu rsive hand. It , the refo re, presents several 
dilllculties in dec ipherment. One or two passages 
arc sti ll illegible. The general purport of al l the 
three grants is, however, fa irly clear, and nothing 
of historical importance has been losl. 
/\s staled before, lhe language or al! the plates is 
Sa nskrit. It is noteworthy that these grants contain 
some official terms in Sa nskrit such as .Arakshika, 
r Some ph1les bear !he s1gna1urc ui" l h~ dOll\JrS. s~-.: ('. K· the pla tes of 
} J;i rsha. Jh:al!y speaking. the re a r~ 110 signa lures on these plates ; r~1 r they 
arc all written by tbe Mtme bunds thnt \\n1h: 1h1.: lcxb of th1.: plate<;. The) 
are rather the names of the donor kings. 
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Preslwuilw, Da~l(lapiHika and D1italw which wer~ 
hitherlo supposed to have come into vogue much 
later in the age of the Guplas and the Vaka~akas. The 
preseol grants are of an earlier age. They show 
clearly that the technical terms denoting royal officers 
of various ranks had already been in use in that age. 1 
All the three grants were isssued from Valkha 
which was evidently the capiia l of lhese kings. The 
Mabarajas who issued them are described therein 
as 'meditating on the feel of a Parama-bha//c7rnlw 
(Lord paramount).> These rulers were, therefore, or a 
feudatory rank, though their Suzerain is not speci-
l1cally mentioned in their grants. We now proceed 
to summarize the contents or these grants. 
(l) Manavar P late lNo. 1) of Rudra<l asa (J): Year 62 
Th~is plate was issued from Valkha and records the 
consent · of tvfallarc~ja Rudradasa to the girt or a field 
Connerly belonging lo the poller Aryadasa. It was situ-
ated in !he north-western boundary of Dasilakapalli. 
The donce was a Bnl hma1Ja whose name we doubtfully 
read as HHna<)hyaka. The order is communicated to 
the members o/'thc royal l'ami ly as well as lo the follow-
ing officers and servants :- A raksliika (MagisLrate), 
Preshauika (Superintendent of royal orders), b/iafas 
(soldiers) and chliii.tras3 (policemen). The Diitaka or 
the Executor of the grant was Bhatti Isvaradatta. 
' We lul\c slwwn ~hewhcrc that lhc illalhilrii plate~ or an earlier ai.:c 
contain such officia l term~. 
z Though these places say chat they arc recording the as~cnt ol the lhc11 
ruling king~. they were prob:tbl)' lhcir 0\\11 gr:tnh. 
~ Chluitras tumbrclln-bcarcrs) were really policc111c11. They arc sn calll:d 
probably because they us1rnlly bore an umbwlla . Laler, these scrvn11 1 ~· arc 
called dtti(as. Their dut} was 10 scan::h for nnd ap11rchcn<l criminal.... They 
were forbid1l<:n to enter agl'lll1tira villugcs except for apprehending thieves and 
person~ accused or high treason (chora-mj·<ipath rak1iri-da(l(la·1•arja111). 
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The plate is dated Cli the end in the year (varsha) 
67, 1 the tenth tit hi of the bright fortnight of Chaitra. 
The year is denoted by two numerical symbols of 
60 and 7, resembling those used in the lndore plate 
of Svfunidasa which bears the same year. The 
left margin of the plate bears the royal signature 
Mahfiriija Rudradasa. 
Localities-The location of Valk.ha has been 
discussed above. Dusi kapalli is also mentioned in 
some other plates of the age. It is probably identical 
with modern Desvalifi which lies about 14 miles 
south of Bagh famous for its cave paintings. The 
text of the plate is given below : 
Line Textz 
1 Fcff'fa" (I '*'] Ci~€JT[ q'11:] ~~~Ql<Wj:ij:Ulfft 'ft!f'll\il· 
't"ri.41t1Hf+:t 1#1 W'4fa 
2 t1c<:4iitcUfffffi .. ~Cflft111<fC11f.":1;rllC1+ffg ~~~lf 
3 lfi l~Q4fl'l)aqn@'Uf [ R }11iNCflfl4 ~1 foMcflq f c-Mi4 f~ -
4 ~ftm~~ ~"RVsCT~-
s \cfir<tffi?l'iff .. C(l{~ ( n:i') lf)l{fq\if fq 41'1l+tf'4 If+! If~: 
©H H#tflcT-
"' 
6 f~fftrr ~~~ ~(~)o: ~: ~tfITT~3 
~(~)~-
7 ~"hrref~~~"l'li'+fC'6~( 'Vm) cm:vTfctf.=tuia-
~lf: 
8 fiit'j+Vi1ottf{.lfu [I"''] ~gl!icHC:f~r~ [ 1":-] Cfif ~\9 
~~~<io (1*] 
[In the margin] i:r~us:1;i:sr.:~t«ftl° [ 1'x' J 
'See plate Ill facing p. 10 in C. I. /. lV. See also the symbol for 60 in 
Plate IX, col. IX in Bi.ihlcr's J11r/isclum Palaeograp/1fo. 
2 From a photograph kindly supplieu by Ml'. Garga. 
JRcad ~-. • · '-
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(II) Manavar Plate (No. Il) of Rudradasa (I) : 
Year 67 
This plate also was issued by the same Maharcija 
Rudradasa, and is similarly worded. It records the 
consent of Maharaja Rudradasa to ihe gift of a field 
in the village Bhutya-grama situated in the territorial 
division (lambaka) 1 of Dasilaknpalli. The donee 
was the Brahmai~a Bhagajana of the Kasya pa gotra. 
The royal order is communicated to officers and 
servants as in the previous plate. The Dlitaka also 
was the same, Fiz., BhaHi Isvaradatta. The plate 
is dated in the year (varsha) 67, the twelfth tithi of 
the bright fortnight of Cbaitra. The numerical 
symbols denoting the year are exactly as in the 
preceding plate. The margin on the left has the 
royal signature of Mahtirtija Rudrndasa as in Plate I. 
The contents and dates of the two plates show 
that this second plate was granted to another 
Brahma1~a of the same gotra just two days after the 
first plate was donated in the same year 67. The 
dates in the plates of the Ma/ifi,rajas of Valkha were 
previously referred to the Gupta era, but we pointed 
out several years ago that they must be taken to be 
of the Abhira era of A. D. 249. The year, if taken 
as expired, 2 corresponds to A. D. 316-17. 
Another plate3 of the same year 67, recording a 
grant of Mahariija Svamidasa, was discovered 
several years ago at lndore. It was in the possession 
of Vamanashastri Islampurkar. Its original find-spot 
r Lambaka generally occurs in the sense of 'a large section of n book', 
bu l it is here used in the sense or 'a territorial division·. 
2 The years cih:d in records a rc generally expired. The epoch for an 
expired year in lhe early dates of th·c Abhira era is A. D. 249-50 as shown by 
us in C. l. f. IV,"Introd. xi ff. 
3 Re-edited bY us in C. 1. f. IV, 5 If. 
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is not known ; but as several plates of this royal 
family have been found in the Indore District, it 
also must have origina11y belonged to the same 
district. lls date is given as follows :-
Year ( varslw) 67, the .first titlzi of the bright 
fortnight of J yeshpia. 
The two aforementioned Manavar plates, though 
dated in lhe same year 67, are earlier than this plate 
of Svamidasa by about two months. Rudradasa (I) 
seems to have died in the interval and was succeeded 
by Svamidasa. As lhe plates of these Maharlijas of 
Valkha do not mention any genealogy, it is not known 
how this Svamidasa was related t.o his predecessor 
Rudradasa. We shall see later that there was another 
Rudradasa in this family. He flourished much later. 
So we shall call this Rudradasa of the Manavar 
plates Rudradasa (I). 
The text of this second Manavar plate of 
Rudradasa (1) is given below: 
Line Text' 
1 ~( q'x<) I q'"{+f~~q'RT( '!* )~iffi ff€!1<M<ia~tij­
fft4:Wrl N l4 fo ~qt [ ;:r ]-
2 fCf(~)<tHt'*11~{'ff)~[ fvq] [m]~(f9) [er:] 
ij+f'jlit I (;:ft]~ ~ ( q') wit:f~(1N{-
3 ;p,j\@Off~ ~tfuH'*1~Gt(~st)~ ~<lf'Al+1'*11!focl<?J (@)-
~ -.t~{tf)ff(irr)-
4 ~~ ( <t) aR:'*1~{<{ ( ~) ~ [ r.ft] a-r; ~q ( TI:f) ~t<rr­
qq f-11~1;f\+tflft [ ~ ]flf [ ;,K,] 
5 fiHl'jiiff~H (~) ~f.qctlfl 'M@cilf<I ( Cfii )~~<tttl'T ~~: 
~(o:) ~(~)-
1 From a photograph kindly supplied by Mr. Garga. 
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6 ~[cl]' Ci(Cfl)~~~[~]tcTif+i~q~~&itti­
~~(:;m)a-(ro):nT-
1 fqf.otnh1<ti1Rf~[:] ~+r,.I+Vif~ [ t"1 ] '+f[l~<lHfl-
~ [1*] ~~~ 
8 ~~~ <}~ [1'*'] 
9 (Jn the margin) l-1°Qmiil<!ai!l~tftr [ , ,., ] 
(III) Mauavar Plate of Bhulm~~a : Year 107 
This third plate was issued by Mahtirc{ia Bhulu1:ic;la 
from the same place Valk.ha, which was evidently 
the capital of all these kings. The object of it was 
to record the royal assent lo the donation of a field 
in the northern boundary of the village Ranetaka to 
the Brahmai:ia Harija (Harijana) of the Kasyapagotra.~ 
The royal order is communicated to the Da~z(lapiisika 
(Police Officer) in addit ion to the Araksltika, Presha-
~ika, bhafas and ch/1cl!ras who are mentioned in the 
other grants also. The present plate does not, however, 
mention any D1'itakn. The margin on the left has the 
signature of Maltc7rc7ja BhuluIJc;ia. The date is given at 
the end. It is denoted by two numerical symbols, of 
which the first written cursively seems to denote 100.3 
The second symbol clearly denotes 7. The year 
(varslw) is thus 107. The tithi is stated as ma 30 
apparently denoting the amavc7sya of Magha. 
This is the third plate of Mahtirtija Bhulu1)Q.a to 
be discovered. The first plate of this king (viz. the 
Indore plate) was obtained from the collection 
of Vamanashastri lsJampurkar and was edited by 
1 Read ~~cfl 
2 The donees of all the three Maniivar plates were of the Kasyapa qotra. They 
were probably related to one another and were living together at Maniivar. 
Hence, these three plates were found together at that place. 
3 See Biihler's Plate 1X0sign for 100 io column KV., . 
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R. C. Majumdar. •. 1 l is dated in the same year as 
the present Manavar plate, viz., the year 107 ; but 
its month and tit!ti were Phalguna va. 12. It was, 
therefore, issued by Bhulu1)~ln more than three weeks 
later lhan the presenl plate, though in the same year. 
The second plate of Bhulm:ic;Ja was discovered 
about eighl years ago. (t was in the possession of 
a person at Bagh known for its cave paintings. We 
shall, therefore, call it t he Brigh plate. It has recently 
been edited by H. G. Shastri and R . C. Parikh in 
the Journal of the Orie111ct! fllslitute, Vol. XXVIIJ, 
pp. 28 fT. According to the Editors. this Btlgh plate 
mentions two dates- year 38 and year 47, both of 
wh ich they refer to the reign of Bhulm:ic;la 1, and 
diffe rentiate him from the homonymous king who 
was reigning in the year 107. We have examined 
this question in a later issue or the same Journal.2 
We h ave shown therein that the second elate in that 
plate is the year 77. The first date (viz., Year 38) 
belongs to the reign of an earlier un-named king 
who h ad made a grant which remained lll1-executed . 
Bhulm:ic,ia later, in lhe year 77, confirmed it. One 
and tbe same king could have been living in the years 
77 and 107. So it is not necessary to postu late two 
kings of the same name Bhului)9a. See the· detailed 
discussion of this matter in our previous article No. J. 
W e give below the text of the Manavar plate of 
Bhulu1)<;fa dated in the year 107. 
Line Text 3 
1 ro~(fra) [ 1 * ] ~@Tf C! * l ~l'l~t<tflq1i{f'!~(ffi) 
;r~(i:rr)~Cf ~(octf]-
1 The plate has been re-edited by u~ in C. /. I. IV. 8 ff. 
2 Sec No. I above. 
3 From a photograph kindly supplied by Mr. Garga. 
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2 '1 c.\ lf+H1 ( ffi ) i'i1 'tl "11 ~!tH<fi I ( R ] iiITT\11 ( ~ ] Cf : ft+i 'j, \if I ;ft :-
l-l ( '1"~) [~] [~]wr(rrr)-
3 ~(;r* ](~]&l'UT(~] mctl!fi<Al+t~n(•;u+i\*1~)-
~(~) ~[tft]t··· [~]-
4 Pft@~Q"(ti) [~Cf]~nn1t1tmm[~]t.TF{("")n[t]-
~[ ~]ao(cn)-
5 <CfllCf\lf~;; (B'R) ~i:iNl~I ( ~ ]lf'{l ( ~) )\17.l( n:f) mm4<t-
fimf.t(ot1 )~(~) t=r(~*] [<fff]-
6 ~Olf4lfie~~(lf} ~(~) [~]m~~q4;~t(~) · 
ff~ [ 1:i ]t=r(: *] 
Eli' 
1 [<ti* J ["J~~ ~~(q1)~(m)~~­
if~2 m--
8 ~(~)~(t{)~(fu)~(rn)+t'!\if .. c.tH:3 
GT ( 3T) ~ ~~ l<<fl+l'!l<l\if ( \ifT) ( °! ]-
9 ~ . .... 4 (I *] ( SfT ]m(~) ur(fUT }( "1]( m]'tl(<tll}· 
~[~]Iii(~*] [l * ] ~ <fo\9 i.r(m) ~o (t * ] 
(In the margin) ~(U)lf (;sr)~ ('+!)~[t *] 
Another king of this family, viz . Rudradasa II 
is known from the sirpur plate edited by Bhagvanlal 
Indraji in the Indian Antiquary, Vol. XVI, pp. 98 ff. 5 
It records his assent to the donation of a field situated 
on the western boundary of the village Vikattanaka. 
The donee was a Brahmal).a of the Bh.aradvaja gotra. 
The plate is dated in the year 117, on the third tithi 
' Some aksharas arc illegible here. They must have contained the name of 
the owner of the field with the word pratyaya added to it. 
z Read ·j)rtsha11ika -. 
3 Read sama11uma11tcmyam as in the other two plates. 
·~A few aksharas are illegible here. 
s The plate has been re-ediieci by us in C. /. I. JV, iO ff. 
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of Vaisakha, lhe fortnight being unspecified as in 
the Manavar plate of Bhulu1.1<;la. This Rudradasa 
ruling in the year l l 7 is the second king of that 
name, being different from the king Rudradasa I 
mentioned in the two Manavar plates dated in the 
year 67. 
We have thus the following seven plates of the 
Maharajas of Valkha known till now :-
(1) Manavar plate (No. I) of Rudradasa I 
(Year 67) (edited above). 
(2) Manavar plate (No. TI) of · Rudradasa I 
(Year 67) (edited above) . 
(3) Tndore plate of Svamidasa (Year 67) (C. I. I. 
IV, 5 ff.) . 
( 4) Bagh plate of Bhul u1)Qa (Year 77) (edited 
above, pp. 3 IT.). 
(5) Manavar plate of Bhulul)c;la (Year 107) 
(edited above). 
(6) fndore plate of Bhului:i<;la (Year 107) (C. I. I. 
IV, 9 ff.). 
(7) g irpur plate of Rudradasa rJ (Year 117) 
(C. /. l. IV, 10 ff.) . 
We shall now discuss some problems connected 
with these plates. 
The first of these problems is the identification of 
the era in which their dates are recorded. Bhagvanlal, 
who first edited a plate of this family, (Fi::., the 
Sirpur pJate of Rudradasa (I l), referred it to the 
beginning of the sixth cen. A. D. He did not make 
any attempt to identify the era to which the date 
refers. R . C. Majumdar referred the dates of the 
lndore Plates of Svamidasa (Year 67) and Bhulur;iga 
(Year 107) to the Gupta era. This was supported 
by D. C. Sircar on the ground that it was the Gupta 
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emperors who first popularised all over India the 
use of the Imperial titles Parama-bha//clraAa and 
Mahiiriijiidhiriija, and whose feudator ies called 
themselves Mc1hiiriijas. He, therefore, conjectured 
that these Maharc{jas of Valkha were feudatories 
of the Gupta Emperors Chandragupta II and 
Kumaragupta I, and the dates of their grants are 
recorded in the Gupta era. ' 
These arguments do not bear scrutiny. The title 
Mahiiriija was adopted both by independent kings 
like the Traikiitakas and the Vakatakas, and sub-
ordinate feudatories like the kings of Valkba ruling 
in South India in pre-Gupta times. Besides, the main 
objection to this view is that the Gupta era was not 
current in the Anupa country in the time of these 
Maharajas of Valkha. The earliest grant of this 
royal family is dated in the year 38 mentioned in the 
recently discovered Bagh plate of Bhului:ic)a. If 
its date is referred to the Gupta era, it would corres-
pond to A. D. 357-58. Gupta power had not pene-
trated into Central India at this time. The Western 
K shatrapas were then ruling from Ujjain. The 
Maharajas of Valkha then held the country of 
Anapa (modern Indorc and Nema<;I districts of 
Madhya Pradesh). So they could not have been 
subordinate to the Guptas and could not have been 
using the Gupta era. T he only era to which the 
dates in the grants of the Maharajas of Valkha can be 
referred is, therefore, the Abhira era of A. D. 249. 
The Pura:r;ias say that the Abhiras rose to power 
afterthe downfaJJofthe Andhras (i. e. the Satavahanas). 
From recent discoveries it seems that they overthrew 
' 1. H. Q. xxn, PP· 1 so rr. 
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the Mahakshatrapa Isvaradatta who ruled for a brief 
period of 20 years after the fall of the Satavahanas.' 
The Abhiras soon extended their power over a 
large country comprisi ng Konkary, Western Maha-
rashtra, Gujarat and A nupa. Their era commen-
cing in A. D. 249 spread in all these countries with 
the spread of their power. So the Maharajas of 
Yalkha, who were apparently their feudatories in 
the Anopa country, used their era in dating their 
records. The dates in their plates must, therefore, 
be referred to the Abhirn era. 
Most of the plates of these kings have been fo und 
in modern Indore and Dhar districts. One of them 
was, however, obtained from girpur in the Dhu!e 
or West Khandesh District. Their country lying 
on both the banks or the Narmada was known as 
Anupa in ancient times. It was previously compri-
sed in the dominion of the Western Kshatrapas. 
The J unagac;lh inscription of Rudradaman mentions 
Anupa among the countries under the rule of that 
Kshalrapa.2 The saka era must have then 
been current there as in other countries under their 
rule. When the Abhiras wrested the Anopa 
·country from them, their own era became current 
there. This is the reason why the plates of these 
Maharajas of Valkha who were their foudatories 
arc dated in the Abhira era. 
Here it may be asked "How is it that the word 
used to denote the year in these plates is varsha 
characteristic of the $aka era, not sali1vatsara (or 
scuhvat) which is generally noticed in the inscriptions 
of the Abhira era?'' This question is not difficult 
I ff. I. s. IY. K., pp. [280] ff. 
2 E. !. VIII , 47 ff. 
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to answer. The people of the Ana.pa country had 
become accustomed to use the word vnrsha to denote 
a year in the preceding age of the sakas when they 
recorded the dates of their era. They seem to have 
continued to use that word even a ftcr the Abhira 
era became current in their country. Jn other coun-
tries \\ hich had not been under the sakas the people 
used sad1vatsara (or sali1) as they had been doing m 
the preceding age of the Satvahana.s. 
ID. Risthal Stone Inscription of Prakasadharma1r:i< 
(Plate IV) 
This inscription was discovered while digging the 
foundation of a house at Risthal, a village about 
9 kms. north of Sitamau in the Mandasor District 
of Madhya Pradesh, on the J2th December 1983. 
It has since been removed to SHamau where it has 
been deposited in the Natnagar Shodh Samsthan. 
Dr. Raghubir Sinh, Director of the Samsthan, kindly 
supplied good estampages of the epigraph to .me for 
deciphering. Dr. V. S. Vakankar of the Vikram Univer-
sity also obliged me bysending me a good estampageand 
also his own reading of it. I am obliged to both for 
their kindness. The record has since been edited with a 
plate by K. V. Ramesh and S. P. Tewa ri in the Journal 
of the Epigraphical Society of India, Vol. X, pp. 96 ff. 
The inscription has been incised beautifully on a 
large stone slab. The inscribed portion measures 
39.00 ems. broad and 32.53 ems. high. The record 
consists of 29 verses written in Sanskrit. They are 
not numbered, but the end of the first half of each is 
generally denoted by a dot, and its completion by 
two vertical Jines. The final consonant is denoted 
by its small size with a short horizontal stroke at the 
top. The characters are of the western variety of 
the Gupta alphabet, resembling those of other inscrip-
tions of the Gupta age at Mandasor. As regards 
orthography, v and b are clearly distinguished. The 
guttural nasal has been used for the anusviira when 
followed by.§ ors. See viint-ansu, line 15, and tamansi, 
•This article is being published in J. 6. l. 
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Jine 8. The consonant preceding and following r 
is generally doubled. See e. g. yattra, line 3, and 
ketur-1/aliima, line 2. 
The inscription refers itself to the reign of the 
Aulikara king Prakasadharman. The object of il was to 
record l he religious and charitable works of lhe king at 
Dasapura and Risthal and those of his minister Bhaga-
vaddosha at Risthal. It contains the date 572 when the 
king caused a temple or Siva to be constructed at 
Dasapura (modern Mandasor) and named the god in it 
as Prakasesvara after himself. This date, like those in 
other inscriptions of the Aulikaras, must be referred 
to the Malava Sariwat, later known as the Vikrama 
era. It does not admit of verification in the absence 
of the necessary details, but roughly corresponds to 
A. D. 515. 
The inscription opens with a verse invoking the 
blessings of Siva in the Ardha-nar-isvara form 
(half male and half female).' The next verse is in 
praise of Bhagavatprakasa, who always keeps his 
bow ready for the protection of the world. I 
thought at first that he was the progenitor of the 
Aulikara family eulogised in the present inscription. 
Futiher consideration has convinced me that he is 
identical with the then ruling king Prakasadharman. 
Such verses in praise of the ruling king are known 
to occur in the begining in other prafastis also.! 
1 In the Ardlta-11iiy.is1,ara form it i~ not only the right hnlf of the face of Siva 
that is combined with the left half of the face of Piirvati as Ramesh and Tewari 
(R. and T .) seem to think. The union is of the whole half bodies of the two. 
Jllg1ta11yamfi11am-Parvati tries to separate her body, but Siva completes the 
s011dl1ya-vr111da11a rite calmly (Sa11ta-vidltcyu111) notwithstanding the ire or Plirvati. 
a see e. g. the Surat plates of Sryusraya Si!Uditya, c. f.!., IV, p. 134. lt 
may be noted in this connection that the verb in the verse eulogising Bhaga-
vatprnkasa is in the present tense whereas au verbs praising the ancestors of 
PrakilSadharman are in the past tense. 
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Bhagavatprakafa is, therefore, identical with Prakasa-
dharma n, bhaga vat being an honorific denoting reverence. 
Then begins the genealogy of Prakafadharma11. 
The first member of the Aulikara family mentioned 
here is Drumavardhana. He, by his valour, destroyed 
the power or the enemy and maintained peace 
and order in the world. He bore the title of Sena-
pati (Military Commander), which adorned b.im as 
the moon does God Siva.' His son Jayavardhana ruled 
after him. He distinguished himself by his pol icy which 
was combined with his power of arms. His son was / 
Ajitavardhana, whose commands were implicitly 
honoured by his enemies. He performed several sacri-
fices. As lndra was attracted by his fondness for 
Somarasa offerred in them, bis wife sachi had often to 
suffer pangs of separation from her husband. His son 
was Yibhisha1)avardhana, who, by his good deeds, 
removed misery from the world as the sun dispels 
darkness by its rays. His successor was hjs son Rajya-
vardhana, who, as befitted his name, increased the 
extenl of his dominion by his victories. The description 
of these kings from Drumavardhana Lo Rajyavardhana 
is quite stereotyped, being devoid of all historical events. 
The next king was Prakasadhannan, the son of 
Rajyavardhana, who, by his victories, deprived HUi:ta 
Chiefs up to Torama1~a of their Imperial t itle. Here 
is a vaJ uable historical reference which will be discussed 
later. Prakasadharman is said to have dedicated 
to God Siva beautiful larues from the harems of bis 
enemies whom he vanquished. It served to proclaim 
his victories. This was, indeed, a novel way of 
proclaiming one's victories. 
1 Like Pusbyamitra of the Sul'lga dynasty, he must have been a General 
in his early career. The title coutimled even after he became a ·kipg. 
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Prakasadharman performed several religious and 
charitable works. He constructed a large tank 
resembling the sacred Bindusaras at Risthal, dedica-
ting its religious merit to his grandfather Vibhish-
ai:iavardhana after whom it was named. He also 
erected there a grand temple of giva, bearing resem-
blance to a peak of the Himalayas. Fm thcr, in the 
year 572 he built, at Dasapura, a shrine of Siva under 
the name of Prakasesvara. He also constructed a 
temple of Brahma at the same place, which was cloud-
scraping. This reference is noteworthy; for temples 
dedicated to Brahma are rarely mentioned. He also 
constructed a shrine of Krislwa and another of 
Bujjuka' for ascetics well versed in the philosophical 
systems of Satikhya and Yoga. Further, he con-
structed several balls, wells, monasteries, orchards as 
well as shrines in honour of other gods and also 
other charitable works in order to be fair to al l. 
The inscription next records that the Rajasthtiniya 
Bhagavaddosha, the son of an Amii.tya (Minister) 
of the king's ancestors, caused to be excavated 
at the place of the present inscription a large tank 
which far outshone a sea in expanse, and also erected 
a cloud-scraping shrjne of 8iva . This Bhagavad-
dosha is also mentioned as a son of a minister of 
the Aulikara family in the Mandasor stone inscrip-
tion2 of Yasodharman-Vjslwuvardhana, who, as 
shown below, was probably the son and successor 
of Prakasadharman. 
The present prasasti was composed by the poet 
Vasula, the son of Kakka. He is also mentioned as 
the author of the well-known inscription on the 
r Bujjuka seems lo be a local deity. 
2 Fleet, Gupta Inscriptions. pp. 145 ff. 
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Victory Pillars of Yasodharman-Vish1:rnvardhana at 
Mandasor. 1 This establishes a Jink between the two 
inscriptions and testifies to the relation between 
Prakasadhannan and Yasodharman mentioned below. 
The present inscription mentions the date 572 as 
falling in the reign of Prakasadharman. ll marks 
his construction of a grand temple of siva named 
Prakasesvara at Dasapura after he had constructed 
a large tank and <l temple of Siva in honour 
of his grandfather Vibhishar.iavardhana at Risthal. 
Supposing that he undertook these three works one 
after another soon after his accession, they may have 
taken a period of about fifteen years for completio11. 
As we have seen, they were completed in the 
Maiava year 572 (A. D . 515). Prakasadharman's 
accession may, therefore, be placed tentatively in 
circa A. D. 500. He was preceded by five ancestors 
who ruled from Risthal. Their periods may, therefore, 
be fixed tentatively as under:-
Drumavardhana c. A. D. 400-420 
Jayavardhana c. A. D. 420-440 
Ajitavardhana c. A. D. 440-460 
Vibhishar.iavardhana c. A. D. 460-480 
Rajyavardhana c. A. D. 480-500 
Prakasadharman c. A. D. 500-520 
The next known member of the Aulikara family 
was Yasodharman-Vislwuvardhana, the vanquisher 
of the Hoi;ia Chief Mihirakula. His Mandasor jns-
cription is dated Maiava Samvat 589 (A. D. 532), 
which is seventeen years after the date mentioned in 
the present inscription. He was, therefore, probably 
the son and successur of Prakafadharman. 
1 
• lcct, Gupta Inscrip1io11s, p. 146. 
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Two more kings with names ending in vardhana 
are known from inscriptions, though their exact 
relation to any of the kings mentioned above cannot 
be ascertained. From a fragmentary record' 
found at Mandasor we know of a king named 
Adityavardhana whose feudatory Gauri of the 
Manavayana family excavated a tank in a suburb of 
Dasapura for the religious meril of his deceased 
mother. Its date has not been preserved, but from 
another inscription z of Gauri we know that he 
was ruling in tbe Ma.lava Samvat 547 (A. D. 490). 
Again, from the Brilzatsad1/ii1a 3 or Varfihamihira we 
know of King Dravyavardbana of Avanti who bore 
the Imperial title Mahiirfijiidhiraja. 
It will be noticed that the names of almost all 
these kings end in vardhana. As the Aulikaras had 
another branch, we may call this 'the vardha11a 
branch' of that family. 
Till now no predecessors of Y asodharman were 
definitely known. He was, therefore, believed to 
have risen and fallen like a meteor.+ Recently we 
tried to piece together whatever was known about 
the Aulikaras of the pre-Yasodharman period and 
prepared a tentative genealogy of that Aulikara 
king for eight generations. 5 The present inscription 
shows that genealogy to be untenable. It now gives 
us a thoroughly reliable genealogy of thal vanquisher 
of the Hu1)as. There.in lies its great historical 
importance. 
1 F:. I. Vol. XXX, Pan IV. 
1 Loe. cit. 
3 Adhyiiya 86, verses l to 4. 
4 H. C. I. P., Vol. lll, p. 40. 
s I. R.. P. Vol. l, p. 103. 
.. 
- . 
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From inscriplions round ut Bihar Kot ra. Gat1gdhar 
nnd Ma11dusor, we gel the following genealogy or the 
Aulikara family, wilh their known dales:-
Jayavarman 
I (son) 
Si1i1 ha vu rman 
' 
(SO il) 
Naravarnrnn (M. S. 461 and 474) 
J (son) 
Visvavarman (M. S. 489) 
I (son) 
Bandhuvarman (M. S. 499) 
I 
Prabhftkara (M. S. 524 or A. D. 467) 
As the names of ulmost all lhese kings end in 
11arma11, they may be said to have belonged lo ' lhc 
11arn1m1 branch ' of the Aulikara family. 
Bolh Lhcsc branches or Lhc l'amily seem to have 
risen to power al the same lime, ri::., the end or lhe 
fourth cen. A. D. The A ulikaras \\ere probably or 
the Malavir gar)a : for they dated !heir records riot 
in regnal years ns other kings did, but in the Maiava 
Sa1jwa!. The Mfilavas had their original habitation 
near the con fluence or Lhe Ravi and the Chcnab in 
the Panjab. These Malavas and their neighbours lhc 
Kshudrakas were known as Ayudlw~Fri Smiglws on 
account or their military organisation. They are 
mentioned in Pa!afijal i's 1\!la/Jiiblicls/Jya and Lhe 
com mentary Kc7.\:ikii on the Ash;adhyc7yi or Pa1)ini. 
They offered sliff resistence lo Alexander on bis 
return journey. Later, when foreign tribes like the 
A-52-3-A. 
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Greeks, Scytbians and Part hians swarmed in the 
Panjab, these freedom-loving people migrated to 
the south and stayed for some time in the former 
Jaipur State. Their capital then was M51avanagarn, 
now k.nown as Nagara or Karko~anagara in the 
Tonk District or Rajasthan. Several coins or the 
Maiava ga1)a have been found in the Jaipur State 
with the legend /vfalavii11a jaya in Prakrit or 1\lc7/a-
vii1101i1 Jayab in Sanskrit, commemorating their 
brilliant victory over their enem}. They had their own 
era calk!d Krita Smhw1t. The early dates or that 
em come from their habitation in North ln<lia. Later, 
at the close of the fourth. cen. A. D. they moved still 
further southwan1 an<l occupied the territory round 
Maodasor, Neemach and other places in Central 
lndia. 1 This region was previously under the 
rule of the Western Kshalrapas. The Aulik.aras 
whose inscriptions have been found in this territory 
were probably the leaders of these Malavas. Hence, 
we find that their records have been dated in the 
Maiava Sa1iwal. The country also became known as 
Malava-desa. Its previou:i name wa!) Akaravanli 
which occurs in early inscriptions. 
The Guptns also conquered a part· of this region in 
this very period. From their original province of 
Magadlrn they had advanced as far as Era1J 3 and 
Vidisa 4 jn Madhya Pradesh in the time of Samudra-
gupta. It was Chandragupla JI, the son of Samu-
dragupta, who extended his conquests to Malwa 
and Kailuawa9 by overthrowing the Wc!)Lern 
I 1 R. P., pp. JOO ff. 
:a E. I. VIII, pp. 60 If; Vlfl, pp. 257 ff. 
3 /. E. G. K., pp. 220 ff. 
•Ibid, pp. 23 I If. 
A-52-3-B. 
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Kshatrapas in circa A. D. 395.' He Lhcn made 
Ujjayini in Mfilwa his second capital. It seems 
probable, therefore, that the Aulikaras and the 
Guptas invaded Malwa in u joint strategy and 
overthrew the Western Kshatrapas in circa A. D. 
395. Their amiable relations continued for Cl long 
Lime. They rushed to each other·s aid in times 
or difficulty. Later, the Guplas extended their 
dominion far and wide. fheir era spread lo distant 
countries with the extension or their pO\\er. But 
they did not impose their !'>U1erainty on the Auli-
karas whmc capital Mandasor lay within a hundred 
miles from their second capital Ujjayini. The 
Aulikaras never submitted to them. · I 11 none or 
their grunts they have mentioned them as their suLe-
rams. or C\Cn indicated their O\\ n -.,ubordinatc 
posit ion in <1 general way. They did not use the 
Gupta era in dating their O\\ n records as sevcrnl 
feudatories or the Guplas did. In his inscription on 
the Victory Pillars Yafodharman proudly asserts 
that his country was nevl.!r enjoyed by the Guptas 
whose prowess was displayed in their subjugation 
of the ''hole world. ' In times or dinicully the 
Aulikaras rus.hcd to their aid. Prnbhakara, the last 
known member of the vom1<111 branch 01· the J\uli-
karas, is described us · conllagration to the trees in 
the form of lhe enemies or the Gupta family.' I He 
had evidently fought Slll.!CCS~fully 011 the :>icfc or 
Guptas \\hen their kingdom \Hts invaded by an enern). 
I II. I. s. IV. /\., fl· [83]. 
-' R. C. Mujumdar and most 1'1hc1 ~cholars believe that tl\e Aulikaras 
were J'cudatoric, of the Guptas, but this view i~ untenable. Sec/. /?. P. T. p. 95. 
:: fleet. G11p111 Twcriptiom, flP· 147 ff. 
•E. !., XX\'11, flp. 14 rr. 
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We have seen that the l\-ro branches of the Auli-
karas were flourishing in the same period. From 
the available references in 1 heir inscription.., it ~cems 
that they both were ruling from Dasapura. Prakafa-
dbarman of the 1'tmllia11a brandt constructed several 
religious and charitable works at Dasapurn which 
signifie~ that it was hi::. capital. The Victory Pillars 
of Yafodharman of the same branch \\ere abo 
erccLCd at Manda!)Ol'. So there is no doubt that 
Da5apura or Mandasor \Vas Lhc capital of the wrcllu111a 
branch. As for the C<lpital of the 1·amw11 bn11Kh, 
several of its inscriptions have been found al Manda-
sor, and one passage <.:!early slales lhal Bandhuvarman 
or that branch \\•US ru ling from there.' The 
question, therefore, arises, ·HO\\ were the two 
branches ruling from the same place Dasapurn ? ' 
The answer to it i:-. not dil11cult to rio<.l. fhc L\\O 
brancl1es ''ere. no doubt, ruling from lhc '>i.\111C place, 
but in diJforen L periods. The ramw11 hranch "as 
in tbc! ascendant in the l!arlier period as shown by 
its inscriptions. !hen it was ruling rrom Ousapura. 
The other or wmlluuw brauch may hav~ bc;cn subordi-
nate to it and may have been holding some other 
region, probably that round Risllrnl. It may be 
noted in this connc;ction that the progenitor or that 
branch is de~cribed as Seniipmi or Military Comman-
der in the present inscription.-' ft may also be 
noted Lhat no significalll achicveir1ents or even 
religious or charitable works have been mentioned 
in connection with this branch until we come to the 
time of Prakasadha rma n. So this 1·arc//1(111a branch 
~Sec of-Fr?f'=l fi:Tfarrfu<rrr <T•Cl<i'~lfU<lC!;T~ 
. .., "' 
l'.f~~Rf ~~TT?.;' 'lR'<lfll?f'lfii I Flecl, Gupta !11wiptiu11.1, p. b3. 
' ~-· .. 
l Sec verse 4 of 1he prci.e111 in-crip11on. 
.. 
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sec1m, to ha.Ye been administering a second rate 
divi .... ion of the Aulikara kingdom. I ts capilal may 
haYC hecn nL Ri...,thal. 1 he branch 1'Cems lo have 
come to the forefront al'lcr the reign or Prabhakara 
or the 1·ormm1 brnnc:h. It''"" nor \\ithoul reason that 
Prah.Jfadharman. \\hen he ro...,I! to pt)\\er. constructed 
mL·morial~ to hr ... granufolhcr in the form of a large 
tank und <1 rnagnillcent temple of sivn nt Rislhal. 
Thnl place must have bcc11 the chic!' town of lhc 
rami ly in rormcr time">. 
The prc-;cnl irhcription thrO\, . ., '-Orne additional 
light 011 the hi'.101') of the H fi r.HIS in r ndin. Verse 16 
which rcl'cr'. lo the victMy or Prnkfisadharman 011 
Toramar)n and other I luna Chiers rnn"i as follow:-.:-
jfl rirrr:rr11Trn;,.:\-rr11tf.r,r;:;r-
.... . .. 
J,~· , ,.,,.mr1r1urq;f,'r•p111T7.ifT~flf 1 
. "' 
gimf::rrFr.r 1iR ~<l rr;· ™rrst 
;r');;) 11~n f~q;;r11f-.. PT"jf!JI~~: 11 
··By his "ictor~ he ha ... fol-.ilie<l the 1 mpcrial title of 
the l [01.Hl king which. till the time or King Toramar)a, 
had become c~tabl is hcd 011 I he cart h through his 
foot-stool bcrng \Hriegated by the du-.tcrs of tbc rays 
of the cresl-je\\CI" of p1inCC!> (bowing to hi') fee\)." 
rhc his lor~ of initial I lli1)a invasion-; of India is 
not ycL kn0\\11 in detail. It is indeed well-known 
th:1t the Hrir:ias invaded India towards the close ol' 
Kurnaragupta I\ reign, but it is genera lly believed 
that Skandagupta inllictc<l such a cru...,hing defeat 
on them that f'o r nearly hair a cenlury or perhap~ 
more they dared not cross the Sindhu river and 
pe110tra1c into the interior of Ind ia.' The present 
ver..,c, if it truly describes the sune of things of 
1 Sre JI. C. I. P. Jlf, p. 7.t 
that age, shows that the J IOt)as, far from being 
enfeebled, repeated their incursions, conquered large 
Lerritorics and had a number of rcudatories paying 
homage to them. Recent discoveries show that thi" 
was true in the case or Torama1~a. His inscription 
has been found in the Saugar District of Madhya 
Pradesh.' II is dated in the very fir-.t ~ear of hi" 
reign. This shows thal he was ruling somewhere 
in Central India rrom where he could easily swoop 
on the territory round Erar) in the Saugar District. 
Recent ly two copper-plate inscriptions of his feu-
datory . Vfa/l(/rr~ia Bhota have been discovered at 
Sanjeli in lhe Zalocl tii/11/?(/ or the Panell Mahal 
Dist1ict in North Gujaral. In these inscriptions 
Tt)ramfir,ia is mentioned with the imperial titles 
Para11whlw!{t7rn/,a and .\fahfirtijclcf/J;riijo. ft i.:. ex-
press ly slated in lhe afore-cited verse 01· the present 
inscription that Toramar:ia \\US the last or the 
Adhirfijos ruling there. This show-; that the If D1:ia 
family was holding that territory for consider·ablc 
time. The present in~cription says that Prakasa-
dharman deprived Torarnar:w and other H C11)a kings 
or their Imperial title and made them his fcuda-
torics as Yasodharrnan did later in the case or 
i\ t ihirakula. ~ 
I L now rernai ns to say a few words a bout two 
Aulikara ki ngs, ri::., Adityavardhana and Dravya-
vardhana, who, though they apparently belong to 
• Fleer, Gupta /11srrip1im/\', p. J 5X. 
l 1\.f S. U11i~·er··i1~· mppu-f•/ote.< o.f 1111' li1111• of 1 '111m11(i~w. l'· 54. 
J R and T. make the pad11-duhlt1•d11 in the last line of \'Cl°'\C 16 •I ~ .rndlui 
ai-i1111/Jat<i111 and 1:1ke the vc1~c 10 m~·an 1h:it Prak:1Sadh:1rma11, by estublishiog 
him~elf in the kingdom or the Hill.1a ruler Toramiia:ia, rendered the word 
Adhiriija factual in b:mlc. Such construction is impossibe, as 7i1rnm1i11a· 
nripate/.i i~ ubflative, not gcnilivc, being governed by the pt1rticle ,;. 
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the 1•ardlw11a branch, have not been mentioned in the 
presenl inscripl.ion. Adityavardhana. whose feudatory 
Gaurj ha:-. left a fragmentnry in!-lcription at Mandasor, 
may have been a collnteral of th~ l'ardlw11a branch who 
held a small principality in the kingdom or the 
A tili kar<1~. /\s for p,,fahc7rc{itid/Jil'iija DravyavarcLhana 
or the /\v~nli country mentioned by Varahamihira, 
he seems Lo have invnded and occupied the region 
round Ujjayini when the Guptas left it after the 
close of Skaudaguptn·s reign in circa A. D. 467. 
Metres - Verses I, 2 Ll]H{iat i ; 3, 4 A upac/1cltl1a11da-
sika ; 5, 6 !11ltitrc7samaka ; 7, 8 Vali1~fosthm•ila ; 9, 10 
Dmtavilambita : I l , 12 Viyogini ; 13~ 14 Pushpitiigrli; 
15-2 l Vasrmtalilakti; 22-27, 29 A1111shfuhh; 28 J\1cili11i. 
Line Text 
1 ~ Wbm>ff0{4frl(filqst~f/5;11'11i'1 ~~ [ \ * ] 
fi:Fnf<tl'1 qq11.a [ fq:iitr] ;r.i cmrai ctfiiwHn~mg n [ 9 11 * ] 
~ ·~ '+![ ~l] +«~ fqqf~ tT: 
2 •:t1l4tti¥'1ta""ltf! [ I * l ~) fCfflf ~~ ~[m]ir 
00 ~•i<kSl'fl l ~I: ll(~ll * ) '+l(CC]~~m;J~ui~gHt­
~fo'fl<l•ClllflT ~ l Sfi:fC4;i;; ~~-~ ~,.., L\ 
3 mcruNa I <lfa~~:afct:;;4~ .. .a: l I I.~ II " ) fo {ffTCC f°q';{rfif1. 
'1'f§~l(~lal"I HG:TfaftH~l~IPi:;'f\: [I * ] ~~-1 
HH1f4•'1 ~ ~~: f~ifofhuti ~ I l [ ¥11 * ] 
§'1ll ICIHhl"'I 
4 ~l:fT ~~ei:q~I 'Sff~OtTT ~: (I ~ ] ~ ~ 
~~11\1141 G1£4CC;@'.'1f~fctqfafa'itt: II ( ~l I * ) ~;r 
~ fftfi~ 'lfuf: qf(~UCC(11 \l1H!!~CC fql«! ( l * ] 
1 Head-;:flir-. 
40 STUDl1'.S l 'l ,\ NCIE"1T 1-.,;1>1/\N 1 llSTOllY 
s G({'S (01011 <t1«+hiOo6=a1 Brllrat if~~ fom:vi rt e fug: 11 [ ~ 11 • ] 
f<ti(l<!<c'1f©fuffi~Cf'! Sffufternm: stfct<M~;i~ I 
~ attilf\i1M1fil'.t: ~'+f'Cf 
... 
6 (i\Jflf.i1(14~'1ft_!(1: II ( I.S il ) ~ m+:tm~ql'1MIM~ 
~ tmf ~gf~CIPfR"T I tral+f ~ffil.lf.ifcf Pnt11'1'1T 
fcttl'mf..:( .. ct l 1J~+:t101:a1 ~111 [ <::11 I ~O"fqfct~a¥1'1r: 
7 fp•4fcct+11~atMT Wtrn:~~ctrr~: \ifTTfu ffi=tf Wf: 
ef~) ~: ~HMMl+i f~~~: II ( ~ II : )~: 
stf4<t11fof~ ( ,, .. :rCI) ~ITTHR : 
8 ~~~: l ~: f~Cf '+fl'llW&'MH+1l&f« 1 
\itll~ ~ Q': II (9 0 1\ ' ) ~~t~f~~­
irnifc'Cf¥t ei-m\ lf: , ~1f.qa'< 1'1aC1.a'1fH'1aH1flf 
9 ~ (i '14::t;irt: II (9911 ~ ) fctMMlq ~~~ fcrf.:rrr­
'!fcmf fu~#1(1i ll7.ir, \j q('ll('1+1['1r]~11lT ~m l:l'flf 
fcfrSlf~;:ft\Jf"l: tl [ n ll * ] f~aqfafo e:;~~ q~fcror-
10 f.{tflt1e+rnll1C!cilt:R : [ 1 ] ~ufaastifil9t~.ri:+ri '21l-
fm-sH1+1~ct: Sf'Cfi'rn~ 11 r 9 ~ 11 j ~M'1a~m i 5r+rrCl'-
mi:;;j' (ltfiM\11•14i~T~t410fl'! ( l '°' ) 3Tfcrci~'11'1"lM<l•i 
11 ~ fp'4fctqGci)'1141fa rft ~~Oii'! II ( r~ ll' ) Q': 
fi41 .. 44'.f11+N<~tq>~IHl+1H1ftrni T1f'{ffill~~ fqr.rr (I * ) 
~~fcr~ "l t);<?il<:a IQ' U\iff P..T'li 
12 !(}( ~J~')~fa..;'f fu'+lfu II f 9'-\ 11 ] 3TT Cll("110114H1q-
+{lf~(<:i1'1ti'lct'11SIHH~liSIMTt1Hql~q)-°"!j I ] ~Uq'flf ~ 
~ ira: srfuuot '1IBl 1!Ul f<rcf~fem-~: 1 l ( ~ ~ 11 + ] 
13 ~if.1 fciq 1of;::rq1foRAT m:il-q ~ +1<:C11f<j'TlfT 
11'11Ml't [1 ) m[~] <: .. auf2arf"1 (ltttf.ffu[~t] 
'+ts.le'11f'1' ~f~Fl:f f;;~fcraWf I I f 9\Sll * ] ~ 
~~ CRtfT 
t ..........;.+.: Rend -'"111 11 '1. 2 '1frlfTfrr m . nnd 'I '.) 
HI"! II \L l'\<.,CHll' l 10'\ OF l'H .\K.i. ~ . \1)11 .\H\I \'- ..t I 
14 ~ WfrcRTc:t '"ICl<S4+t<41 : ~ l cll'hS4'hl~I~~-
.... 
fu~~Rlfocr11,nf oim '+TfTCI~ ~~~Cl~T.f 11 [ 9 ~ 11 ' ] mT 
fq('{l+t~ f~'+TferO'fC4i'"lftf ~ciltll f'"l'+n'CflTI! 
"' "' 
15 ~ f~~'ll" f.:n•a1f< f*~tHfl: Sffuf~~il°R· 
fa"'+TT~Uffi'{ 1~Tf.i ~ 11 [ q ~ 11 • ] ~ ~~­
fua .. ~~HSI ICl1 .. t1 IS;!(I fu'C0 fut•li'4i.fli.fl06mtf: I 
.., .. 
I 6 P~ tuflffi+t'l'+_!({'"l<=*ll~ f~('f): SI 1\0itl:(lciH<! ( Cfl J ~f{ ~ 11 
f ~oll * ] ~.-;<4f1C(1fc1f1+tlfl~<41QClc~ ~ Cf~ ~ 
fCIClct1< I Olf"! I 1 ] 
17 -qTmn<fcfi a I q 'j f4(1SI11 G m;::i r~CJR I lJ~l G < fq 1 f4"'+i\"I ~tSq iflct'l 11 
[ i9 ll " ] ~e-+f 'i11{(1C4tit4 f'"l~~ll~fq ·~~: I 
3ti.flt<4G~1f ~!(Cl""{tfctl r.r: 11 ( ~~ 11'1' ] 
1s Rm :q 2u:iwa~~or~ +:tP<4<"! [ 1" ] :a .. +11qafoq-
~ f:ir@(n:i;::in"filf'+T: 11 f ~~I I j '3{TP..:mltf tf('l~ 
fll"S;@Jlmf~Tflrl ;:rr Jl! l 1 .. ] ClfU~ tits01tqf1~ 
~'11i.fl l''Hi~~ Q' : 11 ( ~¥ II ) 
19 1f'+11<M+t61<1+tlrfl~llf.::t i:f ~cilCflfll+t ( l ' ) lll,.lliNl .. tUa-
n ' 
~~~II f~v1 ll * ) ~~ffi:mtr~-
+t lcafJ'j'"'' I ZT\i'W~Ttn:illCl~1~011~11:m~ 11 [ i ~ II * J 
20 tf<l3 ~f'ff~r~f11 f~ mf...-R ff"{: 1 ~~ ~;:ft<:>\Oifui 
:;1foHH1CQ Cflrf<a+t 11 [ ~\9 11 ] fCfif1€'5aqfo:h1T CfTwl 
" . 
crrfu a ICl1:~<f'+i~~11~1 .. a1¥i1<4C1 l~T 'l'+ifCI I'! I 
2 1 ITT ~r i{ Jlff'+T"{!+i trtr wi:~ (11Clfa~a!fo'1+wif 
cti1fofcffl"llf<oTI ~II ( ~~ll * ) efn g~ ~ 
~: 2tJQCfi¥'4iO'f: (I "' J ~lq<f'"Cf(11 ~ 
Cfl"Cf<fl~ ( II ~ ~ ll ] 
'Th i~ l1111k ai.d 1he Sh·a temple de~rrih< tl in rhc nc.\t vcrs1· wcr.· s itunl .. d 
:it Ri~tlwl. 
:;: R«ad --CfRfT:rr - • 
.., 
1 The tank anti the 11:mplc m:rc nl Risthul. 
•, 
Section 11 
EXAMINATION OF Dr. 0. R. BHANDARKAR'S 
VIE\VS ON SOME PROBLEMS OF 
GUPTA HISTORY 

IV. Did Chandrngupta II become a Vanaprastha '/-'k 
The Vedic religion has prescribed four r7.framas or 
stages o/' lill!, l'i::.. those o l' Brn/1111ac/1iiri11 (sludenl), 
Grilwstlw (hou:-.e-holder), J ·a11apras1/w (fores t-hermit) 
and Sati111yl7.si11 (ascetic) fo r its l'ollovvcrs o!' Lhe three 
11rsl caslcs. The first two stages are well known. 
As for lhc Vc711aprastlia. the Ma11us111irti (V. 2) stales 
lh0 time when it is to be adopted as fo llows : 
:rf~4"9 J;f.:{T 'T!J'~ij#-lt:tfv>('lllldF1: I 
e -
[When a householder finds that his ski n is ~bowing 
wrinkles. his h:1ir has turned white and a grandchild 
has been born to hi 111. he should be lake himselr lo 
the rorest (for becoming a Viimrprns///(/)]. 
I le then li ved on mots and l'r uits. performed Lhe 
obligalory religious rites <llld spent his time in med ita-
tion and penance. Jn the las l stage he became a 
wandering ascetic. dressed in rags, with a slaA' and a 
WH lcr-pol. He renounced all tllings and treated 
pleasure and pain wit h indifference. 
or thl.! aforementioned four stages, the first lwo 
were genera lly adopted, but the last lwo were ra rely 
gone through. Above all, king~ must have rarely 
adopted them . ln the Raghur[11f1.va Ka lidasa says 
that princes or the I kshvaku rnce generally followed 
this scheme or the !'o ur stages or li fe, but he actually 
mentions only three, 1·i:. , Di!Ipa, Raghu and 
Sudarsana vvho became Vi711a.prnsthas. We know of 
• l · . 1. J . .\X l'a1 ts i, ii. 
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hardly any instance of the type in historical limes. 
D. R. Bhandarkar has, however, mentioned some 
instances of it in his recently published !11scriptio11s 
of tile Ear(v Gupta Kings. Jt is proposed to discuss 
crilically one or them in the present article. 
This work of Bhandarkar has a long history. 
Jt forms the third Volume of the famous series 
Corpus lnscripliOllUlll lndical'UIJ/ (Collection or Indian 
Inscriptions). This is the second edition or it. The 
first edition of this work by J. F. Fleet was published 
more than a century ago, in 1880, and was out or 
print for a long time. The work or preparing a 
second and revised edition or it was entrusted lo 
D. R. Bhaudarkar nearly fifty years ago, in 1935. 
He worked on it for rtfteen years and handed over its 
typescript to the Archaeological Department or the 
Government of fndia in l950, some time before his 
sad demise. As it required some dressing up, it 
.remained unpublished for a long time. It has now 
been edited by B. Ch. Chhabra and G. S. Gai , and 
published by the Archaeological Department. 
ln this second edition of the work Bhandarkar has 
omitted the inscription!> of the successors of the 
Guptas included in the first edition and added some 
records of the family discovered since, in order lo 
bring the work up lo date. He has also added the 
Historical Chapters which Fleet could not write. 
He has discussed, in detail, the political history, 
administration, social, religious and literary history 
of the period and also some problems which had 
become controversial. 
Bhandarkar was au eminent scholar or ancient 
Indian h.istory. .He has expressed original views on 
various problems o[ Gupta history, some of which, 
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however, appear fantastic and sensational. IL is 
proposed to discuss critically one of' them here. 
Chandragupta U was a great and famous Icing of 
the Gupta dynasty. We now know much about 
him as a result or the researches of several scholars 
during the last century. His empire cxLended over 
a large part or North India. l-1 is political influence 
was lell in SouU1 India also. He assumed the title of 
Vikramaditya. Kalidasa, the greatest of Sanskrit 
poet:-;, flourished at his courl. Th.is and much other 
informaLion about him and his reign arc known lo all. 
But it is now ror the first time that we read in Bhan-
darkar·s aforementioned work that he went lo distant 
Punjab in order Lo ndopt the Vtinaprastlw fisrama 
and that he stayed there for a long lime. This is 
a !>lartling di!>covery which requires lo be examined 
cr·i tical ly. 
This discover} of Bhandarkar is based on Lhe 
fo ll owing evidence:---
Al Mcharauli, a village about 9 miJes south of 
Delhi, there is a rounu iron pillar in a somewhat 
101,v place near the farnous Kutb Minar. ft is slightly 
lapcring, its diameter being I 6 in. at Lhe bottom und 
12 in. at the Lop. Its height is 23 rt. 8 ltl. It has 
the following record inscrihed on jp :-
Line Text 
l ~~l«i: Sffi~"{'ID ~H=j, .. (OH"i~l•1Ci~t5~1~?.4ccfo'11-
f~ fof1.9ffi ~ ~'4~ ( I * ) 
2 ~ ~ ~ ~;; ~ fu;:a~ crrf~<.fil lff!:fmT-
ttffoenm ;:n;;f.:rfoocifa~ff·'h;,~~or: [ 11't11 * ] 
3 f€i .. '1fact ~ m ;:i<qan1f+11f~m:aa ·d ~ ~-e . <"\ 
f'1ti11C'lfPt ~: <ff~~ fe.~ffi [ \ * ] 
,. 
1 C. I . I. JU, (second edilio11), pp. 25 7 IT. 
4~ .., LL DIE.., 1:-1 \1'Cl£'\T l'\Dli\:\ 111::.TOH\ 
4 qll•MQCC ~ gff~ ~ STffTtfT "l t! l•'11'tllQ35~'1tfC1 
Sfot1foaf{t{lt4A~ ~: f~ ( 11 ~I I .. ] 
5 ~ ~~~~ ef;n: ~ITTT~ f~T ~il 
eirn;:;c.ae~qff ~P..Tti fir;rat [ 1 * ] 
6 ~ ef~ ·1f+14fi1'11 m(m)~ fcftvr)(tioil) ~ftt 
~~ fltit ~) fcrc>vm*'": ~ ( 11 ~ l l • ] 
Fleet's translation, which has hl!cn genera lly 
accepted, runs as rollows : 
(Lines /-2)- Hl!, on whose arm fame was inscribed 
by the S\\Ord, \\hen, in battle in the Yaiign countr), 
he kneeled (and llfmed) back with (/iis) breast the 
enemies who, uniting together, came against (!Jim) ; 
he, by whom, having crossctl in warl'arc the seven 
mouths of the ( ril'er) Sindhu, the YahliJ...as \\'ere 
conquered ; - he. by the breezes or whose prowess 
the southern ocean is even 'llill perfumed :-
(Lines 3-4)- 1 k . the remnant of the great zcul 
of who~c energy, which utterly de~troyed (his) enemies, 
like (//I(! rem11am <~f 1he great g/01ring heal) of a burned 
out fire in a great forest, even 110\V leaves not the 
earth: though he, the king, us ir wearied, has quilled 
the earth. and has gone lo the other world. moving 
jn ( hodily) form to tbe land ( <f pamdise ) \\on by 
(1/re 111eri1 of his) actioos, (hut) remaining on (this) 
eartl1 by (!he l/le111ory c~f' his) fame: -
( Li11es 5-6 )- By him. the ~ing,-\vho altained sole 
supreme sovereignty in the \\Orld, acquired b) hjs own 
arm and (enjoyed) for a very long time; (and) \vho, 
having the name or Chandra, carried a beauty of coun-
tenance li ke ( 1/Je heauty of) the full moon,- having 
in faith fixed his mind upon (the god) Vish1)u. this 
lofty standard or the divine Vish1)t1 was set up on the 
hill (called) Vish1)upada. 
·, 
Some matters about this inscription ha\e become 
controversial. We shall brieny discuss them here. 
fhe inscription states Lhat the pillar was set up on 
the hill of Vish1.1upada. ll stands now in a slight 
depression with risi ng ground on both sides, which 
can hardly be described as a g11'i (hill). So the pillar 
seems to have been brought there from elsewhere. 
fherc is also a tradition that it was brought there and 
creeled b) Anangapala, the founder or the Tomar 
d) nast). in the earl) part or the eighth cent. A. D. 
But where was it brought from '! b'ortunately, 
we have some com:lusive evidence on this point. 
The Vii./111fki-Rf711u7yaua says lhal when R~ima, Laksh-
mat)a and Sita lert for their exile. Dasar:..ilha breathed 
hb last. Then Vasishiha scnl messengers to bring Bha-
ralu, who had gone to his maternal grandfather·s coun-
try of Kekaya. Their journey to Girivraja, the capital 
or that countr). is thus described in the Rc7111c7yaw1' : 
~~ ::rf~JCf.R" 4~11"1 lfi 'i:l" ~ I 
.;:J • .. , ' !J ... 
~; rR ~'PlfUTT P-rn!/ft ~ ~fq- 11 
' (Tht! messengers went by the way between the coun-
try or VahUka and the mountain Sudaman, seeing 
as they passed, the hill Visht)upada and the rivers 
Vip:1sa and :'.;almali.) 
This passage mentions both the Vahlika country 
and the Vish1:lllpada hill "hich are named in the 
v1charauli inscription and ~o it is very useful for loca-
ting Yish1.rnpada. Bhandarkar has shown that the 
hill or Vishi;upada must have been sjluated near the 
boundary of the districts of Gurudaspur <•nd Kangara 
and h sharp bend of the river Beas in the Panjab.z 
I Jfo1111i.r11iia. II' 68. 1 ll-19. 
~ C. I. 1. II I, p. 60 . 
. \-)2- -1-A. 
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Lel us next see who lhis king Chandra was, who set up 
this pillar. Various conjectures have been made in thi~ 
respect·. Fleet. thought Lhat he was Chandragupta I, bul 
his kingdom was not large as described in the Mcharauli 
inscription. Besides, he had probably a short reign. So 
the descripliou does nol suit him. Some identify this 
Chandra wilh Chandravarman ment'ioned in the Susu-
nia rock inscription in Bengal. Bul he Loo was a petty 
chief who cannol be the Emperor Chandra or that 
record. The third view that he was Chandragupla TI 
appears probable. We know that this Chandragupla had 
a large empire comprising aln1ost the whole of North 
India. Besides, he had powerrul inlluence at the courl5 
of several Southern kings Like the Vaka~akas or Vidar-
bha and the Rashtrakutas of Kuntaia. He had, again, 
a long reign of more than thirLy years. So lhe descrip-
tion in lhe Meharnuli inscription suits him admirably. 
But did he win a victory in Rengnl as slated in that 
record ? Snmudragupta had, uo doubt, conquered 
that counl1·y before; for the ;\Ila ha bad pmfost; 
mentions Samata~a as one or the counlries he lrnd 
overrun. Samata~a comprised parts or the districls 
o[ Muimansingh, Dacca, Sylhcl, Tippcrn, etc. Still 
it is not unlikely thal lhe rulers or this parl or the 
country rose in rcvoll in the beginning of Chandra-
gupta fI 's r~ign, though we have no defu1ite evidence 
on the point. Ch<:rndragupla may have scored n 
victory over them. 
lt j~ also not unlikely that he won a brilliant victory 
in the Panjab as stated in that epigraph. There was 
sufficjent reason for h.is invasion of that territory. 
From researches in the last half a century we know 
that Samudragupta was succeeded not by Chandra-
gupta II as was previously believed, but by his elder 
A-Sl-4-B. 
l. 
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son Rftmagupln. Soon after his accession, Rama-
gupta, imitating hi~ falhcr Samudragupla. invaded 
Lhc territory or his Kushii1.ia contemporary in the 
Panjab. He took with himself his brother Chandra-
gupta nn<l also his queen Dhruvasviimini. He 
suffered a disastrous derenl and had to accept the 
extremely ignominious cond ition or :.-,urrendering hi:, 
queen Dhruvasvamini to Lhe Lriumrhanl Kushat)a 
adversary in ret urn l'or a sale passage for himself and 
his men. His brother Chun<lni gupta wa~ made or· 
a sterner ::,tuff. 1-k rcruscc.1 to accept this ignoble 
conditi on. HL: disguised himscl!' ns Queen Dhru-
vasva rnini. look \\·ith himself some brave and trusted 
men in the guise or U1e queen ·s maids, and went to 
the enemy's camp. Finding a suitable opportun ity, 
he stabbec.1 the Kusha1)a king to death, and made good 
his escape along with his companions. He Urns saved 
Rfunagupta in that criLical situation. But later his 
relations wi lh Riimagupla became hosli le. The latter 
wa:-i killed in a scu!llc. This whole slory which prinw 
./{1cie appi.:urs incred ible has now been proved by 
i nconlrovcrtibk evidence. 
Soon afkr his accession, Chu ndragu pta seems to 
have resolved I o \\l'Cak. vengeance on the Kushai)a 
king for the ignoble episode mentioned before. He 
raidc<l the Pnnjab and obtained there a brilliant 
victory. He then cree led the iron pill::1r 011 the 
Yish1.1Upada hill to com111emor~1 le the victory. For 
some reason no record was incised on ir at that Lime. 
The Mcharau li epigraph was engraved 0 11 it much 
laler arte r Chandragupla I l"s death. So it mentions 
his later achievements also. 
The inscription can thus be explained sali~:Jaclorily. 
Bhandarkar, however, has interpreted it in a different 
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manner. His theory is based on the following 
bemistich : 
ft'~· 'fR ... §1 rrifll "l I~ tJ IS<.f ;n 'I (q ~·M li W~ITT.11 I 
~ <li;Jif3rn lr~f.:r ~: ~ fi::~ foo 11 
He translates it as follows :- Who, the king, 
quitting this go (earth), as if dejected, has resorted 
to another go (intermediate region), who, though 
he has, in body, gone to the land (a11ani) ror religious 
riles, 1 bas remained on earth (kshiti) by fame. 
Bhaodarkar's interpretation is far-fetched and un-
acceptable. The word go has been used twice in the 
hemistich. It has to be taken in the sense of' a ·world' 
or 'a region'. The intended sense is that King Chandra, 
feeling tired, has quitted this world (i. e., the earth) 
and has gone to the other world (i. e., heaven). It 
ca1mot mean that he has quitted the earth and has 
gone lo Vishr,rnpada.~ For VishQ.upada also is on 
the earth. Again, H would be absurd to suppose 
that he had gone Lo Vish1:mpada in the Panjab for the 
reUgious rite ( karman) of adopting the Va11apras1/Ja 
ii.§rama~ for that rite could easily have been performed 
at his capital of Pa.~aliputra or at Ujjayini.3 
The hemistich further states that King Chaudra 
went in bodily form to Lhe country he had conquered 
by his religious merit, while he remained on earth 
by his fame. Bhandarkar, however, takes il to mean 
that Chandra went to the country of Visbl).upada 
' Her.: Bbandarkar dissolve~ the compound as karma!te ji11i111 at·m1im, bu.r 
he docs it on p. 61 as kar111a!1a Jitiim ava11i111 (conquered through his own deeds , 
i. e., by bis prowess). 
z To say that tho VisJ, r,iupudu hill is , ituatcd 1.1ot <m the earth but in lbc 
intermediate region is a men~ quibbling of words . 
3 Piitalipulrn was his main capital, while Ujjayini was his secondary 
capital. ' 
.. 
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in person (m1irtyfi) and remained there by his fame 
for a long time. This is fantaslic and misses the 
real tenor of the descript ion. ·when a great man 
dies, il is usual lo describe him as 'dwell ing on the 
earth by his fame'. Many instances of this type can 
he t:iLed from Sa n!->kri l literature.• So King 
Chandra was undoubted ly dead when the record 
was incised on the Mcharauli pillar. Bhandarkar's 
interpretation is wholly unacceptable. 
Bhandarkar was a good scholar of Sanskrit. How 
has he interpreted lhis verse so perversely ? The 
word m1irryii in the aforccitcd hemistich seems to 
have misled him. In a foot-note on this passage 
on p. 259, he say~ : z "The word nnirtyli clearly 
shows that Chandra was living in this world when 
the pillar was set up, that is, at Vjsh1~upada, and 
as Vii11aprastlza." Bhandarkar tltinks that when a 
person dies, he is deprived or his bodily form. As 
Chandra was present in bodily form on Visht)upada, 
when the pillar was erected, he must be Jiving at the 
time. Bbandarkar has mis~ed the point here. The 
description ~5ii1 ~F-;rarr.rf.:r ~: has no reference 
to the adoption of the Va11aprastha stage as shown 
before. When the verse descrjbes King Chandra 
r1s 'gone to the world won by his karman (religious 
merit)', it means thal he had gone to heaven in a 
henvenly form. When a meritorious person dies, he is, 
no doubt, freed from his mo1ial frame, but be gets 
a heavenly body which remains with him so long as 
he dwells in heaven. Tbis idea occurs in several 
l Sec, e.g. ~ <fiTfuiW.f ~a<rfu c'l'.f<r fq-';'fil!'Tf~~ in Subnndhu's 
.. 
Viisf11•adnlfti (fotrodw.:l ion). 
'I llhandarkar ha~ slah-d tlrn l Chandrngupta l al~o became a Vii11aprastha , 
but this also is questionable. 
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passages or Sanskrit lilcrature. See e. g. the following 
description or King Aja when he ended hi-, lifo at the 
holy confluence of the Ga11ga and the Sarnyu 
rfr'l ;:f f'-'16>-'I f.:1 ·'I'. J •+f.;r ~'i "'f,rJ.:f (J"I JJ.·iir-
' :. ?.;::r>~ 1'11''.!. l:P 11 111'i1•'l':'-'lli1'91 ;:-J 1:f,!I: I 
'A.:i 11'.i " 1 f.w.r;r:rn:::;=rr Tf'S:_Tf(f: 'f.Rr>;t'lf:J t 
f.';''fc?rrrrTJ>r.f711ii 'l'i 4 rt; rt f'fT,(i'i'fT'T 11 
(When Aja gave ur his life at the holy place or the 
confluence or the Gar1gft and the Sarayu, he wac; 
jmmcdiately enrolled among the immortal [god\·]. and 
met his wife I ndumati, who had attained a form even 
more beautiful than hcl'orc, and sported with her 
in the plea~ure-housc:-. nl' !he Nandana Garden). 
In this verse K alidasa has slated that Aja and 
lndu mati did not become bodiles~ after their death. 
They were endowed \\ ith heavenly bod it:' with which 
they enjoyed pleasures in their heavenly abode. So 
the word~ -q-;=;,rr <linThARPr ~: mus! be inter-
preted Lo mean that King Chandra had gone in a 
hea\'enl~ body lo the "orld (hea\'en) \\ hich he had 
\\ 011 b~ his meritorious deeds. rhc \Ubsequent 
description ~~i:rr f=~.p:p:'IT f:r;:r1 <;upports this interpretation. 
It states that the king wn:-. ~laying on the cctrth only 
by his l'ame, his morta l body having perished. There 
is no rel'erence, overt or covert, to bis adoption of the 
Vtinaprastlw stage on the Visbi:iupada hill. 1 
'Bhaad:1rkar has referred a~ain to thi~ ma11cr on flfl. 66 and 251 of his 
Volume. The subject has been di-;cus5cd in the next article, 
r 
I 
r 
V. Did Chandragupta lT <icll hie; own palaces 
at Vidisa '?'! 
On pp . .247 If. nr his rci..:enlly published lll .\'tl'iplfo!lS 
o/'the /:'orly Gupta Kings. D.R. Bhanclarkar has edited 
the Sa1chi Stone ln ~crip tio n of Chandragupta I r. dated 
in the Gupta ycnr 9>. Whik inLerpreling il he hac; 
come to 1he condu-.ion that the Gupta king ·mid hi e; 
three palace::. .lt VidiMi for pun:haing a' illagc in order 
to mah.c a pc1 rnarn.:nt cnd o\\'rncnt in ravour or the 
Buddhi-.t Sangha at <.);i 1ichi. This will be a start ling 
m~,,~ tn all students or Ciupta hi.:;tory. Wac; the great 
king reduced to such financial stringency that he had to 
sell hi" own palaces in order to purchase an ordinary 
,. i I lagt.: '? Th is is un bcl icva blc. We must o.; ( udy the 
inscription closely. The relevant portion of it i"I given 
beJO\\. 
lJnc ·re't 
2 S>;('f{~s;~~s;~ "4!11<1\l1 1fi:l-
J 'm{1!41 iH~; I taq j;: SI tl I<! I tQ t~Tfcramcr.:f: af'iii'fl f Cf-
~ ~ 
fa~l'i~fl~lef-
4 r.f • . . ';j{llfi; Slmnqir.:f ~fl q <I Cl Nill~ I fq <'1 1 Cfi : mr~;:r-~ ' :!)~ 
s tit ... ~ell: ~~?l<fil~""r itmn:'+l~mra-
<M'.!je?~c-t1'>fit-
6 ;={ ~[mm J ~~q <Cl m<ti q:;:~m m-~ ~" 
q,:)o:qfcrnfo~' G:trrr-
7 ~ . • • [ 1 ] ~ ~\Tiiflfumr1sf\:q .. ~41cdtt1 ~ 
efo &-
• 1.13.0 JU. LX \'J JI. rp. 22 1 IT. 
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s li[;;rif] ... [~]<IB4 eqilomi:q:aa ~1c:h:CHilfc!c4\ 
c11Ctt<tSi:C f'+l~t ~-
"' 
9 Cli ~ 'i:I' ~ ~ [ 11!' [ ~ }~l!Rl~Tc4::.-~<t 
f~~~.'i:i' 
JO~~[l * l 
Fleet has translated this part or the record as 
fo llows :- " ... To the community of the faithful, 
which is the abode or the most excellent Sramauas, 
- having prostrated himself in an assembly of five 
persons, Amrakardava, the son of Undann, whose 
means of subsistence have been made comfortable 
by the favour ol' the l'eet of Maliiit((j(tdliirfija, the 
glorious Chnndragupta ll; who is publishing in 
the world the amiable behaviour or the virtuous 
people who are the dependents (of t/ie king),· who 
has acquired banners of victory in many battles; 
(and) who is an inhabitant of (the to'"n or) Nashsti 
... in the Sukuli de.\:a, gives (the village or allotment 
of) Isvaravasaka .... purchased with the endowment 
of Maja and 8arabha1iga and Amrarata or the royal 
household, and (also) gives twenty-five dinc7ras. 
From (tlie interest of" Ifie dinaras) given by him, -
with half, as long as the moon and the sun (endure), 
let five Blrikslws be fed, and let a lamp burn in the 
jewel-house, for the perfection of all the virlues of ... the 
familiar name of Devaraja ... of the lvlalu7rr(jt7d!tiroja, 
Lhe glorious Chandragupta I [ and with the olher half, 
which is rnjne, let the same number or the five Bhikshus 
be fed and (let) a lamp (hum) jn the jewel-house." 
This translation with a few corrections can be 
accepted. For instance, the permanent endowment 
was not only of the interest on the twenty-five dinaras 
as stated above, but also of the income derived from 
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Lhe village donated. Amrakardava was evidently a 
military officer of Chandragupta n as he is said to 
have won victory in n1any battles. The members 
of the royal family mentioned in the inscription were 
probably related lo him or were his jntimate foends: 
for they gifted the village purchased by lhem without 
laying down any condition as to the re ligious merit 
accruing from it. As a devoted servant ol· Chandra-
gupta. Amrakardava first assigned balf the religious 
merit of the gift to his lord and master, and reserved 
only the other half for himseir. 
Bhandarkar does not agree with this interpretation 
or l he epigraph. H c tn kes rtija-kula in the sense of 
'a palace'. The three royal palaces mentioned in 
the record were of Clrnndragupta and were situated 
at Vidisa near Sanchi, Bhandarkar conjectures that 
the Gupta king must have been encamped there seve-
ral years ago when he had visited lhe place in the 
course of his digvijaya. The year 93 of Lbe Gupta 
era which the present record bears is the last known 
dale of the reign or Chandragupra Jl. The next 
known date, the yea r 96, is the first known dale of 
his son and successor Kumaragupta 1. So Chan-
dragupla musl have been old at this time. He must 
have been thinking of retiring from worldly life and 
becoming a Vii11aprastlw. So he asked his trusted 
ollicer Amrakardava to sell his three palaces Maja, 
sarabhanga and Arnrarata at Vidisa and, from 
their proceeds, to make a permanent endowment 
in favour or the Buddhist Sangha at Sq,n.chi for the 
feeding of a certain number of Bhikshus and the main-
tenance of a lamp in the temple there. After this was 
done, he seems to have gone to Vis1wupada in Panjab 
and embraced the Viinaprastha asrama there. 
All this is hypothetical without any basis what-
soever. Maja, 8arabha1iga and Amrnrata do nol 
appear like the names nr palaces. They appear 
like the names or indi\idunl<>. Rliia-ldt!a p1imaril~ 
signifies ' a royal famil~ ·. ~o the'e may ha\e been 
petty chief\ ruling as fl:udatories in the neighbour-
hood of Vidisii. No doubt rcyalw/a sc<..:o ndarily 
signifies 'a pa lace'' also. and 1,vc know lhe names 
of some royal pnlaces mentioned in S:in..,kriL litera-
ture. See c. µ. Suganga, a palace of the \fauryas. 
and Mcghapratichchhnda, a palace of Dush) an ta.: 
But these names are significant. Such are not the 
names Maja, surabhanga and AmrarnLa. So thcv 
are more likcl) to be the names of jndividuab.~ 
Bhandarkar says that lhL'sc three palaces were 
sold al Chandragupta·s behest: but or this there i" 
no indication at all in the present inscription. Had 
that been the case, Amrakardava would not have 
given considerable information aboul himc.,clf in the 
beginning or the record: for he wa~ only carrying 
out his master\ order. Nor would he have appro-
priated half th~ religiou.., merit of the gift ; for he 
was a loyal s~rvant or h1-., lord. 
Besides, it looks preposterous that Chandragupla 
shou ld be required lo se ll as many as three of his 
private palaces for purch:t';ing an ordinary vi llage 
lo make a permanent endowment. I le had an 
'Sec the foJlu,,ing pa~<;:tgc from the /Jcri-C/1a11drott11pfa cited in A.B.O.R.I. 
Vol. LXll, p. 18t! : ~jj" ~ ~OIT ;r,;rrfrr <f;p~~"f 31°7.f f'i'.fl"-TllfT ~ ?F:19T~ 
fiITT:r lfl!ffr;rr TI3cyffi<r) fl1l"'Fr.rrtr I "' 
z Siik111tfa/a, Ai.:l \'I. 
J 'Sarabhuilga' occcur-; in the Riimiiyw.111ai. the name or a sage. He met Rrrnrn 
in hil> exile. Se.: R1imci)"a(1a, Arru:iyakiin<la, 5, 36. He is al\O mentioned in the 
Mahiibluiruta. Vanapanan, 83, 39. 
~ C. I. I. 111 (sC\:ond ed.), p. 66. 
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exlensive Empire covering nenrly the whole of North 
J ndia. The prosperity of il is indicated by the vari-
ous types of gold c:oi ns issued by him nnd has been 
pra ised by the Chinese Lrave ller Fah icn. Was he 
reduced to such flnancia! stringency lhnl he was 
obliged to sel l his own palaces - ns rnnny as th ree 
of them - in order to purchase an ordinary village '? 
T his is absol utely incredible. 
Thal he retired from worldly life and went. to 
distant Vish1Jttpacla in Panjab in order to embrace 
the Vil11apras1ha-rl.fra111a is a myth, pure and simrk, 
as shown elsewhere. ' 
'S.:c our a rt icle enti tled " Did Chnndrngupt:i Jl become Viinaprnst/1(1 ?" 
No. IV above. 
VI D. R. Bhandarkar on the Relations of the Guptas 
and the Vakatakas 
r n bis Inscriptions of the Early Gupta Kings (Corpus 
Inscriptionum Tndicarum, Vol. Hf, second edition) 
Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar has discussed in detail the 
relations of the Guptas and the Vakatakas. He has 
made several new suggestions, some of which require 
critical examination in the interest or historical truth. 
We state and discuss them here. 
Statement I- In the Allahabad pillar inscription of 
Samudragupta Harishe1:m mentions several kings or 
South India whom Samudragupta defeated, but reinsta-
ted afterwards. However, the list is not complete. 
There were, for instance, the Vaka~akas with whom 
also he must have come into conflict. Why has Hari-
shel)a not mentioned them ? Bhandarkar says that the 
Vakatakas were then destitute or power. Samudragupta 
restored it to them. They are not mentioned in the 
Allahabad inscription because Samudragupta did not 
want to hurt their feelings by reviving the memory 
of their unfortunate past. 
Examination- This isa gratuitous assumption. There 
is no evidence of the subjugation or the Vakatakas jn 
the previous period. Pravarasena I, who established 
Vakataka power in Vidarbha, performed as many as four 
Asvamedhas and assumed the fmperial title of Scrmrof.' 
'Viikiitakn gr:ints generally bave the reading Srmll'lif Vii/aifakii11ii111 
lvfahartijn11ya .fri-R11rlrase11asyn. where the correct reading would .be Samrftjo 
Viikiifnkii11ii111-M1il11irajasya etc. Fleet and Bhandarkar connect Samr1ir with 
Viikafakii111i111 and take the expre'ision to mean 'the Sovereign Vii katakas.' 
This is incorrect. Viikcifakii1ui111 is connected with the follo" ing word, vi=., 
Ma/tiiriijasya. The recently disco\·crc<l Thiilner Plates of Hari~hena omit 
Samra/ allogelhcr. 
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We have no reason to suppose that his successor was 
weak. Hence Samudragupta seems to have avoided 
conflict with the Vakatakas and returned home after his 
encounter wiLh the ruler of Kan.chi (Conjiverurn). 
Statement 11- Bhandarkar says that after Pravara-
sena 1, the Vakatakas lost their kingdom and became 
destitute of power for three generations. lt was 
Rudrasena 1 of the fourth generation who regained 
his kingdom wjth the aid of Samudragupta. 
Examination-Bhandarkar's statement is based on 
a wrong interpretation of the following passage• 
which occurs in several Vakataka grants :-
Chatur-Asvamedha-yajinal:t Vish 1) uvriddba-
sagotrasya Samra~(jo) Vakfttaka1)am-Mahara-
jasya sri-Pravarasenasya sonol) srmo}J. .... 
Gautamiputrasya putrasya Vaka~akanam­
Maharajasya Rudrasenasya. 
The genealogy of the Vakatakas s lated in this 
passage is usually taken as follows :-
Samrc7t Pravarasena l 
I 
Gautamiputra 
. I 
Maharaja Rudrasena T 
ln this passage Pravarasenasya sii11ob ::ninob corres-
ponds to Gautamiput/'{/sya puf/'{/sya whjch occurs later. 
So Gau~amiputra was a son of Pravarsena I. The 
latter, who performed as many as four Asvamedhas 
had evidently a Jong reign. The Pura'J'.laS mention its 
duration as 60 years.2 So his son Gaut?.J11iputra seems 
to have predeceased him. This is also indicated by the 
absence of any royal title in his case in the passage 
1 C. I. I. JU (first ed. ), p. l27. 
~ Pargitcr, DJ nasties of tlze Kali Age, p. 50. 
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cited above. Pravarasena l was succeeded by hi ~ 
grandson Rudrasena r. This is bow previous editors 
of Vaka~aka grants such as Fleet' and Blihler have 
interpreted the passage. Historians of the Vaka!aka 
age have adopted lhe same view.~ Rudrasena 1, lhere-
fore, belonged to the second generation, not lhc 
fourtli generation, aCler Pravarnsena f. 
In the passage cited above, Gautamiputrasya seems 
Lo be in apposition to lhe second word st"inob i11 
Pravarasenasya slinoli s1i11vb . In that case the 
passage would indicate the following genealogy : 
Samriit Pravarasena L 
. l 
Son (Name not slated) 
I 
Gautamiputra 
I 
i\4aharfija Rudrasena J 
Bhandarkar seems to refer lo this genealogy in ouc 
place.·1 If this interpretation is accepted, Pravara-
scna l's so11 will remain un-namcd. There is no 
reason why his name was not mentioned in stating 
the Vakaiaka genealogy. That he did not reign i ~ 
no reason : for Gaulamiputra also did not reign, 
but his name is not omitted in staling the Viikataka 
genealogy, only his royal title being omitted. So 
this interpretation is unacceptable. 
Again, even if we accept the above genealogy, 
Rudrasena would be in the third generation after 
Pravarasena l, not in the fourth generation after 
him as Bhandarkar has stated in many places. So 
this interpretation also is impossible. 
1 C. /. I. lfI (first ed.) p. 241, 11. 4. 
2 Sec Altckar in the Viik<ifaka·Gupta Age (1954), p. 2-L 
3Sce bis edition of C. l. f. TII, p. 32. 
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Perhaps Bhnndarkar had the followjng genealogy in 
mind Lhough it is nol supported by the word ing or 
Lhc nbovc-cilcd passage' :-
Pra va ra:-,ena l 
I 
Son 
I 
Son 
I 
Sou (Gautamipulra) 
I 
Rudrasena L 
fhi s gcncalogy is even more objectionable as il 
has omitted lhe names of l wo princes, i·i::. those or 
the son and the grandson of Pravara~cna f. No 
other Vfika~aka grant omit!> the name of any member 
or the family in slating the genealogy. 
Again, did the Yakata kas become destitute of power 
in the lime or Sam uuragupla? Bhandurkar thus states 
lhe history of the Yiika~aka:-, in Lhis period : -
Previously the Vaka\aka kingdom was practical ly 
co-extensive '' itb the table land of the Dcccan. 
A combination or neighbouring state<; partitioned it 
a l'tcr the reign or Pra va rascna I. There was the 
ru ler ol' Kosala in the east, Lhe Naga confederacy in 
' C. I. I. I Ll {sc..:oml ed.) p. 3-l. J\11 in~uperable 1.Mlkulty in accepti11g 
Bhantlark:ir's \ic11 1hat V;H,a\aka Rudrascna 1 belonged to the founh gene-
ration aJ1er J>ravarasena I is that in that case he would 1101 be a contempo-
rary of Samudragupta who h suppo~cd to ha\'c raised him 10 power. Sec 
the following approximate dales or both:-
T he Guptas 
Chandragupta I- (/\.D. 3l9-330) 
S cir l . amu agupla- tA.D. 330-375) 
(See C. I. I. V, pp. v ff.) 
The Vf1kf1!ak:.is 
Pravaraseua I (A. D. 270-330) 
(Three generations} (A. D. 330-375) 
I Rudrascua I (A. D. 375-395) 
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the north, the Kshatrapas in the west, and the 
Pallavas and others jn the south. These must have 
conspired jointly and severally to pounce upon the 
Vakataka Empire and seize, every one for himself, a 
sumptuous morsel. They were subjugated by 
Samudragupta. The Yakatakas had then to enter 
into a subordinate alliance with the Guptas. 
All this is mere speculation. lt has no legs to 
stand on. This will illustrate how Bhandarkar's 
imagination runs riot and lakes for granted things 
for which there is no evidence at all. [n the first 
place, the Vakataka kingdom in this period did not 
extend over lhe whole of the Deccan. No Vakataka 
records of lhis period have been found in Western 
Deccan. 1 On the other hand, we find the 4:\.bhiras 
and then the Traikutakas ruling in Western Maha-
rashtra contemporaneously with the Vaka~akas, who 
held Vidarbha. None of them is known to have 
come into conflict with the Yakatakas in this period. 
There is, therefore, no evidence to suppose that the 
Yaka~akas had become destitute of power for any 
period, much les!:> for as many as three generations after 
the reign or Pravarasena f. As stated before, this Va-
katak.a king ruled for 60 years. He was succeeded by 
his grandson Rudrasena Lin the usual course as his son 
had predeceased him. He had not to seek the aid of 
Sarnudragupta or any other powerful ruler. Rudra-
sena I's son and successor Prithivishe1)a I is described 
in Yaka~aka grants as 'ruling over a kingdom which 
had been prospering for a hundred years ' .2 So his 
1 A grant or Prabhiivatiguptii was, no doubt, found in Poona, bul it is 
or a later period. Besides, \\C have shown that it originally belonged lO 
Vidarbha. C./. I. V, p. 3-t. 
2 lbid. V, p. JO. ~ 
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Gupta contemporary Chandragupta II thought it wise 
to enter into a political alliance with rum and to cement 
it further by giving his daughter PrabhavatI in marriage 
to his son Rudrasena II. There is thus absolutely no 
evidence for supposing that the Vakatakas were in a 
destitute condition in this period and were restored 
to power by the gracious help of Samudragupta. 
Statement HI-When the Vakatakas rose to power 
in the fourth generation after Pravarasena I, they 
were not suzerains but feudatories . To whom were 
they subordinate ? As· Rudrasena I was a contem-
porary of Samudragupta, it must have been the 
latter who was responsible for raising him and the 
Vald'i:takas to power. 
Examination-There is no evidence for supposing that 
the Vakatakas had a feudatory status in this period. It 
is true that the Poona plates' of Prabhavatigupta use 
the title of Maharajadhirii.ja in the case of her father 
Chandragupta If, while they mention the lower title 
of Maharaja in respect of her husband Rudraseha II. 
But this is no sure indication of the subordinate status 
of the Vakataka king. In that early period even inde-
pendent kings such as the Traikntakas used no higher 
title than Mahii.raja. The Vakatakas did the same. 
They were not, indeed, as powerful as the Guptas. 
Their kingdom also was much smaller than the Empire 
of the Guptas. But they were not feudatories of the 
Guptas. A sure indication of Gupta supremacy is the 
use of the Gupta era in dating one's records. 2 The 
'C. I. '!.. V, p. 6. 
2 Sec the grants of the Uchcbakalpas, the Parivrajakas and the Mait-
rakas. On the other hand, the Aulikaras, though ruling in Malwa, never 
dated their records in the Gupta era. We have shown elsewhere tha t they 
were not f":uclatories of the Guptas. 
A-52-S-A. 
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Vakatakas never used that era. They dated all their 
records in regnal years. They did nol also mention 
any Gupta king as their Suzerain or give any indication 
of their feudatory status. There is, therefore, no evi-
dence at all that they were feudatories of the Guptas. 
Bbandarkar's view about the relations of the Guptas 
and the Vakatakas is thus completely erroneous. 
A·52-5·B. 
VII. D. R. Bhandarkar's Researches about Kalidasa* 
Much has been written about Kalidasa, the National 
Poet of lndia. His date, the identity of his patron 
Yikramaditya, his birth-place, his works, his 
thoughts-these and other matters concerning him 
have been discussed by several scholars without 
reaching unanimity on any. Recently D. R. Bhan-
darkar has, in his lnscriptions of the Early Gupta 
Kings, tried to throw new light on some events in 
Kalidasa's life. His conclusions must be examined 
critically in the interest of historical truth. 
Several years ago Bhau Daji, fancying resem-
blance between the names Matrigupta a nd Kali-
dasa,' identified the two, but he received no support 
for his view. Now D. R. Bhandarkar has espoused 
that cause and has tried to show that the account of 
Matrigupta given in the third taranga of the Raja-
tarmigi{1i has a substratum of truth. We shall first 
summarize the account in the Rlijatarmigiui and then 
examine it critically to ascertain its c redibility. 
Kalha1Ja com mences his account in the third 
tarmiga of the Rajatarwigiui with the regime of King 
Mcghavahana. He had a son named Sreshthasena (or 
Pravarasena). He ruled for thirty years. He had two 
sons, Hirai:iya and Toramal)a. Hiral)y<, bei ng elder, 
succeeded him, while Toramat)a became Yuvaraja. 
Toramai;ia issued go1d coins in his own name, which 
•A. B. 0. R. 1., LXIV, pp.197 ff. 
1 Sec tbc following :- "His argument~ arc principally based on the two 
names being practically synonymous (Kil/I - Jl1i1ri; dtisa=g11pta)" C. /. /., Ill 
(second ed. ), p. 69. 
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Hiraryya did not like. So he imprisoned him. Then 
ToramaQ.a's wife took refuge with a potter. She 
gave birth to a son who was named Pravarasena 
after his grandfather. When Pravarasena came of 
age, he came to know of his father's imprisonment. 
Then he vowed that he would wreak vengeance on 
his uncle. Just about that time Torama.r:ia died. 
Pravarasena dissuaded his mother from immolating 
herself as Safi and went on a pilgrimage. Soon 
thereafter J-Jiral)ya also died after ruling for thirty-
one years. As he had no son, the throne of Kashmir 
fell vacant. 
At this time Clzakravarti Vikramaditya was 
ruling at Ujjayini. He was also known by the name 
of Harsha. He hacl exterminated the Sakas and 
was known as Sakari. One day a poet named Matri-
gupta came to his court. He expected that King 
Vikramaditya would appreciate his merits and 
extend his patronage to him, but the king took no 
notice of him though as many as six seasons passed. 
One night the king woke up and inquired who was 
in attendance. As there was nobody there, Matri-
gupta responded to the king's inquiry. " How 
much of the night is yet to pass ?", inquired 
the king. "One and a half prahara ", replied 
Matrigupta. Then the king asked, "How did you 
know the time ? Don't you feel sleepy ? " Then 
the poet replied in a Sanskrit verse, the second half 
of which was as follows :-
Nidrti kviipy-avamc711iteva dayita santyajya duram gata 
satpiiJrapratipaditeva vasudlta na kshiyate .forvari 11 
(Sleep has left me like a dishonoured beloved, and 
this night like a piece of ]and donated to a worthy 
recipient, does not come to an end.) 
The king was exceedingly pleased b} this reply. 
Just about that time the throne of Kashmir fell 
vacant as staled before. So Vikramaditya sent 
Mfiq·igupta to th;1t country wit 1 his 01 dcr in a scaled 
cover, asking the ministers of the State to crown the 
bearer or it. Poet Mfttrigupla. as the ruler of the 
country. Matrigupta was accordingl)' cro\\lncd king 
of' Kashmir as soon as he reached the capital. He 
ruled there for about live years. 
Prince Pravarasena, who was on a pilgrimage, 
henrd about the events in Kashmir during his stay at 
8ri-8aila. Ther~ a Siddha named As\apala met him 
in the guise of a Yati of the Pasurata sect. He 
said to Pravarasena : " You were my acoly1·e in 
your former life. When I asked you what you would 
like to have, you told me that you would like to have 
a kingdom. I apprised God siva of your desire. He 
promised to fulfil it in your next r fc." Thereafter 
Pravarasena completed his pilgrimage at sri-Saila 
and repaired to Kashmir. There he heard about the 
happen1nos in the country from the Amatyas who 
came to meet him. H1.: said to them, "My mind is 
straining lo root out proud Vikramaditya, but it is not 
provoked i. gainst Matrigupta. ·· He nc\.l heard about 
the dealh of Vikramaclitya while he was marching 
forth after conquering Trigarla. He was then very 
much grieved. Next day he heard that Matrigupta 
was leaving Kashmir and was encamped near by. 
Pravarascna went to meet him, and pressed him not to 
leave the country: but Matrigupta did not agree to it, 
and went to Viira1:iasi to pass his remaining life at 
that holy place. Pravarasena used to send the whole 
revenue of Kashmir for his expenses,but Matrigupta 
used to distribute it to suppliants. Matrigupta spent ten 
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years in this way at Varai:iasi. "The account of these 
three-Vikramaditya, Matrigupta and Pravarasena-
is like the three-fold stream of the river at Prayaga '', 
says Kalhai:ia. 
Pravarasena then embarked on digvijaya. He re-
stored his kingdom to Siladitya-Pratapasila, son of 
Vikramaditya, and founded the city of Pravarapura. 
He erected several Hindu and Buddhist temples. He 
brought back to Kashmir the throne which had been 
taken away to the capital of Vikramaditya. He built 
a bridge of boats on the river Vitasta. Since that 
time such bridges of boats came into vogue. He 
reigned for more than sixty years, and thereafter 
went to the abode of siva in that very body. 
The aforementioned account of Matrigupta and 
Pravarasena is an admixture of fact and fiction. 
Bhandarkar also is conscious of it. Still he is 1 nclined 
to believe it to a considerable extent. KaJhal)a 
flourished several centuries after Matrigupta. He is 
not likely to have had a true account of the poet's · 
li fe and times. So none believes in this narrative. 
Besides, Kalha1~a has nowhere referred to Matrigupta 
as Kalidasa in nearly two hundred verses which 
he has devoted to this account. Bhandarkar thinks 
that Kalidasa may have been known by the name of 
Matrigupta as Bhavabhu~ was by that of $rika1J~ha. 
But the two cases are not paral1eJ. Bhavabhuti has 
mentioned his other name in the prologues of his 
plays, but Kalidasa has not even suggested anywJ1ere 
that he had another name. As a matter of fact, 
Kshemendra has cited in his Auchilyavicharacharcha 
the verses of Kalidasa and Matrigupta under their 
respective names, which shows that he did not 
identify the two. To this, Bhandarkar's reply is 
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that there were more than one Matrigupta. The 
Matrigupta whose verses have been cited by 
Kshemendra may have been different from him who 
was identical with Kalidasa. But this argument 
is not convincing. 
Several identifications of the Vikramaditya who 
patronised Kalidasa have been proposed. Stein 
places both Vikramaditya and Pravarasena in the 
sixth century A. D. He says, "Vikramaditya-
Harsha of Ujjayini is subsequently mentioned by 
Kalha1~a as the father of Silftditya-Pratapasila, and 
the latter is undoubtedly the same as King siladitya 
whom Hiuen Tsang knew to have ruled in Ma.lava 
about 580 A. D. This identification leads us to identify 
Kalha1)a's Vikramaditya-Harsha with the famous 
Vikramaditya who is mentioned by Hiuen Tsang as 
Siladitya's predecessor, and whose rule must be 
placed in the .first half of the sixth century".• Some 
take him to be Aulikara Ya8odharman-Vishl).uvar-
dhana who flourished in the first half of the sixth 
century A. D. But he is not known to have assumed 
the title of Vikramaditya. Besides, he is known to 
have exterminated the Hul).as, not the $akas. So 
Kalha1.ta's description that he was sakari (an enemy 
of the sakas) does not suit him. Bhandarkar takes 
him lo be Chandragupta Il. He is known to have 
assumed the title of Vikramaditya. Besides, he exter-
minated the saka Ksatrapas of Malva and Katbiawac;i. 
So the epithet Sakiiri suits him very well. But he 
is not known to have borne also the name of Harsha. 
Bhandarkar attributes tills other name to an error of 
the scribe, but this is a lame excuse. 
• Stein : RQjataraligi11f (Tr.), Vol. I, lotrod., p. 83. 
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But the main object ion to this identification is that 
the imperial power of Chandragupta J J did not extend 
as far as Kashmir in the north. Bhandarkar says that 
as he is called Chakra1·arti in lhe Riijataratigi~zi, his 
empire must have extended as far as Kashmir in lhe 
north. But have we any proof of this ? Kalha1)a's 
account in the first three tarangas of the Riijatar01igi~1i 
is not regarded as reliable and we have no evidence 
of Chandragupta·s suzerainty over Kashmir. 
The Riijatarmigiui gives an account of Pravarasena 
also. Bhandarkar identifies him with Vakataka 
Pravarasena II. As his elder brother Divakarasena 
was Yuvaraja in Vidarbha, Bhanda rka r supposes that 
Chandragupta II made Pravarasena the ruler of a 
province in Kashmir. This is absolutely baseless and 
incredible. We wonder how Bhandarkar could indulge 
in such speculations. There is not an iota of evidence 
in support of this identification. Bhandarkar is 
evidently misled by the similarity of their names 
and so11 e other deta ils . Both are said to have founded 
cities and named them Pravarapura: Both are know11 
to have made Setu, though in different senses.' 
Pravarasena of Kashmir constructed a Setu (bridge) 
of boa ts, while Pravarasena of Vidarbha composed a 
Prakrit kavya named the Setubandha. But there the 
similarity ends.= Pravarasena of Kashmir was hostile 
' Bhandurkar says, "The Grc~1l Btidge (Brihat-sc/11) on the \'ilasta lo 
\\hich KalhnQa refers cannol be a ph)sical construction :is undcr,tood by !Jim 
and also by his translator, but mu~t be taken to be the well-known poem of 
Pravarasena culled Se111ba11dha." C. I. /. JII (second ed.). PI'· 71-72. This 
is n travesty of Kalhal)a's descriptiun. 
2 Bllandurkar says that KdUdf1sa was a native of Mi1lava and res ided in 
Kashmir for a long time. This explains the intimate acquaiolance be displays 
in bis writings with that country. In this connection he draws a ttention to 
Lachbmidhara Kalla's article. C. I. /. , III (second ed.). p. 71. For a 
crilical examination of this theory, sec our KOfidaso (1969), pp. 75 tr. 
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to Vikramaditya, while his namesake in Vidarbha was 
the dear grandson of the Gupta king Chandragupta-
Vikrama<litya. So the lwo canno t be identified. 
Bhandarkar has drawn altcntion to the coins or 
Pravnrascna found in Kashmir as showing that 
Vakataka Pravarascna II was arpointcd by Cbandra-
gupta II to rule m·er a pt ovince of thar country. 1 
Those coins are nol, however, likely to be those of 
that V5kfi!aka king; for no coins of any Yakalaka 
ruler have yet been discovered even in Vidarbha, 
the home province of the Vakatakas. The coins 
of the Guptas an<l the Kshatrapas were in circula-
tion there and served the purpose. 
There is thus no basis whatsoever for the identi-
fication of Kfllidasa with Matrigupta. No tradition 
supports it. Kalha1:m also does not suggest it. [t wm. 
only a figment of Bhau Daji's imagination which has 
now found a supporter in Bhandarkar. ll cannot 
be accepted in the absence of corroborative evidence. 
The connection of Kalidasa with Vikramaditya 
and Pravarascna does not end here. Bhandarkar 
has drawn attention to the tradition according to 
which Kalidasa was sent by Vikramaclilya as an 
ambassador or charge d'affaires to the court of the 
contemporary king of Kuntala whom Bhandarkar 
identifies with Pravarasena Jf, lhe Vakataka k ing of 
VidarbhH. Kshemcndra has cited the following verse 
as an illustration of adlii/..ara~1-auchitya (propriety 
of PJace) in his Auclzitya-vichiira-charclu7 :-
~ frii:l*!fa %: ~: emen:rurr-
ft:rQ: fcif<lf~cr~: «nro: trt:0 ~ 1 
1 The coins of Pravarnsena found in Kashmir arc imitated from those 
of th~ Kidara or Little Kus1 ur.ias. Kidara (Ki-10-lo io Chinese) was the leader 
of these Kush~as. Sec Stein Rcijatara1igl11l (Tr.)} (fntrod.), p. 85 . 
.. 
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¥i~fif~ fct-+il~(~l"lffGr~'A l"l'i I~ 
crUUTm'?~ f~ 1'1'if'i~ 11 
[On this earth lies Meru, the crest-jewel of mountains, 
and also the seven seas have laid their heavy weight. 
This surface of the earth looks splendid on the pillar-
1ike hoods of the lord of serpents. Tbjs (therefore) 
is the (proper) seat for person.s like us.] 
Bhandarkar has thus interpreted the significance of 
the verse. "Pravarasena JI, who had been appointed 
by Chandragupta II to rule over a province of 
Kashmir, became the king of Vidarbha later on. 
He then conquered the country of Kuntala which 
then comprised the southern portion of the former 
Hyderabad State. So he came to be designated 
'the Lord of Kuntala' (Kuntalefo). It was in regard 
to this poli6cal relation that a poem came into 
existence with the romantic figure of Kalidasa in 
the centre called Kuntalesvara-dautya.' Kuntala had 
come into the possession of the later Vakatakas 
so that the tradition centering round Kalidasa was 
woven into the poetic composition long after Kalida-
sa's return to the Vaka~aka Court." All this is 
speculation, pure and simple. The Vakatakas were 
never designated as .Kuntalesas (Lords of Kuntala). 
Even in their last copper-plate grants their matri-
monial connection with the king of Kuntala is men-
tioned. Narendrasena, son of Pravarasena H, is 
' This work is named Kwztesvara-dautya (for K11111alesvarada11tya) in the 
Kiivyamalii ed. of Kshmcndra's Aucltitya-vichcira·clwrclui. Bllandark:ir gives 
its name as Kcmtale§vara-kiivya which is more appropriate as Kfiiidasa was 
a D1i1a or Ambassador, not of the king of Kuo ta la, but of Vikramiiditya: but 
there is no manuscript evidence in favour of the reading K1mtalesvarn-/divya. 
Strange as it seems, Bbaodarkar himself names the work as Kmcta/dva-
radautya on p. 175. 
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stated to have married Ajjhitabhattarika, daughter 
of a king of Kuntala.' This shows clearly that the 
king of Kuntala belonged to a different royal 
family. 
From some copper-plate grants discovered in the 
Deccan from time lo time we have shown that there 
was a royal family called RashjrakU!a ruling in the 
upper valley of the Krishi:ia. This country was 
known as Kuntala, which comprised the present 
Southern Maratha territory and the adjoin ing Kan:ia-
taka districts. This family ruled from Manapura 
which has been identified with Ma1.1 in the Satarft 
district. These Rashirakutas of Manapura2 occasi-
onally came into conflict with the Vaka~akas of 
Vidarbha and sometimes had matrimonial relations 
with them. Manftilka, the founder of this family, is 
described in a copper-plate grant as 'the ruler of the 
Kuntala country' .3 His son Devaraja was probably 
the ruler of Kuntala to whose court Katidasa was 
sent as an ambassador by his patron Chandragupta 
II-Vikramaditya. Jt seems that he was not received 
there at first with proper respect. So he sat on 
the ground and when he was asked why he did 
so, he gave the spirited reply cited above. He stayed 
at the Court of the king of Kuntala for some time 
and then returned to the Court of Vikramaditya. 
When the latter asked him how the king of Kuntala 
• C. I. I. V, p. 81. 
2 Sec our Studies in indvlogy, T (second ed.), pp. l ff. Milnapura, the 
capilnl of these Rash\rukD\as, was known us the village Miii;i lying between 
Si1)ga~1i\pur in the north und Dahiva<li in the south in the Slltiirfl diSll'ict. H 
was situated on the bank of lhc river Mil1) and is shown dearly in Constable's 
Hand Atlas of India, pub. J 823. It bas now gone out of exislcnce. 
3 Mirashi, Studies ill I11dvlogy, Vol. lV, pp. 121 ff. i:rrm~:;;:refa: ll.ir111q 
~;rt 'Sl'Wrfua"r I E. I., XXXVllI, p. 20. 
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was spending his time, Kalidasa replied in a verse, 
the second half of which runs as follows :-
~fu +r~cl"I rll I '1'"11 fri fsnnaj 
~fir fcrf.:r~+m: :;ira~?l'ilt:lUM: 11 
(The Lord of Kuntala, laying the burden [of govern-
ing his kingdom J on you, spends hi~ time in kissing 
the faces or his beloveds fragrant with wine.) 
Then Vikramaditya replied as follm\s, changing 
only two words in the hcmistich :-
fu==r i:rc:r~cfl ri/ I '111 frr fiP-rruT t ,, .... ':b ,, .... 
i:rflr fcrfrifi;a·+m: ~~J'nir: 11 
.;;;i 
(Let him continue to do so, laying the burden of 
governing his kingdom on me.) 
These two verses arc cited in Bhoja 's Sri1;garapra-
kiUa. They evidently have been taken from the same 
work Kuntale.frara-dcwt; a of Kfilidasa. 
It seems from thl.!se three verses that Kalidasa 
wrote a poem named Kuntalefrara-clautya in which 
he described some incidents which happened in the 
country of Kuntala during his stay there. We need 
not suppose that the kavya was composed in a post-
Kalidasa age. 
We published our interpretation of these three 
verses some time artcr Bhandarkar's demise. He 
had no knowledge of it. 
D. R. Bhandarkar's attempt to boost l\..alidasa-
Matrigupta identification has not succeeded. The 
props that he gave lo that theory have turned out 
to be very weak and shaky. 
VIIl. D. R. Bhaudarkar's Views on the Krita Era 
Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar's lmcriptio11s of the Early 
Gupta Kings (C. /. I. Vol. llJ , second ed.) contains 
some inscriptions of both the Gupta and the Kr ita 
era. As the Gupta5 had their own era commenc-
ing in /\ . D. 319, the Volume naturally contains 
a ll the so far published inscriptions of their kings 
in that era; but the Volume includes also some more 
records dated in another era called Krita. Bhan-
darkar has in a separate Section of that Volume, 
discussed in detail some questions concerning that 
era such as how it came to be known by the name 
Krita, who started it, and where it was in vogue. It 
is necessary to examine his views critically in the 
interest of historicnl truth. This is attempted in 
the sequel. 
The Volume includes only three inscriptions dated 
in the Krita era. They are as follows :-
(1) The Mandasor Stone Inscription of Nara-
varman (C. I. /., Jll, pp. 261 ff.), Krita Year 46 1. 
The inscription gives the following genealogy-
Jayavarman-Si1i1havarman-Naravarma11, and states 
its date as follows :-
:>.:fl'lTfB"Cflfllll+='11d ~~~I 
Cl.Cf•4''2:.,=lf~ m tP11f/lctT.lgGC4 II 
(2) The Bihar Kotra (in the former Raigarh 
State, Central India) Inscription of Naravarman 
(C. I. l., Hf, pp. 266 ff.)-(Krita) Smiwat 474- This 
inscription contains the fo llowing date in the 
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twentieth regnal year of Naravarman of the 
Aulikara family:-
,.. " .... fi 
:anu C14!/ld4 ~:~NI qq ~ICIOl!/l<fcll#:l~Qlfflf I -·~~ " - ,~ ~ ~ ' 
(3) The Mandasor Jnscription of Bandhuvarman 
(C. I. l. III, pp. 322 ff.). This inscription mentions 
two dates. The flrsl of them is of the reign 
of Bandhuvarman, son of Visvavarman, while 
Kumaragupta I was ruling over the earth, and the 
second is of a later time. See the following :-
(A) The Year 493 -
+11<nCll'1i ~ ~ Qld""12)Q~ 
f~'1ClcllfCl~o~l'11'H'O ~oll~'1h:1~ II 
(. 
B~fll+ll*!!(fk'5fll SIQlf~f@ ~ I 
'i :Mcll"-'4I<fci~SI1e 1a.1zi f.14f\~m: 11 
(B) The Year 529 -
Clffi(lltcl~~f~~ ~I 
ll tdl>q F+i (utdqfll ¥i lff lll'fMfuctlll Ill I it 11 
The kings mentioned in these inscriptions were 
of the AuJikara family-not of the Gupta family. 
There was, therefore, no reason why their records 
should be included in the present Gupta Volume. 
But one of them (viz., the last one named Bandhu-
varman) is incidentally mentioned as contemporary 
of the Gupta king Kumaragupta f. So his inscrip-
tion and those of two others of the same Aulikara 
family have been included in the present Volume. 
All these inscriptions are dated in the Krita era. 
So Bhandarkar bas discussed the various problems 
connected with that era in a separate Section. 
The years of all the aforementioned records are in 
the Krita era. That era was connected with the 
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l'vliilavas as stated in the following expressions which 
<)Ccur in them- 'im•>C1Mi 'lVl~v:mrt ', '¥1MC1•101ftqfl'l<Ot1f!.' and 
• ~tims-.•1011+•11a' 1 
About sixty years ago, D. R. Bhandarkar contri-
buted an article on the Krita Era to the Felicitation 
Volume in honour of his father Dr. R. G. Bhnndar-
kar, in which he sta ted that the Matava gar:m in the 
above cited expressions signified the Maiava tribe. 
but later he adopted the meaning ' reckoning ' of the 
word gawr pointed out by Prof. Shembavanekar. He 
has taken that word in the same meaning in the present 
Volume. He translates Af alm1iiniilil ga~w-sthityii 
as • acc.:or<ling to the reckoning of the Ma lavas.' 
I le docs not, however, show how the mode of 
reckoning current among the Malavas was diITercnt 
from I hat of other people.• Besides, this meaning 
of gaua does not suit the expression Sri-Mc7/ava-
ga~Him11iite which occurs in one of the afore-cited 
records. So ga~1a occurring in these expressions 
cannot be taken in the sense of 'reckoning'.' It must 
have meant something else. 
1 n ancient times there were several kingdoms of 
1 he gaua or republican type in India. Several Gal)a 
States such as Maiava, Kshudraka, Yaudhcya, Arju-
nayana and Sanakanika find mention in inscriptions, 
ancient Sanskrit works and writings of Greek authors 
who accompanied Alexander lo India. Of them, the 
Malavas, like the Kshudrakas, were of the military 
type (Ayudlra-jivi Smighas). They are mentioned in 
the j\f a/u.7hlu7shya of Pataiijali and the Kiisika, 
a commentary on the Ashtiidhyayi of Pai~ini· 
1 Rcallr speaking, the mode o!" rcckoniog in the Krita era wns the same as 
in lllhl.'r era~, rl;;., by citing a lunar monlh, the bright or dark fortnight and n 
Ill/ii. 
"' 
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Greek writers of the age have named them as Malloi. 
They Jived in the region near the confluence of the 
Ravi and the Chenab in the Panjab. They harassed 
Alexander very much on his return journey. Later, 
when the Greeks, Scythians, Parthians and Kushat:tas 
made incursions into their territory, these freedorn-
Joving tribal people moved to the south and settled 
down for some tirnc in the Jaipur State. Their 
capital at the time was Nagara or Karko~anagara 
in that State. From an inscription in a Nasik cave, 
we learn that they were residing later in the south-
east part of Rajasthan. When they attacked the 
Kshatriya tribesmen called the Uttamabhadras, 
J3.ishabhadatta, son-in-law of the Kshatrapa Nalrn-
pana, went to their rescue. He routed the Malavas 
and then went to the Pushkara tirtlw ror a holy bath.• 
Thi'i account shows that the MUlavas were then 
settled in the south-east part of RfLjasthan. 
Numerous coins of the Malava gai)a have been 
found at Nagara or Karkotanagara in Rajasthan. 
Some of them have the legend Miilaviina jaya in 
Prakrit, and some others Malaviiluili1 jayab in San-
skrit. These coins go back to the first cen. B. C. 
Tiley show that they were issued lo commemorate 
a brilliant victory of the Ma.lavas. The Malavas 
had their own era called Kri ta commencing in 58 B. C. 
which they seem to have started after that victory. 
The old Indian method of recording a date was by 
citing a regnal year of the then ruling king and not 
by citing a year of some era. This era of the Malavas 
is the first known Indian era. Later, several eras 
such as those of the Abhiras, the Guptas, the Gangas 
I II. l . s. w. K., pp. 109 IT. 
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and others become current in India, but this Malava 
era is the oldest Indian era known so far. ft was 
originally current in the country of the 'Malavas, 
but later it spread to other regions as shown below. 
Some scholars say tha t the era of the Malavas was 
really started by the saka Emperor Vono nes and 
was later adopted by the Malavas. But this is 
extremely unlikely. The freedom-loving Malavas who 
left their origina l fertile home land in the Panjab 
and repa ired to the distant arid Rajasthan for main-
taining their independence are not likely Lo have 
adopted another's e ra and used it as their own. The 
Aulikara kings who were of their stock were equally 
proud. Yafodharman, the last known Aulikara king, 
states proudly in his Mandasor pillar inscription that 
his country was never conquered by the G upta kings 
who had overrun the whole earth. 1 So the Krita 
era was undoubtedly founded by the Malava-gm;ia . 
The Malavas named their era as K ri ta Sarilvat. 
Scholars have suggested severa l explanations of this 
name. 13handarkar has put forwarded two sugges-
tions. The first or them is as fo llows. The era was 
named Krira because it was started in the Krita Age. 
The Krita era begins in 58 B. C.' The Pura1)as say 
that lhe Ka li Age then came to an end a nd the Krita 
Age commenced . The Mnhc7hlu7rata (V~rnaparvan) 
thus describes the situation in the country at the 
time. ll says that the $Gdras will expou nd the 
religious works and the Brahmar)as will li sten to them. 
The earth will be covered by the Djukas (Buddhist 
Stupas). The M lechchhas will overrun it. Later, 
the Krita Age will commence. A Brahmar:ia named 
I /. R. P .. J, p. 105. 
2 C. /. I ., trr, (seconct ed.), pp. 197 ff . 
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Vish1:myasas will be born as Kalki. He will exter-
minate the Dasyus and perform a Horse Sacrifice. 
He will establish the Krjta Age on the earth. Bhan-
darkar says that this description suits the sunga king 
Pushyamitra. By counting the regnal years mentioned 
in the Pura1)as, Pushyamitra's time is fixed as 80 B.C.,' 
but it is likely to be really 58 B. C. if we utilise the 
evidence of the Ayodhya inscription of Dhanadeva. 2 
In that record Dhanadeva is described as the sixth 
descendant of Pushyamitra. Several scholars have, 
on palaeographic evidence, fixed the date of that ins-
cription as the first cen. A. D. If we suppose that the 
date was 75 A. D. and take every generation as of 
twenty-five years, the date of Seniipati Pushyamitra 
will be (A. D. 75 minus 150 years) 75 B. C. He per-
formed two Horse Sacrifices as we learn from the 
inscription of Dhanadeva. He seems to have perform-
ed the first Asvamedha immediately after accession in 
75 B. C. and the second later in 58 B. C. in order to 
establish his supremacy on a firm footing. The Krita 
era was started at the time of the second Asvamedha 
when the .Krita Age commenced. So we must hold that 
the Krita Era was started by Pushyamitra sunga in 
58 B.C. to mark the commencement of the Krita Age. 
There are several djsputable points in this first 
explanation of Bhandarkar. The date of the Ayodhya 
inscription of Dhanadeva has been fixed as the first 
cen. A.D. on palaeographic evidence. Such evidence 
is not regarded as fully reliable. Secondly, Pushya-
mitra's date is generally taken to be 187-150 B.C.3 
1 The reign periods of ancient kings mentioned in the Pura~rns al'e not 
reliable in all cases. 
2 E. I., XX. pp. 57 tr. 
3 H. C. f. P., ll, p. 97. 
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which would go against the hypothesis. Thirdly, 
the duration of a royal generation is generally taken 
to be of about 18 years, which would go against the 
proposed date of Pushyamitra. So this first explana-
tion of Bhandarkar does not stand scrutiny. 
Bhandarkar also was probably conscious of its weak 
points. So he has proposed another explanation of 
the Krita Age as stated below. 
In his second explanation Bhandarkar understands 
the word krita in Krita Sariwat in the sense of 'made' 
that is 'in~cnted by astronomers for the purpose of 
reckoning years'. Bhandarkar says that it somehow 
caught the imagination of the people who, therefore, 
began to use it and named it as krita, 'made' or 
'invented'. So in referring to that era such expressions 
as Mii.lavo11iili1 gm:ia-sthityii or Miilava-gm;a-sthiti-vasii.t 
have been used. Bhandarkar has himself translated 
the expressions as 'according to the reckoning of the 
Malavas'. 
But this explanation also is not acceptable. The 
era did not start in the Malava country (Malwa). 
Its early inscriptions have been discovered far away 
from modern Malwa- at Ba<;lva in the former Kota 
State, Barnala in the erstwhile Jaipur State and other 
places in Rajasthan. At that time the present country 
of Malwa was known by the name of Akaravanti.' 
It was under the rule of the Western Kshatrapas, 
and so the era current there was the saka era of 
A. D. 78, not the Krita era of 58 B. C. An era gene-
rally spreads with the spread of political power. 
It does not spread because 'it catches the imagination 
'The country came to be known as Maiava after the Malavac; settled there 
in large numbers. 
• 
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of the inhabitants of the country.' The Krita era 
is no exception. 
Who then founded the Krita era ? The answer 
to this question will be supplied by the expression 
Sri-MCi]ava-ga~z-amnate in the first inscription cited 
above. [t states that the era was traditionally handed 
down among the· Malva-gm:ia or the republican tribe 
of the MaJavas. Gat:ia in that expression does not 
mean ga(la11a or 'reckoning, but 'a republican State.' 
As stated before, these people of the Malava tribe 
lived originally in the region near the confluence of 
the Ravi and the Chenab in the Panjab. ·when fore-
ign invaders such as the Greeks, the Scythians, the 
Partbians and the Kushar:ias invaded their territory, 
they migrated to other regions such as the former 
States of Kota, Jaipur and Udaipur in Rajasthan. 
They were residing in these parts of the country in 
the time of Samudragupta. From there they moved 
to the northern parts of Akaravanti (rnodern Malwa). 
They settled down there in such large numbers that 
the country came to be known by their name. The 
date of this large scaJe migration can be settled appro-
ximately. Their oldest inscription in Central India 
gives the following genealogy of their rulers:-
Jayavarman-Sirilhavarrnan-Naravarman. No record 
of the first of these kings has yet come to notice, 
but Naravarman 's inscriptions range in dates from 
the Krita year 461 (A. D. 404) to the Krita year 474 
(A. D. 417). He may, therefore, have ruled from 
circa A. D. 400 to A. D. 420. His grandfather Jaya-
varman may be referred to circa A: D. 375- 390. 
He seems to have conquered the northern part of 
Akaravantl in circa A. D. 390. He made Da8apura 
(modern Mandasor) his capital. 
.. 
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The Guptas also seem to bave captured the south-
ern part of AkaravanU just about this very time. 
They had come as far as Era1:i in the Saugar District 
in the time of Samudragupta. His stone inscription 
has been found at Erm:i. His son and successor 
Ramagupta 's inscriptions have been discovered oear 
Vidisa. His brother Chandragupta £T's minister 
states that the Gupta king had come to Vidisa for 
conquering the whole world. Chandragupta II 
seems to have invaded and captured the southern 
part of Akaravanti in circa A. D. 395 at tbe latest, 
to judge from the available numismatic evidence. 
He then made Ujjayini his second capital. 
These incursions of the Malavas and the Guptas 
in Central India appear to have occurred as parts 
of a joint strategy. The Guptas and the Aulikaras 
who were leaders of the Malavas maintained their 
cordial relations to the end. In course of time the 
Guptas conquered a large part of North India and 
spread their era to U.P., Bihar, Bengal, Gujarat and 
Kathiawac;L But the era did not penetrate to North 
Malwa, though the distance between the capitals 
of the Guptas and the Aulikaras was not more than 
75 miles as the crow 'flies. Several inscriptions of 
the Aulikaras have been discovered till now, but 
none of them is dated in the Gupta era. The Guptas 
and the Aulikaras ruled amicably over neighbouring 
countries and rushed to each other's aid in times of 
difficulty. Prabhakara, one of the later Aulikara 
kings, is described as 'conflagration to the trees 
in the form of the enemies of the Gupta family' in 
a stone insc1iption at Mandasor.' He seems to have 
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successfully defeated the enemy who had invaded 
the Gupta kingdom. 
The Malavas started their era in commemoration 
of a brilliant victory which they gained when they 
were settled in parts of Rajasthan in the first cen. 
B. C. They called it Krita 'made', 'not handed down 
by tradition'. Its early dates come from territories 
included in Rajasthan. Later, it spread to Akara-
vanti when the Malavas migrated there towards the 
end of the fourth cen. A. D. They added 'according 
to the custom (sthiti) of the Maiava gatza' in stating 
their era in order to distinguish it from the Gupta 
era which was current in the neighboudog territory. 
Subsequently the era spread to other parts of India 
when Yasodharman conquered them after his brilli-
ant victory over Mihlrakula. See e. g. the date 
611 (A. D. 554) of the Haraha stone inscription of 
the Maukhari king lsanavarman. Tills date is only 
a bout twenty-five years later than Yasodharman's 
defeat of Mihirakula in circa A. D. 530. 
The Krita era became known as Vikrama Sam.vat 
in course of time. For the discussion of the various 
problems connected with it, see our article entitled 
'the Origin and Spread of the Vikrama Era', beJow, in 
Section III. 
.. 
IX. D. R. Bhandarkar on the Epoch of the Gupta Era 
It js well-known that the inscrjptions of the Gupta 
kings and their feudatories are dated in an era known 
as 'the Gupta era'. It was current in a large part 
of North India. When the Maitrakas of Valabhi 
in Kathiawa<;], who were first their generals and later 
their feudatories became independent, they continued 
to use the same era, which then came to be known 
as the Va1abb1 Sariwat. The two eras were, therefore, 
identical. The epoch or the date of the commence-
ment of this era was a matter of controversy for 
a long time. Several scholars such as Fergusson, 
Cunningham, Bhau Daji, R. G. Bhandarkar, Oldenberg 
and others took part in it and proposed different 
dates for the epoch of the era. Finally, Fleet, with 
the help of the inscription known as the Mandasor 
inscription of Kumaragupta J and Bandhuvannan,' 
fixed the epoch of the era as A. D. 319-20 in his 
Inscriptions of the Early Gupta Kings and Their 
Successors, published in 1888. 
The clue to the solution of the problem was provided 
by the Arab scholar Alberuni, who stated that the 
beginning of the Gupta era was later than that of the 
saka era by 241 years. The epoch of the Saka era 
is known to be A. D. 78-79. So we get the following 
equations :-
Gupta Year 0 = 8aka Year 241 = A. D. 319-20. 
1 The inscription is not of the reign of Kurnaragupta I. He was not Jiving 
when it was ioci5cd in Maiava Sa1i1Vat 529 (A. D. 472-73). The Gupta king 
who was ruling at the time has not been mentioned in the record. Still it is 
referred to as an inscription of the time of Kumaragupta I and Bandhuvarman . 
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We can, therefore, get the corresponding year of 
the saka era by adding 241 to the given year of the 
Gupta era, and that of the Christian era by adding 
319-20 to it. According Lo Fleet, this equation holds 
good in the case of Lhe current dates of the Gupta 
era which generally occur in- ancient inscriptions. 
R. G. Bhandarkar' and, laler, K. B. Pathak' did 
not subscribe to this view of Fleet. Bhandarkar 
says, "From inscriptions and books we sec that the 
Hindus' usual, not invariable, way of expressing a 
date is not 'in the year so and so', but 'after so many 
years had elapsed since such and such an event took 
place.' And in the second 11ote given in the Early 
History of the Decca11. l have shown that in the inscri-
ptions there examined, about two-thirds of the dates 
represent the years expired, and one-third the year 
current. It should by no means be supposed that the 
expired year is to be understood when a word expres-
sive of 'having eJapsed' is used. We use expired 
saka years at the present day in ordinary transactions, 
but never use a word expressive of 'having elapsed'." 
D. R. Bhandarkar has accepted this view of R. G. 
Bhandarkar and K. B. Pathak. So we have the 
following equations :-
Current Gupta Year l = expired saka year 
241 = A. D. 319-20. 
Expired Gupta Year l=expired $aka year 
242=A. D. 320-21. 
The Gupta era commenced in A. D. 319-20, not 
in A.D. 318-19 as stated by D.R. Bhandarkar on p. 185 
of his Gupta Volume. 
1 J.B. B. R. A. S., XVll, pp. 89 ff. Collected Works of R. G. Bhmzdarkar, 
rn, pp. 384 ff. 
" I. A., XL VII, p. 293. 
.. 
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Of the 48 inscriptions included in Bhandarkar's 
Gupta Volume, only three contain details useful 
for calculntion. We shall first discuss their dates 
here. 
(1) No. 6, p. 240- Mathura Pillar Inscription of 
Chandragupta TT-uq«f't~~~~9 [sr]~111~<rn-~[1*] 
" In the year 61, on the fifth titlzi of the bdght 
fortnight of the first (Ashac;lha)." 
The dale or the record, viz., the year 61, is evidently 
of the Gupta era. The name of the month has not 
been preserved, but it is clear that it was intercalary. 
The Gupla year 61 if taken as expired, corresponds 
to A. D. 380-8 l. Tn that year there was an intercalary 
month, riz., Ashac;lha. There was no intercalary month 
in any or the years A. D. 378-79, 379-80 and 381-82. 
A. D. 380-81 is the Christian year corresponding to the 
Gupta year 61, when we take it as expired. 
D. R. Bhandarkar takes the year 61 as current 
notwithstanding his assertion that the years of the 
Gupta era in inscriptions are expired.' Besides, 
the year 61, if taken as current, will correspond to 
(61+241 - )302 saka current or A. D. 379-80, in 
which there was no intercalary month at all. So 
the year or the Gupta era in this record is expired, 
not current. This inscription shows clearly that 
the epoch A. D. 319-20 is of an expired Gupta 
year. 
1 D. R. Bhandarkar takes the Gupta year 61 as current. He says, "We 
find that the date or our record (vi:::., M:llhura Pi!lar Jnscript io1J of Chandra-
gupta 11, Gupta year 61 ) was :1 cuncnl year. Because the in tcrcalary month 
came only in A . J). 380 cunent, the Guprn year 61 muse, therei'ort:, be also a 
current year.'· (Sec p. 236). T his is faulty reasoning. A Gupta year must 
correspond to some Christian year or other. All years of the Christian era 
are current. Therefore, all Gupta years will have to be taken as curren t. 
This would be absurd . 
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(2) No. 18, page 273-Mathura Image Inscription 
of Kumaragupta I-year 107-~~qt101<1'111~n;;­
~t~+t1«1cata [f<Ntl4<111q] <to\9 [anu]Cfi[P..llq]1111rnf(fucf]~ ~o [1'!t.) 
"The year 107, the intercalary month srava1)a, the 
day 20 in the victorious reign of Paramahlwttc7raka 
• Miiharii.jadhiriija, the illustrious Kumaragupta I." 
This inscription also is much damaged, but the 
akslraras supplied are quite certain. Tt mentions the 
intercalary month sravai:ia in the Gupta year 107. 
According to the epoch A. D. 319-20 for an expired 
year, this year 107 corresponds to A.D. 426-27, in which 
year the month sravat)a was intercalary according 
to PWai's Indian Ephemeris. There was no inlercalary 
month in A. D. 425-26. This proves the correctness 
of the epoch A. D. 319-20 for an expired Gupta year. 
(3) No. 39, p. 340-Erai:i Stone .Pillar Inscription 
of Budhagupta-year 165'-'efc\' ti~at ~ ~qci{ 
~ ~ ~lt!lliMlell!if\"}~1~4Qi !!<~l'<.lf4ct~ (t*) ~. C\~4. (t*) 
"In a century of years increased by sixty-five 
and while Budhagupta is the lord of the earth-
011 the ~elfth lunar day of the bright fortnight 
of the month .Asha<,iha, on Thursday. The year 165." 
The inscription gives the following date-The 
Gupta year 165, Thursday, the twelfth tit hi of the bright 
fortnight of Asha9ha. According to the epoch of 
A. D. 319-20 for an expired Gupta year, the tithi 
regularly corresponds to Thursday, the 21 st June 
A. D. 484. This date shows that the Gupta year 
was of the northern or Chaitr-ii.di type. The months 
of such a year are Pii.r~iimii.nta. We have, however, 
no clue to it here as the date is of the bright fortnight. 
I c. /. !., m (first ed.), pp. 80 tr. Collected Works of R. G. Bha11darkar, 
m, p. 396. 
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As other inscriptions in the present Gupta Volume do 
not contain details required for calculation, Bhandarkar 
has conjecturally mentioned the type of the year 
(current or expired) and the corresponding date of 
the Christian era. As he has accepted the view that 
most of the dates in Gupta inscriptions are in expired 
years, it was expected that his conjectural equivalents 
would be for expired Gupta years. But such is not 
the case. We shall examine critically some of the dates 
here. 
(1) No. 7, p. 243-Udayagir · Cave Inscription 
of Chandragupta II, the year 82~ t~ ~•~IG•Utt 
~(ira)<til<i~lll'! [ l*] 
"The year 82, on the eleventh lunar day in the 
bright fortnight of the month Asha<;lha." 
Bhandarkar takes the year 82 cited here as current. 
He has added the following note explanatory of 
it on p. 243 :- f. n. 2- "Th.e wording here is Sarh-
vatsare 82 which bas to be understood as sarhvat-
sare dvy-asititame. The current year is, therefore, 
to be understood. [f 'eighty-two' had been expired, 
we should have had sali1vatsareshu instead of sarh-
vatsare." He has interpreted several other dates 
in his Volume similarly. See e. g. the following dates 
and their equivalents given by him :-
(1) No. 8, p. 245-~ u [1*] 
Bhandarkar gives A. D. 406-07 as the equivalent 
of this date, which shows that he takes the Gupta 
year 88 as current. 
(2) No. 9, p. 250-SafichI Inscription of Chandra-
gupta II~ 9-~ ~ R ¥ [1*] 
Here Bhandarkar gives A.D. 411-12 as the equivalent 
of the Gupta year, which shows that he regards the 
year as current, though he does not state it explicitly. 
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(3) No. l7, p. 271- Gac;lhva Stone Inscription 
of Kumaragupta I-year 98. 
[ll\1{'+llll<la+l(i~~~]t ~<: [1':<0 ] 
Bhandarkar gives A. D . 416-17 as the equi-
valent of the Gupta year 98, evidently taking A. D. 
318-19 as the epoch. This shows that he takes 
the year as current. 
Several such instances can be cited. Besides, 
Bhandarkar has not interpreted the wording of the 
dates consistently. Compare his interpretation of 
the two following dates :-
(A) No. 20, page 278-Tumain Inscription of 
Kumaragupta I: Year 116-~~ m'llf~~ [t'*'] 
"When a century or years (had elapses) accom-
panied by sixteen years." 
Bhandarkar evidently takes this as mentioning 
the expired Gupta year 116; for he gives its equi-
valent as A. D. 435-36. 
(B) Now compare this with the dale of 
No. 21, p. 281. Karamda1J<:fa Stone Inscription of 
Kumaragupta l : year 117-mt ~~t ~~~­
~ [ 1*] 
Bhandarkar gives the equivalent of this as A. D. 
435-36. He evidently takes it as a current year, 
though its wording is similar. 
The reason given by Bhandarkar for regarding 
several Gupta years as current is that Lhey are intro-
duced by the word Smhvatsara in the singular. Had 
they been expired, they would have been introduced 
by the word in the plural; for an expired year denotes 
the number or years that have elapsed since such 
and such an event took place. Th.is is not a con-
vincing reason. Even in cases where expired dates , 
are clearly intended, the word referring to the year 
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is Samvatsara or San'1vatsare, never Samvatsareshu. 
It means that the particular year is the last one of 
the expired years of that era. Again, Bhandarkar 
genera1ly takes dates denoted by cardinal numbers 
(such as I 07 or J 25) as expired, and those denoted 
by ordinal numbers (such as dvy-sititame) as current. 
This also is no valid reason. Tn fact, dates recorded 
in ordinal numbers arc noticed nowhere. Thus there 
ic; no difference in the mode of recording current and 
expired years. Whether a date is current or expired is 
to be determined by calculation of astronomical 
details that may have been given in recording it 
and its agreement with the particular epoch. 
lt is noticed in the case or all eras that were current 
in India that their expired dates are far more in number 
than their current ones. If we accept Bhandar-
kar's classification, the current dates of the Gupta 
era included in the Volume would be equal in number 
to the expired ones. Sec the following :-
(I) Current Dalcs- Nos. 6-9, 17, 21, 22, 24, 
29, 30, 38, 47=12 in all. 
(2) Expired Dates- N os. 4, 16, 18, 20, 23, 25, 
28, 32, 36, 37, 39, 43= 12 in aJl. 
Though Gupta dates are generally mentioned in 
expired years, they arc rarely noticed cited in current 
years also. No definitely known current dates occur 
in Bhandarkar's Gupta Volume. But one such date 
whjch occurs elsewhere has been shown by R. G. 
Bhandarkar. The Veraval inscription dated Vala-
bht (i. e. Gupta) Sam.vat 927 gives such a date. If 
this is taken as an expired year, it should correspond 
to expired saka 1168. Calculation of its astronomical 
details shows that it actually corresponds to expired 
gaka 1167. This shows that the date Gupta year 
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927 has to be taken as a current year. In this connec-
tion R. G. Bhandarkar remarks as follows :-"This 
explanation will not agree with Mr. Fleet's theory; 
for he adds 241 to a Gupta-Valabhi to arrive at a 
completed gaka. Here then there is another piece 
of evidence that favours my view and goes entirely 
against Mr. Fleet's view." 
A. D. 319-20 is thus the correct epoch in the case 
of an expired Gupta year, and A. D. 318-19 in that 
of a current Gupta year. 
x. Epigrapbic Notes 
Note 1-Tbe Date of the Matbura Pedestal 
Inscription of Kanishka 
D. R. Bbandarkar's Inscriptions of the Early Gupta 
Kings forms the third Volume of the Corpus Inscrip-
tionum Jndicarum (second edition). Dr. Bhandarkar 
was an eminent epigraphist and a renowned scholar of 
ancient Indian history. Jn several places he has stated 
his views different from those of other scholars. They 
evince his great erudition and mastery over the subject. 
But in some places they appear strange and require to 
be examined critically in the interest of historical truth. 
We draw attention of scholars to some of them in 
these notes. 
In order to show that the Later Great Kushai:ias had 
extended lheir rule east of the Punjab when Samudra-
gupta rose to power, Bhandarkar has drawn attention 
to the Mathura pedestal inscription of Kanishka II. 
This record was discqvered by Pandit Radha Krishna. 
It is inscribed on the pedestal of a broken statue of the 
Buddha. It has been edited by Daya Ram Sahni in the 
Epigraplzia Indica, XIX, pp 96 ff. Its date was then 
read by him as follows-Maharaja-Devaputrasya 
Kanishkasya samvatsare I 0 4 Pausha mase di vase I 0 
(on the 10th day of the month of Pausha in the year 14 
of M ahariija Devaputra Kanishka). Sahni referred this 
date-year 14-. to the rejgn of Kanishka I (A. D. 92). 
Bhandarkar, however, reads the date as 84 and refers it 
to the Kalachuri era.I It then corresponds to A.D. 332. 
1 C. I. /., III (second ed.), p. 28. 
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It falls close to the time of Samudragupta. Bhan-
darkar identifies this Kanishka with Kanishka TI. 
According lo him, this epigraph shows that KushaDa 
rule had extended at least up to Mathura just before 
the rise of the Guptas. Kusha1)a influence on the 
coinage of the Guptas can thus be accounted for. 
It also shows that Daivaputra Shahi Shahanushahi 
in the Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta 
is none but the contemporary Kushal)a king. 
Bhandarkar's reading of the date of this inscrip-
tion cannot be accepted. Daya Ram Sahni's 
reading of that date as 14 is, no doubt, wrong. The 
first symbol of that date which Daya Ram read as 10 
does. not certainly denote that number. See the 
symbol signjfying 10 which occurs further in this 
very epigraph. But it does not signify 80 also. 
The symbol for 80 usually resembles that denoting 
upadhmaniya. It is, however, usually flat, not 
slanting as here. When erect, it denotes 50. We 
have discussed this matter in detail in our article in 
Ep. Ind., XXVI, pp. 293 ff. We have shown that 
the symbol used , here denotes 50. So the date of 
this inscription on the pedestal of the Buddha image 
is the year 54, not 84. It is of the reign of Kani-
shka Jl, the son of Vajheshka or Vasishka. It is 
of the Kus ha oa or the so-called sa ka era. 
Bhandarkar, who reads the date as 84, refers it 
to the Kalachuri era of A. D. 249. Even if we accept 
bis reading of the date, it cannot be of that era. Like 
some other scho]ars, Bhandarkar seems to have 
believed that any date can be referred to any era. 
This is a mistaken view. It would have been possible 
if all eras had been current in all parts of India simul-
taneously. But this was never the case. Each era 
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was current in some particular part of the country 
in a particular period only, not at all times. The 
Kalachuri · or Chedi era was really started by the 
Abhiras in A. D. 249, when the Kalachuris were not 
known to history. In t he beginning its circulation 
was limited to the empire of the Abh!ras which 
comprised Northern Maharashtra, Ko11kai) and 
Gujarat The era never spread to the Mathura 
region, much less in the time of the Kushat)as. So 
the date, even if it is read as 84, cannot come close to 
the time of the Early G uptas. 
So the date of the Mathura pedestal inscription, 
v;z., the year 54, must be referred to the so-called 
Saka era of A. D. 78, started by Kanishka I. Tt 
belongs to the reign of Kanishka 11, who was ruling 
jointly with Huvishka in the period of years 50 
to 58 of that era. Their joint rnle is like that of · 
Chashtana and Rudradaman as noliced in the Andhau 
inscnpt1ons. For a detailed discussion of this, see the 
afore-mentioned article in Ep. Ind., XXVT, pp. 293 ff. 
Note II-Who performed the Asvamedhas 
mentioned in the Nal)eghat Inscription ? 
(a) " Sataka.n)i or rather his queen performed 
the Horse Sacrifice '." 
(b) " Asvamedha was performed twice by 
Vedi8rl Satakan)i'." 
Bhandarkar' wrongly supposes these two to be 
separate cases, but they are the same as they are 
mentioned in the same passage of the Nal)eghat 
inscription. fn (a) also, not one, but two Horse 
Sacrifices are jntended to be mentioned. 
' C. I. f. 1 II (second ed.), p. 37. 
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The Nal)egha~ inscription mentions several Vedic 
sacrifices. They fall into two groups :-(1) those 
mentioned in lines 6 to 16 of that epigraph which 
king Satakan:ii performed conjointly with his 
sahadharmacharil;i Naganika, and (2) those named 
in Jines 17 to 20 which Naganika alone (sayam)r 
performed after her husband's death. Asvarnedha 
mentioned as second ( ditiyo) in line 11 falls in the 
first group. So it and also the first Asvamedha 
were performed by Satakan:ii and his queen Naganika 
conjointly, not by Satakarr:ii nor by Naganika alone. 
The Asvamedha is a sacrifice which only kings can 
perform, not their queens after their death. 
(b) The second statement that Asvamedha was 
performed by Vedisri twice is erroneous. It is 
evidently based on the same passage in the Nai:ie-
ghat inscription as the first. That inscdption was 
incised in the Nai:ieghat cave during the reign of 
Vedisri,2 the son and successor of Satakan:ii I. Line 
1 of that inscription first mentions obeisance to 
several gods, such as [Prajapati], Dharrna, Indra 
etc. and then, like several ancient inscriptions, 
records the date mentioning the reigning king's 
' The word say01il (Sanskrit. s1•ayc1111 meaning 'herself') occurring in line 
J 7 (Biihler's No. H, line 7) has not bren noticed by scholars till now. Jt is of 
utmost significance for the interpretation of the large Nar;ieghf11 inscription. 
It shows clearly that the sacrifices mentioned 111 that inscription fall into two 
groups. Those mentioned in lines 6 to 16 were performed during the life time 
of Satakarr.ii I, and those mentioned in Jines 17 to 20 were performed after 
bis death. Instead, it has been believed that all the sacrifices mentioned in 
the whole record wer.: performed by Naganikf1 alone after the death of her 
husband. 
2 The mangaliichara!IO of the record ends with 11amo Kumiiravarasa which 
means 'Obeisance to Karttikeya (the best o r frnmiiras)', and not 'obeisance 
to Vedisri, the best of princes' as Buhler and several other scholars believed 
till now. For a full discu5sion of this, sec our Studies i11 lndalogy, Vol. I (second 
ed.), pp . . 135 ff. 
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name ; but only the words Vedisirisa ratio of that 
date portion now remain al the end of line 1.' 
The remaining words of the date portion which 
occurred in the beginning of line 2 are now lost. 
The inscription is of the dowager queen Naganika 
which she got incised in lhc reign of her son 
Vedisri. The two Asvamedhas (the first o f which 
was mentioned in some line from 6 to 10, now 
mutilated, and the second is named in line 11) were 
performed conjointly by her husband and herself. 
They were nol performed by her son Vedisrl. 
No other Asvamedhas performed by Vedisri are 
known. 
Note III-Performance of Multiple 
Asvamcdhas 
While discussing the question whether Samudra-
gupta performed one or more Asvamedha sacrifices, 
Bhandarkar refers to the slatcmenl in several Vish1:m-
ku1J<;lin inscriptions that the Vishi:tukui:i<;lin king 
Madhavavarman l performed as many as eleven 
Asvamedhas. ~ Bhandarkar thinks that the state-
ment is incredible. "This Madhavavarman ", says 
he, " may have been an independent prince, for 
aught we know to the conlrary. but certainly he 
must have ruled over a small dominion, occupying 
scarcely one-sixth part of South india. Besides, 
he was not a suzerain. 3 " Bhandarkar th inks that his 
eleven Asvamedhas were in the form of the dakshina 
which was elevenfold of that usually given at ~n 
'These words belong to the date portion or the record. It:> later portion 
has been lost at the beginning or line 2. 
2 Sec e. g. the Ramatirtham plates of Tndravarm:in, E. I. XII, pp. 133 ff. 
JC. I. I .• Vol. Ill (second edition), p. 39. 
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Asvamedha. 1 Other instances of multiple Asvamedhas 
also must he understood in the same manner. 
This interpretation of multiple Asvamedhas men-
tioned in ancient records is fantastic. Had this been 
true, there would have been many more instances 
of multiple Asvamedhas than are noticed in ancient 
Indian records ; for, it is easy lo multiply Asvame-
dhas in this manner. The people would not have 
attached any value to such fictitious Asvamedhas. 
The Asvamedhas were certainly not multiplied in 
this manner. The early Satavahana king Satakan:ii 
I performed two Asvamedhas. They could not have 
been in the form of double the dakshi1)a usually 
given to Brahma1:ias at an Asvamedha sacrifice; 
for, they are mentioned in the Na1)eghat inscription 
as performed at different times." This must have been 
true in other cases also though there is no explicit 
statement to that effect in their cases. 
Madhavavarman was not a minor prince ruling 
over scarcely one-sixth part of South f ndia as 
Bhandarkar supposes. When the great Vakataka 
emperor Harishcr)a conquered Andhra in the course of 
his digvijaya, he deposed the Salankayana king ruling 
there and gave his dominion to Vishryukm:ic;lin 
Govindavarman I, and gave a Vakataka princess to 
his son Madhavavannan I to cement the political 
relations. 3 Some Vish1;uk u1;<;iin records discovered 
recently show that after Harishe.r:ia's death, Madhava-
'Bhandark<1r has drawn attemion to the words of V>i'lsa in the Mal1a-
bltiirara, Asv::mcdbika-1xtr\'an (er. ed.), 90, 14-15. But lh is view docs not 
appear lo have been held generally. 
z The Nar:icghiit inscription mentioned the first ASvamedha in the mutilated 
portion of lines 6-LO, and the second Asvamedha in line l J. 
3 Madht1vavarman's son Vikramc;hlravarman is described as Vislw11ku{1(li -
Vrikiifnka-vmitfo-dv(IV-1ila1ikrita-ja11m1i in his Chikkulln plates. Sec £./. v, p. 193. 
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varman l extended his rule far and wide so as 
to comprise a large part or South India. His own 
records have indeed been found only in the Andhra 
country, but the Tummalaguc;lcm plates of his descen-
dant Vikram<::ndravarman 11 , dated sake 488, signi-
ficantly describe that he adorned the earth bounded 
by the sea in the cast and the south, and by the 
river Narmada in the north.' This is confirmed by 
copper-plate grants and coins. As he had a long 
reign of more than forty years, his empire was divided 
among his two grandsons after his death; for his 
sons had predeceased him. One of his grandsons, viz., 
Jndrnvarmnn succeeded him in Andlira,' while another 
grandson, M:1dhavavarman ll occupied the western 
portion of Maharashp·a. His Khanapur plates1 record 
hi~ donation or a village in the Satara District. He is 
described in one record as the Lord of the Triknta aud 
Malaya mountnins 1 and was evidently ruling over the 
western part of the Vislwuku1)~lin empire. Jt is no 
surprise then lhat Madhavavarman T js called Siirva-
hlwuma in Lhc afore-mentioned Khanapur pi ales. 
Vish1)uku1J<Jin coins have been found in exca-
vations and 011 lhe ground over a wide area. They 
have no legends bul were evidently in circulation in 
Yidarbha and Western Mahilrashtra as shown by 
the finds in the excavations at Pavnar and Newasa. 
Madhavavarman I was greatly revered. He was a 
very pious king. He performed not only eleven 
I Sec 1he Tummalagul)cm rlates of Vikramcndravarman, dated Saka 488, 
Ep . .-lndhr., 11, pp. 4 ff. 
"The (:lllployrm:nt 01· regal ti 1le for Vikramcndravarman l in the recor<ls 
of his descendants i~ ~upposcd to go against this view, but the title may have 
been employed by couucsy. 
J E. l ., XXVU, pp. 312 tr. 
4 See the lpur plales of Madhavavarman fl, C. !., XVII, pp. 338 ff. 
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Asvamedhas but several other sacrifices such as Bahu-
suvanfa, PauQc;larika, Vajapeya, Purushamedha and 
others.' His mother also was held in great veneration. 
She was a pious Buddhist lady and is referred to as 
Paramabha?f,orika-mahfidevi in the Tui~malaguc;lem 
plates (Set I). She is said to have had Madhava 
(Vishlfu) as her son in the guise of Madhavavarman I.2 
Madhavavarman I, who is credited with the per-
formance of eleven IAsvamedhas in several Visht).u-
ku1)c;lin records, was, therefore, not a minor prince 
ruling over scarcely one-sixth part of South India as 
Bhandarkar supposes. He was a Stirvablwuma or 
Emperor and certainly played a dominant part in the 
post-Harishe1)a period in South India. 
Note IV-Page 65- Did Prabhavatigupta 
liYe for more than a hundred years ? 
" Prabhavatigupta must have been far advanced in 
age when she issued her ~iddhapur plates, 3 and, as 
a matter of fact, she is represented in this inscription 
as being more than a hundred years old. " 
The expression in the ~iddhapur plates which has 
confounded many scholars is s-iigra-varsha-§ata-jiva-
putra-pautrii. Like some other scholars, Bhandarkar 
takes it as denoting that Prabhavatigupta was a full 
hundred years old and had sons and grandsons rn 
the 19tb rcgnal year of Pravarasena II. This 1s 
manifestly impossible. The expression does not at 
all refer to the age of Prabhavatigupta. Besides, it 
' Sec lhe TummalaguQem plates or Vikramcndravarman, Ep. /l.11dhr., 
Vol. ll, pp. 4 IT. 
2 Loe. cit., line 20. Jn the TuQQigriima grant of Vikramendra (E. I. XXXVI, 
pp. 7 IT.) Madhavavarman is eulogised as one who had attained p<irame.fh/hya and 
is calk:d deviitideva. 
3 l11scriptio11s of the Viikii/akas (C. /. l .. IV. pp. 33 tT.) 
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occurs in her own grant. She could not have used 
such an expression indicative of her own long life 
therein ; for she was a widow. To a Hindu widow 
a long life is detestable. She would not boast of it 
in her own record. So the long life mentioned in 
this expression is of her sons and grandsons. Jivaputrii 
often occurs in Sanskrit and Prakrit inscriptions' 
and lilerature2 in the description of women and 
signifies their blessed life ; for, to have a Jiving 
son is regarded as a sign of good fortune in the 
case of women. But, it may be asked, did Prabha-
vatigupta then have sons and grandsons a hundred 
years old ? This also is impossible. The expression 
is not to be taken literally. It means 'having sons 
and grandsons who, by God's grace, would live for 
a full hundred years. ' The expression is of the 
same type as the adjectives chirafijiva and ayushmat 
which we use in referring to little children. They 
are not ' long-lived , at the time. Still, we use them. 
Our intention is to express our wish and hope that 
they will be long-lived. 
This correct interpretation of the expression under 
discussion was pointed out first in our Inscriptions of 
the Va.katakas, long after Bhandarkar completed his 
Gupta Volume and could not have been noticed by him. 
Note V-Were the Aulikaras the feudatories of 
the Guptas? 
While mentioning the tributaries of Chandra-
gupta II, Bhandarkar3 refers to a line of feudatory 
1 See the Nasik Cave Inscription of Gautamiputra Satakan;ii, line 2 
(H. I. S. W. K., p. 34). 
2 See ]J.igveda, X. 2. 6. 9. Also Maliabhiiraia . V, 144, 9; a nd Rtimiiyaiza, 
IV. 19.11. 
3 C. I. /., Vol. llI (second edition), pp. 66-67. 
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princes who ruled at Dasapura, modern Mandasor 
in Malwa. He states that in this family Naravannan 
was a feudatory of Chandragupta IT, and Bhandhu-
varman was of Kumaragupta I. 
Recent discoveries of epigraphic records have shed 
considerable light on this family which was named 
Aulikara. The known genealogy of its varman branch 
may be stated as follows-
Jayavarman 
l 
Siri1havarman 
I 
Naravarman (known dates Malava Saiiwal 461 
and 474). 
I 
Visvavarman (M. S. 489) 
r 
Bandbuvarman (M. S. 493) 
I 
Prabhiikara (M. S. 524) 
These kings ruled from Dasapura. 
All these Aulikara kings were politically indepen-
dent. They have not only not mentioned any 
suzerain in their records, but have not also indicated 
their feudatory status by describing themselves as 
parama-hhatttiraka-pad-anudhyata (meditating on 
the feet of their suzerains). The Mandasor stone 
inscr.iption no doubt states that a guild of silk-
weavers from Lata migrated to Da8apura in Malava 
Satiwat 493 (A. D. 436), being attracted by the ex-
cellence of that country and its ruler Bandhuvarman 
while Kumaragnpta (1) was ruling the earth ; but 
this mention of the latter king was probably intended 
to mark the time of their migration, as the Gupta 
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kings were famous in lhosc days. There is no clear 
indication Lhat Bandhuvarman had acknowledged 
the su?erainty of Kumaragupta (1). Similarly the 
Mandasor inscriplion· of the time of Prabhakara 
mentions Chandragupta (11) and Govindagupta, but 
that is stated incidental ly in connection with the 
mention or the Setu7pati Dattabhata's ancestry. 
That reference gives no indication that Prabhakara 
was politically subordinate to the qmtemporary 
Gupta king. Besides, both these inscriptions are 
dated in the Maiava Sa1iwat and not in the Gupta 
Sa1iwat. The latter era was i111•ariably used in all 
countries comprised in the Gupta Empire. The 
Aulikaras have nol used that era in any of their 
records. They have throughout used the Maiava 
St11i1vat in all their inscriptions. The Gupta era 
spread to distant countries like .Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, 
Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and Saurash~ra but it did 
not penelrnte into the country round Dasapura which 
lies only about 75 miles, as the crow flies, north of 
the second Gupta capital of UjjayinI. The Aulikaras 
have not used it even in a single inscription of theirs 
as they had not submitted lo any Gupta king. They 
\Vere justly proud of this. In the Mandasor pillar 
inscription Yasodharman proudly states that he was 
protecting with ease his valiant country that had not 
su bmitled even 1.o the G uptas and the H ui:ias.' 
There is no exaggeration in this. 
So Naravarrnan, Visvavarman and Bandhuvarman 
never submitted to the Guptas and were never their 
feudatodes as Bhandarkar supposed. Their use of 
the Krita or Maiava Samvat clearly testifies to this . 
' For a detailed discussion, see the following note. 
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Note VI- \Vas the Empire of Yasodha1·man larger in 
expanse than that of the Guptas and the Hii1.1as ? 
"There is an inscription engraved jo duplicate on 
two Pillars of Victory, found at Mandasor, which 
speaks of a king named Vishl)uvardhana' who 
enjoyed territories which were never enjoyed by the 
Gupta lords and where even the sway of the para-
mount Hui:i.a sovereigns did not penetrate.2 " 
Bhandarkar2 has followed Fleet in the interpre-
tation of the original verse which runs as follows. 3 
Ye bhukta Gupta-nathair = na sakala-vasudha-
kranti-drishta-pratapair-
n-aJna Hu1:i.-adhipanam kshitipati-mukut-adhya-
sinl yan pravishta 1 
Desari:ls = tan-dhanva-8aila-druma-gahana-sarid-vira-
bah-u paguqhan 
viry-avaskanna-rajfial:i sva-griha-padsar-avajiiaya 
yo bhunakti 11 
Like Bhandarkar all scholars have till now accep-
ted Fleet's interpretation of this verse and held that 
Yasodharman-Vish1)uvardhana's Empire exceeded in 
expanse those of the Guptas and the Hur~as . But that 
interpretation is wrong. Note the form bhunakti used 
in the verse. It is the third person singular in the 
Parasmaipada of the root bhuj. That root takes the 
terminations of both the Parasmaipada and the 
Atmanepada, but in different senses. According to 
Par,tini's siitra bhujo-n-avane (Ashtadhyii.yi, 1. 3. 66), 
the root bhuj takes the Parasmaipada in the sense of 
'protection ', and the Atmanepada in all other senses. 
1 The king's name occurring in that inscription is Yasodharmao, but he 
is the same as Vish.1;1u-vardbaoa. 
2 C. I. 1., Vol. Ill (second edition), p. 87. 
3 Ibid., (first ed.). p. 146. 
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As the verse has lhe Parasmaipada form bhunakti, it 
denotes the sense of 'protection. ' So the intended 
meaning is that Yasodharrnan protects his countries 
which had not been conquered before either by the 
Guptas or by the Hi.i1JaS with as little concern as he 
does in lhe case of the courtyard of his own house. 
The verse states explicitly that his kingdom had never 
before been conquered by either the Guptas or the ' 
HOt)aS. And this was so indeed. For, the Gupta 
power had penetrated up to the region round Ujjayini, 
but did not overrun the Mandasor territory. Similarly, 
the H U1)as had occupied Centra 1 Tndia extending from 
the Panch Mahal District' in the west to the Sagar 
District of Madhya Pradesh in the east," but they 
could not conquer the region round Mandasor. 
There is, therefore, no exaggeration in the verse. 
The verse does not also state that Yasodharman's 
kingdom was larger in extent than those of the Guptas 
and the Hai:ias as Bhandarkar supposes. 
Note VII- The Reigns of Toramai:ia and 
Mihirakula 
"Torama1Ja was probably in possession of North 
Jndia as far as Era1J from circa 495 to circa 503 
A. D. The first of these dates, namely, 495 A. D., 
falls after the Gupta year l 75 = 494-95 A. D., the 
last known date of Budhagupta. And the second 
date, namely, 503 A. D. _is prior to the Gupta 
year L9 t = 509-lO A. D., the date of Bhanugupta 
1 Some plate~ of the time of the Hui:ia king Toramai:ia have recently been 
fou nd a.t Sanjcli in the Panchamahal District of Gujarat. See M. S. Uni~er­
sity Archaeological Serh:s, No. 14. 
2 An inscription of Toramai;ta has been found at Erai;i in the Sagar District 
or Madhya Pradesh. C. !. !., III (first ed.), pp. 158 ff. 
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( Narasirhhagupta-Baladitya) when there was an 
attempt on the part of the chieftains of the Gupta 
house to re-establish its power. The period from 
503 to 5 lO A. D. certainly fell in the reign or Mihi-
rakula, and it is not unreasonable that about 510 
A. D. the Gupta sovereign ( Narasirnhagupta-Ba-
JadiLya) who was in hiding for some time made his 
appearance and asserted himself with the help of his 
vassals, and expelled Mihirakula from the Magadhan 
kingdom as it appears from the account of Hiuen 
Tsang. But though about 510 A. D. Mihirakula 
was ousted from his Magadhan dominions, his power 
remained unshaken in Central India till about 518 
A. D., the fifteenth year of his reign, when Yusodhar-
man dealt a blow to the Hli1)a supremacy in lndia".1 
This reconstruction of Gupta history in the time 
of Budhagupta and Bhunugupta is based on several 
identifications and assumptions for which there is 
no evidence. There is, for instance, no ground to 
suppose that Narasirilhagupta-Baladitya was another 
name of Bhanugupta . There is uo doubt that there 
was a king named Baladitya ruling in Magadha. An 
inscription at Nala nda= mentions him as t he construc-
tor of a prlisada (temple) of the Buddha at Nalanda. 
The record is, however, of a much later age. 
It is of the time of King Yasovannan of Kanauj 
who flourished in the first half of the eighth century 
A. D., and affords no help in determining the date 
of Baladitya. Hi uen Tsang's account about him 
is evidently based on hearsay, and is too much exa-
ggerated. He says that the number of the stOpas 
demolished by Mihirakula was 1600, and the number 
1 C. f. I., Vol. UI (second edition), p. 88. 
:: E. I., XX, p. 93. 
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of monks killed by him was nine crores. It is hard 
to believe such stories. Besides, Hiuen Tsang tells 
us that Mihirakula flourished some centuries before 
him. As a matter of fact, the distance in time between 
the two was only about a century. His account in 
several other cases has been proved Lo be erroneous. 
So what he says about Bataditya and M ihirakula 
cannot be believed in the absence or corroborative 
evidence. 
The dates which Bhandarkar has assigned to Tora-
mai:ia and Mihirakula do nol appear to be correct. 
Skandagupta obtained a resounding victory over 
the HD1)as, which the JunagaQh inscription dated 
in the Gupta year 137 (A. D . 456-57) describes as 
being extolled even by his enemies living in the country 
of the Mlechchhas.' The Hu1)as were not, how-
ever, totally exterm inated. They probably conti-
nued to hold some part of Central India : for we 
find that their leader Torama1:rn could pounce upon 
the territory round Erai:i in the heart of the G upta 
Empire in the very first year of his reign. The date 
of Lhis incursion can be fixed approximately. An 
inscription at Era1J dated in the Gupta year 165 
(A. D .. 484-85)2 during the reign of the Gupta Empe-
ror Budhagupta records the erection of a flag-staff 
(dhMja-stambha) by Mahtiraja Matrivisht)U and his 
brother Dhanyavisht)U . The next inscription3 at the 
same place dated in the first regnal year of Toramar)a 
states that Matrivishi)u was then dead and his 
brother Dhanyavislwu erected a temple of the 
Boar incarnation of Vishr.rn there. Matrivisht)U 
' C. !. /., Ill (firsl ed.), pp. 59 rr. 
2 Ibid.. pp. 88 ff. 
3 /hid., pp 158 ff. 
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may not have died immediately after G. S. 165. The 
construction of the temple, installation of the image 
of the Great Boar and the invasion of Toramat:ta 
may have easily taken about five years. So we can 
place the commencement of Torama1)a's reign in 
A. D. 490. 
Recently three copper plates or tbe feudatories 
of Torama1:rn and Mihirakula have been discovered 
at Sanjeli in the Panchamahal District of North 
Gujarat.' Toramai:ia's Empire, therefore, extended 
at least from the Panchamahal District of North 
Gujarat in the west to the Sagar District of Madhya 
Pradesh in the east. As stated before, he probably 
commenced his reign in A. D. 490. How long did 
his rule continue '? Another inscriptionz at EraI). 
gives a clue in this matter. It is dated in the Gupta 
year l 91 (A. D. 510). It states that Goparaja, an 
ally of the Gupta king Bhanugupta, came to Erai;t 
with him. The latter is described as 'the bravest 
man on the earth, equal in valour to Arjuna'.2 Gopa-
raja fell fighting in the battle of Era!) and his wife 
immolated herself as sati. The enemy against whom 
the Gupta emperor Bhanugupta and his friend Gopa-
raja fought at Era1) is not mentioned in the inscrip-
tion, but a little reflection will show that he must 
have been ToramaDa. He was probably defeated 
in the battle. Otherwise, the inscription eulogis-
ing the Gupta Emperor would not have been allo-
wed to be incised on the memorial pillar at Erai:t. 
Toramal).a evidently lost the Airikii:ta vishaya to the 
Guptas. Here is another date (A. D. 510) of Tora-
mal)a's reign. 
I J. o. !., XXIX, pp. J I ff. 
2 C. I. I., III (first ed.), p. 91. 
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Later, Ya8odharman-Visht)uvardhana defeated 
Mihirakula, the successor of Toramai:ia. His Man-
dnsor Victory Pillar Inscription is not dated, but 
another inscription of his reign, viz., the Manda-
sor stone inscription, which mentions his imperial 
titles Rlijlidhiriija and Paramefrara, is dated in the 
Maiava (Vikrama) Sariwat 589 (A. D. 532). This 
inscription was evidently incised al"tcr his defeat 
or Mihiral-.ula, when he became the lord of the coun-
try extending from the I limalayas to the Mahendra 
mountain, and from /\ssnm lo the Western Sea. So 
we may flx his defeat of Mihirakula in circa A. D. 
530, not A. D. 518 as Bhanclarkar supposes. The 
Gwalior inscrirtion• of Mihirakula is dated in the 
fifteenth regnal year. It was certainly not the last 
year or his reign. He may have continued to reign 
for a few years more, say five years. ln that case, 
he may well have succeeded Toramal).a in drca 
A. D. 510. ff this is true, Toramai:ia was not only 
defeated but was actually killed in the battle of Era1J 
in A. IJ. 510. 
Hiucn Tsang's account that Mibirakula was de-
feated by Narasimhagupta-Baladitya does not stand 
scrutiny. We have discussed this in detail elsewhere2 
and shown that the real vanquisher of Mihirakula 
was Ya~odharman-Visht)uvardhana. 
1 C. I. I . 111 (first C<I. ), pp. 162 ff. 
2 1 R. P. I. pp. 98 ff. 
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XT. The Origin and Spread of the Vikrama Era':' 
Jn ancient times several eras were current in India. 
The Vikrama Sa1iwat, the Saka Sa1iwat, the Abhira 
(or Kalachuri-Chedi) Sariwat, the Gupta Sariwat, 
the Ganga Samvat, the Harsha Smiwat and the 
Chc11ukya-Vikramaditya Sa1iwat, to name a few of 
them, are found cited in ancient inscriptions for the 
purpose of recording dates. Of them, two, viz., 
the Vikrama Sa1iwat and the 8aka Saiiwat, arc still 
current in Tndia-thc former generally in North 
India and in the Chhattisgadh Division of Madhya 
Pradesh, and the latter in South India. After the 
attainment of independence, the Government of India 
has adopted the Saka Sa1iwat as the National Era, 
after making some slight changes in its reckoning. 
The origins of both these eras are controversial. 
We lake here that of the Vikrarna era for discussion. 
The system of recording dates of events according 
to a certain reckoning does not seem to have been 
current in India in earliest times. Several Indian kings 
have been described in the /!.if(l'eda, but none or them is 
known to have founded an era. According to Indian 
.... 
tradition, the first Indian king \\ho started an era was 
Yudhish~hira. The Bharata War was fought in the 
year 3102 B. C. after which Yudhish~hira became the 
King of India. He is supposed to have started his era 
then. But the first mention of it occurs in the Aiho]e 
inscription dated A.D. 634-35. It is not noticed earl ier 
• 8/iamtiya S01i1skriti, Vol. II, pp. 223 ff. 
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anywhere else. So this Yudhishtbira Sarnvat is suppos-
ed to have been hypothesized by astronomers like Arya-
bhata for astronomical calculations in circa A. D. 400. 
The Vikrama Sariwat commences in 58 B. C. It 
is supposed to have been started by a king who was 
ruling at the time. Various views have been express-
ed about the identification of that king. Accord-
ing to Sir John Marshall, he was the Parthian king 
Azes who was ruling at the time. Marshall has tried 
to show that the name of Azes is coupled with the 
dates of the Sariwat in some records. Other scholars 
have not accepted his view. Besides, the early dates 
of the Sarhvat have not been found in the territories 
where Azes was ruling. So this view is unacceptable. 
In the early dates of this era the name of Vikrama-
ditya is not coupled with it. Tt is noticed for the first 
time in the Dholpur stone inscription of the year 898 in 
the form kti/asya Vikramiikhyasya. lt is not so coupled 
with any other inscription of that age. On the other 
hand, we find the era combined with the name of 
the Malava ga!JCL in records from the third to the sixth 
cen. A.D. in such expressions as sri-Mii.lava-gmJ-timniite, 
Miilava-gmJa-sthiti-vastit and Miilavanarn gaua-sthitya. 
Again, the Sariwat is mentioned by a special name, 
viz., Krita. So there is not a shred of evidence connec-
ting the era with the name of Vikramaditya in its early 
dates. We shall revert to this matter later. 
Let us consider the literary evidence which is usually 
adduced to prove that a king named Vikramaditya 
flourished in the first cen. B. C. 
(1) Reference to Vikramaditya in Sanskrit litera-
ture- The story of Vikramaditya occurs at the end 
of the Kathasaritsiigara and the Brihatkathamaizjari, 
both of them being Sanskrit versions of Gm:iac;lhya's 
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Prakrit work Brihatkatha made in the eleventh cen. 
A. D. But the. story is not noticed in the third Sans-
kril version Brihatkathiislokasc11igralza which is of 
an earlier date. (8th cen. A. D.) . So the story in 
the two former works appears to be interpolated. 
Besides, the description of the victories of Vikra-
maditya mentioned in the two former works appears 
to be baseless. Sec the following verses from the 
Katha.saritsagara (I 22, vv. 3-4) :-
~: wf<ta ~'"I I ?14 'flTll rTin:f ;:;p:r~-;;r;n: I 
mit R\iflP.llfN Cf·~ TR'1: 11 
l))qn;>: ru~a-U\iiW f<i.-m?1 We<:!C! c?itll ll it I 
~: ~~~ .,-q: wir~fcr "Sl"~T 11 
"' ,_ 
The kings named in these verses are said to have 
assembled in Vikramaditya's court to pay homage 
to him after they had been conquered. They include 
Saktikumara of Gau9a (Bengal), Jayadhvaja of Kar-
D~Haka, Vijayavarman of Lata (Southern Gujarat), 
Sunandana of Kashmir, Gopala of Sindh, BhilJa 
of Yindhya Pradesh and Ninnuka of Persia. During 
the last century and a half much progress has been 
made in our knowledge of the ancient history of India 
by the critical study of ancient inscriptions, coins 
and other antiquities. We have, however, no evi-
dence at all of the rule of any of these kings in the 
first century B. C. On the other hand, we know from 
reliable sources that in that age the Satavahanas 
were ruling in the Deccan, the Kal).vas in Central 
India, and the Malavas, the A.rjunayanas and the 
Yaudheyas in the Panjab. There is not the slightest 
evidence of their having been conquered by 
Vikramaditya. So Vikramaditya and his victories 
are both mere figments of imagination. 
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(2) Reference to Vikramaditya in the Gatha-sap-
tasafi-The followi ng gfithli occurs in the Prakrit 
work Catlu7-sapta:}ati of the Satavahana king Hala 
who flourished in the first cen. A. D. :-
~Wl «kfl fo 0:01" ~ 9;Q cp7: ~~ I 
:,,,i0u(111 f;=.rCf'flf!ls:;;1•=.if~~.:f 3f1Tf~rfcf~ai f~r 11 
• - .> 
A woman says to her lover- " When you were sham-
pooing the feet of that woman, her foot imitated the 
deeds of Vikrama.dilya in imprinting figures or Jae-dye 
on your hand; for Yikramaditya also places lakhs of 
coins on the hand of his servant, being pleased by his 
exploits." Here there is a pun on the word fakkham, 
which has two mean ings- (!) lac-dye and (2) lakh coins . 
As this gtit/Ja occurs in the anthology of Hala who 
flourished in the first cen. A. D., Vikramaditya 
described in it must be taken to be the founder of the 
era or 58 B. C. 
This is a fallacious argument. We have shown 
elsewhere' that the Catlu7-sapta.foti went through a 
number of editions. Each time some gli.thlis were 
omitted from it a nd an equal number was inserted, 
the total number or gtit/Jtis being adhered to . 
This continued till Lhe eighth cen. A. D. There is no 
evidence that the gtit/Jii in question formed a part of 
the original Gcl!ha-sapta.foti. Besides, we know that a 
tradition of liberality like the one referred lo in tbe 
afore-mentioned gtit/Jfi was current about the Gupta 
king Chandragupta 11-Vikramaditya (A. D. 380-413). 
The gatMi, therefore, cannot prove that the Vikrama-
ditya described in it flourished in the first cen. B. C. 
and was the founder of the Vikrama Sari:lvat. 
1 S. I., I (second ed.), pp. 88 ff. 
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(3) The Evidence of the Kalakacharya-kathanalrn-
This Kathiinaka tells us that Vairisi1i1ha, king of 
Ohara, had two children, a son named KaJaka and 
a daughter named Sarasvali. Both of them took 
orders when quite young. Once upon a time Kalaka 
repaired to Ujjayini with Sarasvati. King Garda-
bhilla of the place forcibly abducted Sarasvali and 
confined her in his harem. Kalaka entreated him 
to release her, but the king paid no heed to him . 
So he sought the help of Shahanushahi, the Saka 
Emperor of Sindh, and urged him to invade the 
Malava country. The Saka Emperor did accord-
ingly and released Sarasvati. The follow1ng verses 
occur in Lhe Kathti11aka in this connection :-
~ ;:i!Jl!;-o0~ Cfi l ~1'1 fC{ilfarfir f%: l 
~ ~:fl fci ~·'"I I f~cll: mch=ftr.rrqi:rr~ 11 
~ "'ll?ld'"l€;_1fof~: ~'.!t:4'1C~lllq: I 
oof+r;:rort ~)q.~( f;:r~ 11 
~ ~ ' 
rffiT ~ q::;:~ fur.mn mf~ '.!rf: I 
a-flf w-frsrcr:f ~c"l I ~: P;irffil: ~: l I 
These verses say that thereafter, Vikramaditya, 
the son of Gardabhilla, occupied Ujjayini, and 
after vanquishing the Sakas, he founded his Sariwat. 
Later, after 135 years, the Sakas again rose in revolt 
and started their own Sariwat of A. D. 78. 
Tt is diflkult to believe these statements. The 
Kalakc7chc7rya-katha11aka says that Vjkramaditya was 
a son of Gardabhilla of Ujjayini, bul there is no 
evidence that the Gardabhilla kings were ruling at 
Ujjayini in the first cen. B. C. The Pural).as men-
tion them as having risen to power afler the down-
fall of the Andhras, ;. e. the Satavahanas, after A. D. 
230. The genealogies in the Pura.Qas are several 
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centuries older than the Kii1akacharya-kathanaka, 
and, therefore, more tr~1stworthy. 
For the circulation of .an era in any country it is 
not sufficient that it should be started by some king. 
It must continue current for some time in that region. 
There is absolutely no evidence to prove that the 
Sariwat of 58 B. C. was current in Ma1wa in the 
first cen. B. C. Some records of that Sariwat, later 
by three or four centuries, have been found far 
away in the north, in the eastern part of Rajasthan. 
There is absolutely no indication that the Garda-
bhi11as were then in power. 
The Kalakii.chii.rya-Kathanaka went through several 
editions. 1 The one that describes Vi kramaditya as 
the founder of that Sariwat is not earlier than the 
twelfth cen. A. D. So these references to Vikrama-
ditya in them are clearly interpolations. 
The Pura1)as mention several ancient historical royal 
families such as the Mauryas, the Sun.gas, the Kal)vas 
and the Guptas, but they make no reference to Vikra-
maditya. They also mention the Gardabhillas, but 
only as the successors of the Andhras, i. e. the Satava-
hanas. They have no connection with Vikramaclitya. 
As against this, early inscriptions refer to the 
Sariwat by a different name, viz., Krita. See the 
following extracts :-
(1) Year 282-~r~~iati'@.'>illTmm: ~~ 1 
(Yupa inscription at Nandsa in the Udaipur 
District). (Bhandarkar's List, No. I) 
(2) Year 295-~ (~ :) ~~'\ qrrc;i_r;; ~ '\ 1 
(Bac;lwa inscription in the Kota District. E. I. 
XXIV, p. 4.) 
' Sec Be/valkar Felicitation Volume. 
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(3) Year 335-~Q(~ :) ~~~ ~l<!;gq~!llt ' I 
(Barnala Yupa inscription, E. I. XXVI, p. 118). 
These three early inscriptions are from outside 
MalwIT. The years in all of them are called Krita. 
All these yea rs are taken to be of the Vikrama 
Sa1iwat. 
Jn some later inscriptions (especia ll y those found 
in Malwa), the years a re described as those calcu-
lated acco rding to the custom of the Maiava gco:ia. 
See the following :-
( 4) Year 46 J- i>;f\qMcc•1011i:•11i\ ~ ~o«nrff 1 
(Bhandarkar's List, No. 3). 
(5) Year 48 1 -~ ~ ~~ ~"11~~ at~ 
q~q1~' 
Nagari (Rajasthan) inscr. (Bhandarkar's List, No. 5). 
(6) Year 493- irracmn ~ lfffi ~1ailglSl!ti' 
fwrcrei:ri'~TTri ~'t ~ol4fliltflif 11 
(Mandasor inscr., Bhandarkar's List, No. 9). 
(7) Year 589-~ ~ wm ~~1?t;rcrl'omQa-'! 1 
+11wcc•101lt<4facc~1t('flMID<mf W~f! 11 
(Mandasor inscr. Bhandarkar's List, No. 9). 
These extracts show that the name Krita of th is 
Sariwat was dropped gradualJy, but that of Maiava 
gatw became slowly connected with it. The reason 
of this will be stated Jater. 
Tbe people of this Maiava gm:ia were originally 
residents of the Panjab. They were then dwelling 
in the region near the confluence of the Ravi and the 
Chenab. They and their neighbours, the Kshudra-
kas, a re mentioned as Ayudha-jivi Sanghas (military 
organisations) in the Mahabhiishya of Pataiijali 
and the Kasika commentary on the Ashtiidhyiiyi of 
Pai;tini. They greatly harassed Alexander as he was 
retreating from the Panjab. When lie was wounded 
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in an encounter, he ordered their extermination. 
Later, when foreign tribes such as the Scythians, the 
Partuians and the Kushai:ias invaded India from 
the north-west, these freedom-loving warriors moved 
gradually to the south and settled for some time in 
the region now known as Jaipur, Udaipur and 
Kota. Their capital at the time was known as 
Malavanagara, modern Nagar in the Tonk District 
of Rajastban. That tJ1ey were in this part of the 
country in the Kusha1Ja age is also known from an 
inscription of Rishabhadatta in a cave at Nasik. ' 
Several coins of the Malavas have been found at 
Nagar. Some of them have the legend Mc7laviina 
jaya in Prakrit, and some others Mc7/a11anan'1 jayab 
in Sanskrit. They were probably issued in comme-
moration of some memorable victory of the Malavas. 
As stated before, some early inscriptions of the 
Malavas mention Krita as the name of their era. 
Scholars have interpreted this name differently. 
Some explain the designation as suggesting that the 
Krita Yuga had commenced at the time. Altekar 
thought that Krita was the leader of the Malavas.2 
His name was given to the era in memory of a grand 
victory won by him. He also suggested that .the 
word sthiti in such expressions as Malava-ga~w­
sthiti-vasiit which occur in connection with that 
Sariwat means 'settlement', suggesting that the era 
commenced at the time of the settlement of the 
Ma.lavas in some territory. But he admitted that 
there were no other instances of any era having been 
started in commemoration of the settlement of a tribe. 
I H. I. s. w. K. p. (65.] 
2 See his article in the Vikrama Volume, pp. 16 ff. 
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Krita signifies ' made ', 'started', ' not continued by 
tradition'. The word 'sthiti' in such expressions as 
Mc71avagaua-sthiti-va.Mt and Miilaviinlili1 ga~1asthityii 
means 'according to the custom current among the 
Mfilavas ' . 
The Sarhvat is invariably ca lled Krita in the inscrip-
tions found in Rajasthan and the region east of 
it. This designation disappeared gradually. The 
Maiava peopJe moved south ward and settled down 
in the region round Dasapura, modern Mandasor, 
in Central India. T his country was previously under 
the rule of the Kushai:tas, and so the era started by 
the KushfitJU king Kanishka was in vogue there. 
Tn order to show that their era was difTerent from 
the Gupta era which was current in the surrounding 
country the Malavas used expressions li ke Miilaviiniirh 
ga~a-sthityii in thei r records. 
When the people of the Maiava gal)a settled down 
in large numbers in the country round Ujjaiu, 
Mandasor and adjoining places in Central lndia, 
the country came to be known by the name of .Matava. 
Its previous name was Akariiva11li which occurs in 
a Nasik cave inscription of the Satavahana k ing 
PuJumavi.' It was divided into two parts-(1) Pirrva 
Akariivanti or Eastern Akaravanti with its capital at 
Akara, and (2) Apara Akara11a11ti or Western Akara-
vanti with its capitaJ at Avanti or Ujjain. These 
divisions are mentioned in the Junagac;lh inscription 
dated A. D. 150 of Rudradaman. 2 Later, these names 
fell into disuse and the country came to be known by 
the name of Maiava. 
I H. I. s. w. K .• p. 55. 
2 Ibid., p. 126. 
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We shall next consider when the Malavas migrated 
to the country round Mandasor. 
The Malavas are mentioned together with such 
other galJaS as the Arjunayanas and the Yaudheyas 
who paid tribute to Samudragupta. So they seem 
to be settled in Rajasthan. From the inscriptions 
of the Aulikaras we come to know their several 
generations or which the first three are as follows :-
Naravarman 
Jayavarman 
I 
Siti1havarman 
(known !years-Maiava 
461 and 474). 
Sa1iwat 
No inscriptions of the first two kings have yet 
come to notice. Naravarman's records have been 
discovered al Mandasor and Bihar Kotra, but we 
cannot assert that he was the first ruler to migrate 
to Central India. His father Sirnhavarman may 
have done so before him. He flourished in circa 
M. S. 450 (A. D. 393). Kshatrapa rule in Central 
India came to an end just about this time. Chandra-
gupta II vanquished the Western Kshatrapas and 
annexed Central India to his dominion. About this 
time the Aulikaras also migrated from Rajasthan 
and occupied the country round Mandasor. 
The Guptas and the Aulikaras thus spread their 
rule to Central India simultaneously. They may 
have done so in collaboration with each other. 
Their co-operation seems to have lasted for a long 
time. In course of time the Guptas • spread their 
supremacy far and wide in North India. Their 
Sam.vat of A. D. 319-20 spread to all those countries 
with the spread of their supremacy. Dasapura 
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(Mandasor), the capital of the Aulikaras, lies at a 
distance of only about 7 5 miles, as the crow flies, 
from the Gupta capital at Ujjain. But as the Au1i-
karas did not accept the suzerainty of the Guptas at 
any time, they never used the Gupta Sa1iwat in 
dating their inscriptions. All their records are dated 
in the Maiava Sain.vat. In the inscription on his 
Victory Pillars, their king Yasodharrnan asserts, 
" The Gupta Lords who conquered the whole world 
could not penetrate our country."' The Aulikaras 
were justifiably proud of it. 
Tbe Guptas and the Aulikaras lived amicably in 
neighbouring countries and rushed to each other's 
aid in times of difficulty. In an inscription at 
Mandasor dated Malava Sariwat 524 (A. D. 467), 
Prabhakara of the Aulikara family is described as 
Gupt-anvay-ari-druma-dhitmaketu (fire to the trees in 
the form of the enemies of the Gupta family) . 2 It 
probably refers to the aid rendered by Prabhakara 
in turning back the enemy attack on the Gupta 
kingdom in A. D. 466 after the death of Skandagupta. 
The Editor of the record thinks that Prabhakara was 
a feudatory of the Guptas. But had it been so, 
his Mandasor inscription would not have been dated 
in the Malava Sariwat. It would have borne a date 
in the Gupta Sa1iwat. 
Later, the Hrn;as invaded India. Torama1~a and 
his son Mihirakula conquered a large part of North 
India. Their rule extended from Sakala (Sialkot 
in the Punjab) to the Panch Mahal District in North 
Gujarat and the fort of Gwalior in Central India. 
Their inscriptions have been found in all these parts. 
1 I. J<. P.,.I, pp. 104 ff. 
2 E. I .. XXVll, p. 15. 
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MihirakuJa's contemporary Aulikara king, Yaso-
dbarman had also increased his power by subduing 
the neighbouring rulers and had assumed the 
imperial titles Rajadhirtija and Parame.§vara. He in-
flicted an ignominious defeat on Mihirakula and made 
him bow to his feet. With the spread of the 
imperial power of Yasodharman, the Malava Sarilvat 
also spread to distant countries in North India ; 
for feudatories generally use the era which their 
Suzerain adopts for dating his records. 
So the Gupta era fell in the background and its 
place was taken by the Maiava Sam.vat. It spread 
to North Gujarat, Kathiawa<;l, Bundellcha1)<;l, Ottar 
Pradesh and Bihar. Its former name Krita \'Vas 
soon forgotten. It was only remembered that it 
was a Samvat of a Malava king. So in the Kar.iasva 
(Kota District of Rajasthan) inscription of M. S. 795, 
it is referred to as follows'-
Here it is ref erred to as the Sariwat of Lhe lords of 
the Maiava country. 
Till then the name of Vikramaditya had not been 
connected with the Sainvat. The Gupta king Chan-
dragupta H- Vikramaditya was well known in that 
age. Works like the Devi-Chandragupta, eulogising 
his bravery, adventurous spirit, learning, liberality 
and other good qualities had been written. He had 
assumed the title of Vikramaditya. The Maiava 
Samvat was naturally supposed to have been started 
by a king of the Malava country. So the afore-cited 
Kal).asva inscription describes it as ' the Sa1iwat of the 
1 Bhandarkar's List, No. 18. 
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kings of Malwa '. It is, therefore, not a matter for 
surprise that the era soon got itself connected with 
Chandragupta II, who was a renowned king of Malwa. 
As he had assumed the title of Vikramaditya, it was 
supposed to have been founded by Vikramaditya. 
The first inscription which mentions this connection 
is of the year 898 found at Dholpur as stated before. 
There is no mention of any Vikramaditya in any 
Prakrit or Sanskrit work, Pura:i:iic list or inscription 
till the rise of the Guptas in the fourth cen. A. D. 
lt was in the Gupta age that rulers began to assume 
birudas ending in aditya. See e. g . the following 
b;,·udas :- Parakramanka (i. e. Parakramaditya) of 
Samudragupta, Vikramaditya or Vikramanka of 
Chandragupta II, Mahendraditya of Kumaragupta I, 
Kranu'iditya of Skandagupta, Chandraditya of 
Vishi:iugupta, Dvadasaditya of Vainyagupta etc. 
Of these, the hiruda Vikramaditya assumed by 
Chandragupta II became very popular on account 
of the eminence of that king. So it was adopted by 
several kings of later times. For instance, in the 
Cha] ukya family of South India, there were as many 
as six Vikramadityas. But none of them can claim 
to be the founder of the Sariwat of 58 B. C. 
The date of Vikramaditya is linked with that of 
Kalidasa. It is generally supposed that Kalidasa was 
one of the nine Gems of the Court of Vikramaditya. 
It is so stated in the Jyotirvidiibhara7Ja ascribed to 
Kalidasa. Believing in this so-called tradition, many 
otherwise erudite Sanskrit scholars place Kalidasa in 
the first cen. B. C. But they are grossly mistaken in 
this. The Jyotirvidiibharaf!a is a fake work. The nine 
so-called Gems did not even flourish in the same 
age, One of them, viz., Varahamihira is definitely 
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known to have flourished in the sixth cen. A . D. 
So the so-called tradition is absolutely baseless. 
This is not the only tradition about Vikramaditya 
and Kalidasa. The Auchityavicharacharcha of 
Kshemendra, the Kavyamlmamsa of Rajasekhara 
and the Sringtfraprakasa of Bhoja cite some passages 
from the Kuntale.~varadautya of Kalidasa. They 
suggest another tradition about Vikramaditya and 
Kalidasa, which is older and appears more trust-
worthy. We have stated it in detail in our work 
on Kalidasa and would not repeat it here.' 
Of the two eras now current in India, the Vikrama 
Sariwat alone deserves to be accepted as the National 
Era. The other era better known as the Salivahana 
Sa1nvat was really founded by the Kusha1)a king 
Kanishka. It came to be known as the Saka Sarhvat 
because it was used by several Saka Kshatrapas of 
Western India for some centuries. Later, in the 
time of the kings of Vijayanagar it came to be 
connected with the Satavahana family and so got 
the name of Salivahana, by which name it is now 
generally known. But there is no doubt that it 
was founded by a foreign invader of India. 
The other era now known as Vikrama Sariwat was, 
on the other hand, founded by the indigenous 
Indian tribe of the Malavas in commemoration of 
their victory. That tribe was brave and freedom-
loving. When the foreign tribes of the Sakas, Pahla-
vas and KushaJJaS invaded their country, they refused 
to submit to them and preferred to migrate · to 
distant lands to preserve their independence. They 
later moved to Central India where they maintained 
1 See also S. /.,I (second ed.), p!J. I tf. 
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their independence even against the mighty Guptas. 
They proudly asserted that their country was never 
conquered even by the Guptas and the Htu)as who 
had overrun the whole earth. They won a memorable 
victory over the HuQ.as and saved the country from 
foreign domination. They never used any foreign era. 
The Vikrama Sarnvat is thus the era which was founded 
. by freedom-loving Indians, and used by them continu-
ously for centuries even in trying circumstances. It is, 
therefore, the only era which deserves to be honoured 
as the National Era of Bharata. 
A·52-9·A· 
XII. The Era in the Dates of Traiku~aka 
Inscriptions 
The era in which Traikutaka inscriptions are dated 
has recently become a subject of keen controversy. 
It has usually been taken to be the Abhira (Kalachuri-
Chedi) era. B. D. Chaltopadhyaya and Parame-
shvari Lal Gupta, however, have expressed their view 
that it is the Saka era of A. D. 78. lt is necessary to 
examine their view in the interest of historical truth. 
The following five inscriptions of the Traikil~akas 
have been published so far• :-
(1) Parc;ii Plates of Dahrasena : Year 207. 
(2) Surat Plates of Vyaghrasena : Year 241. 
(3) KanberI Plate of the TraikUtakas : Year 245. 
(4) Matva.t:i Plates of Madhyamasena : Year 256. 
(5) Matvai:i Plates of Vikramasena : Year 284. 
The genuineness of the last. mentioned plates is 
doubtful. Their donee is the same as that of the 
plates of Madhyamasena. Their formal portion is 
also mutatis mutandis identical with that of the latter 
plates, but whereas M adhyamasena has been described 
in his plates as belonging to the royal family of 
the Traikntakas. Vikramasena is referred to as 
belonging to that of the Ka~achchuris. His name is, 
however, similar to that of the other Traikutaka 
kings. Why is he then described as a scion of the 
Katachchuri family ? We have solved this Iiddle by 
suggesting that the grant is spurious. It was no 
doubt made by Vikramasena himself, but before the 
1 For references, see N. D. VJ, p. 44. 
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plates could be issued, there was a political revolu-
tion in the Deccan. Vikramasena was overthrown 
by the Katachchuri king Krisht).araja of Mahishmati. 
He made himself master of Maharashtra, Konkat). 
and Gujarat. ln the chaos and confusion which 
followed, the donee Sivasvamin seems to have found 
it impossible to get the grant ratified by the new 
authorities by means of a copper-plate charter. He 
had, however, the earlier plates issued by Madhya-
masena in his possession. As Traiko~aka grants 
have a large portion in common, be got a new draft 
prepared, inserting therein the necessary changes 
relating to the village granted, the name of the 
Diitaka and the date. He then got the new draft 
engraved on a fresh set of plates. In the beginning 
of the first line Kafac/1clwri1Jiid1 was incised in place 
of Traikutakana11·1 to show that the grant had been 
made by a king of the new royal family. It is not 
known how far he succeeded in achieving his object 
by this trick to get the grant authenticated surrep-
titiously, but he has certainly succeeded in deceiving 
P. L. Gupta who believes that it is genuine. 
Gupta thinks that tbe grant mentions Vikramasena 
as a member of the Katachchuri royal family because 
though he was by birth a Traikutaka, he had been 
adopted by a Katachchuri king.' This is an ingeni-
ous way of turning a spurious grant into a genuine 
one, but it raises the following questions :-
(1) If Vikramasena had been adopted by a 
Katacbcburi king, how is it that he uses the formal 
portion of the grants of the Traikntakas and not that 
of the Katacbchuris in drafting his own grant ? 
I N. D. VI, p. 49. 
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(2) How is it that be issues his own plates from 
the same old capital of Aniruddhapura ? This is 
perhaps the only instance of royal adoption men-
tioned in a record of ancient India and so seems 
suspicious in the absence of corroborative evidence. 
Besides, where was the Katachchuri family which 
adopted Vikramasena ruling ? lt certainly cannot 
be the family of Krislwaraja of Mahishmati, whose 
dates are recorded in the Abhira era as Gupta also 
admits. To get over this difficulty Gupta supposes 
that the Ka~achchuri king who adopted Vikrama-
sena was of a family difTcrent from that of Kata-
chchuri Krislwaraja. Gupta identifies his family 
with that of Taralasvamin whose Mankai:ti plates' 
are dated 346. In C. I. !. , IV, pp. 160 ff. we have 
shown by various arguments that this grant also is 
spmious. We shall not repeat all those arguments 
here, but two of them certainly clinch the issue. 
The date 346, which is given in decimal notation, 
was previously believed to be too early for that nota-
tion even when it was supposed to refer to the Abhira 
(Kalachuri-Chedi) era ; for the decimal notation 
began to supersede numerical symbols in North 
India about the last quarter of the eighth century 
A. D.2 It wjJI be much earlier and more suspicious 
if the date is referred to the Saka era. Besides, the 
formal portion of the grant has borrowed some 
expressions from later Sendraka records. So there 
is absolutely no doubt that the Mankai:U plates are 
spurious. To cite their evidence to prove the 
genuineness of the Matva1) plates is like a blind man 
I c. I./., IV, pp. 160 ff. 
2 Loe. cir. 
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leading another blind man (Andhen-aiva n;yamana 
yath-andhlib). 
Another objection to Gupta 's theory is that it 
unnecessarily causes confusion in the Chronology 
of Maharash~ra, Konkary and Gujaral which has 
been settled by the devoled labours of severaJ 
scholars. Let us see what that chronoJogy is. 
The Puraoas state that the Andhras (i. e. the 
Satavahanas) ruled for 460 years. They had evidently 
come to power in circa 230 B. C., soon after 
the death of Afoka. Their rule ended in A. D. 
230. This is confirmed by Lhe recent discovery of 
a coin of Ma/Jakshatrapa Jsvaradatta1 which shows 
that he rose to power in A. D. 230. He seems to 
have remained in power for a short period of 20 
years; for the Abhira king isvarasena succeeded 
him in A. D. 249 wben he started his era (known 
later as the Kalachuri-Chedi era). The Abluras had 
an extensive empire comprising Mabarash~ra, K0Iika1), 
Gujarat and some part of south M. P.' Gupta objects 
to this view because we know so far the names of 
only one or two2 Abhlra kings; but the Pural)as 
state that as many as ten Abhira kings ruled for 
J 67 years. 3 We cannot also otherwise explain how 
the Abhira era spread to distant provinces from 
their home country round Nasik. Let us hope that 
the names of other kings of the Abhlra dynasty will 
' H. I. S. W. K., pp. (50) ff. 
2 Vishnushei;ia whose inscription has been found in Anclhrn did not belong 
lo lhe Abhira dynasty. E. I., XXXIV, pp. J47 ff. On the other hand, the 
king mentioned in lhc Devni Mori inscription was probably of that dynasty. 
3 Pargiter·s text ( Dynasries of the Kali A1rc. p. 46) has sapta·shashfis-fll 
varshQ!li (meaning 67 years) gives an unbelievable average of 6.7 years per 
Abbira king. Therefore, we adopt the reading sapta-shash/i-Jata11-iha in the 
a.-MS. of the Vtiyupurii1,1u. It shows that the Abbiras ruled for 167 years. 
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come to light by new discoveries. If the statement 
of the Purai:ias is correct, the Abhira rule ended in 
(249 + 167 = ) A. D. 416. They were succeeded 
by tbe Traikutakas. Dahrasena, the second king in 
their dynasty, was ruling in the year ( 207 + 249 = ) 
A. D. 456. His father Indradatta, the founder of 
the family, may, therefore, have risen to power in 
circa A. D. 425. This shows clearly that Traikutaka 
records are dated in the Abhira era. We have 
shown elsewhere' that it was KrisbJ:iaraja, the 
Katachchuri king of Mahislunati, who overthrew 
Vikramasena, the last Traikutaka king in circa 
A. D. 534 and occupied Maharashtra, Konkar) and 
Gujarat. His descendants continued to rule over 
this territory unW Buddharaja, the last of them, 
was overthrown by the Early Chalukya king Pula-
kesin IT in circa A. D. 620. 2 The chronology 
of the Deccan can thus be satisfactorily arranged 
if the dates in Traikotaka inscriptions are referred 
to the Abhlra era of A. D. 249. 
On the other hand, if the dates of the Traikutaka 
inscriptions are ref erred to the Saka era, the chrono-
logy of the Deccan shows a vacuum which cannot 
be filled. We shall have to suppose that the Sata-
vahanas were succeeded by the Traikritakas. The 
known date of Dahrasena, the second king of the 
dynasty, is the year 207. If referred to the Saka 
era, it becomes equivalent to A. D. 285. His father 
Indradatta may therefore have risen to power in 
circa A. D. 250 immediately after the downfall of 
Mahakshatrapa lsvaradatta who overthrew the Sata-
vahanas. The only known date of Vikramasena, 
1 /. R. P., p. 177. 
a C. 1. 1., Iotroijl., p. ~O. 1 
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the last known king of the Traikufaka family, is the 
year 284. If referred to the Saka era it becomes 
equivalent to A. D. 362. He may have been over-
thrown circa A. D. 370. Who were the next rulers 
of Maharashtra and the adjoining provinces ? 
None but the Katachchuries, whose inscriptions, 
Gupta admits, are dated in the Abhlra (or Kalachuri-
Chedi) era. Krishi:iaraja, Lhe founder of that dynasty, 
cannot be placed earlier than A. D . 550. There is 
thus a gap of (550 minus 370 =) 180 years. This gap 
cannot be filled in any way. This is an irremovable 
objection to Gupta's theory that the dates of the 
Traikotaka grants are recorded in the Saka era. 
To prove that the 8aka era was current in Maha-
rash~ra and South Gujarat Gupta cites the evidence 
of three hoards of Kshatrapa coins, two of which 
were found in the Poona District of Maharashtra, 
and one in the Surat District of South Gujarat.' 
He a lso draws attention to the inscription on a relic 
casket found at Devni Mori in South Gujarat. He 
then triumphantly asks wJ1ether the Saka era could 
have been known or not to the land and people 
of Western Maharashtra, Konka1) and G ujarat 
through these coins and inscriptions of the Western 
Ksbatrapas. The argument is fallacious. The finds 
of coins indicate only lhat Lhey were in circulation for 
some reason or oLher in the particular territory. 
They do not necessarily prove that the era in which 
they are dated was current there. We may state 
here a similar case. During the last more than 
half a century several hoards of coins and also 
stray coins of the Kshatrapas have been found in 
I N. D. VI, p. 46. 
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Vidarbha.' Can we say from these finds of coins that 
the Saka era was current in that country ? There 
is absolutely no evidence of it. As for the casket 
inscription, there are serious difficulties in referring 
its date to the Saka era as pointed out by D. C. 
Sircar.' Jn an article entitled 'The Riddle of the 
Devni Mori Inscription ' published recently we also 
have shown that its date must be referred to the Abhi.ra 
era. 3 So its evidence goes against Gupta's view. 
Another insuperable objection to Gupta's view is 
that it leaves no room for the Abhira (or Kalachuri-
Chedi) era which was current in those very provinces 
where the Traikntakas were ruling. The era com-
menced in A. D. 249 and was used by several 
dynasties such as the Katachchuries, the Sendrakas 
and the Gujarat Chalukyas besides the Traikutakas. 
Their dates are no doubt Jater4 than those of the 
Trai kfttakas, but the era in which they are recorded 
commenced in A. D. 249. That era could not 
have been fabricated and introduced in Maha-
rash~ra, KoiJ.ka1~ and Gujarat in a later age. If 
the dates of the TraikUtakas are referred to the 
Saka era, Indradatta, the progenitor of the family, 
must also have risen to power in circa A. D. 250. 
The territory over which the TraikO~akas ruled also 
comprised Northern Maharashtra, Koti.kao and 
Gujarat. So the question now arises whether the two 
• s. 1 .. n, pp. 21s rr. 
: f. R. P., I, pp. 49 ff. 
3 Ibid.. 1, pp. 51 ff. 
4 The earlier dates or the era must have been recorded in the inscriptions 
or the Abhiras themselves, but except for the year 9 of Isvarasena mentioned 
in a Nasik cave inscription, they have not been recovered. The date of the 
Devni Mori inscription a lso probably is of the Abhira era. After the Abhlras 
come the TraikOtakas who ruled till the Abhira year 284. 
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eras-the Saka and the Abhira-were current in the 
same age in the same provinces. This is absolutely 
impossible. In ancient times only one era used to be 
current in one period in the same territory. That 
the A. bhira era was current in the afore-mentioned 
provinces from circa A. D. 250 onwards is testified 
by the records of several dynasties as shown above. 
The Saka era, therefore, could not have been in 
vogue there in the same age. 
That the Traikutakas were ruling not immediately 
afler the Satavahanas, but long after them is shown 
by an important reference to their home province 
in a record of the last known Yakataka king Hari-
she1:ia. An inscription in Ajaota cave XVI states 
that Harishel)a vanquished the ruler of Trikuta and 
Lata.' This is evidently a reference to his defeat 
of the contemporary Traikutaka king; for Trikuta 
was the original place of habitation of the Trai-
ku~akas, and Lata was the province in which their 
capital Aniruddhapura was siluated. This reference 
would be unintelligible if HarisheQ.a's invasion took 
place long after the fall of the Traikotakas; for 
then Trikuta must have lost its importance. Hari-
she1:ia ruled in circa A. D. 475-500.2 As we have 
shown elsewhere,3 this invasion of the Traikutaka 
country took place soon after Harishe-LJ.a's accession. 
The contemporary Traikutaka king was probably 
Vyaghrasena whose Surat plates are dated in the 
A.bhira year 241 (A. D. 490). 
We have so far discussed the epigraphic evidence 
and shown how it unmistakably proves that the 
I c. I. I., v, pp. 106 ff. 
2 Ibid., V, pp. V ff. 
3 /. R. P., l, pp. 85 ff. 
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inscriptions of the Traikutakas are dated in the 
A.bhira era and not in the Saka era. Bul we must 
also briefly examine the numismatic evidence adduced 
by Gupta. He refers to the coins of Traikutaka 
Dahrasena in the Dabigaon hoard. We know that 
hoard as we have ourselves published it. Gupta's 
contention is as follows :- The latest coins in the 
hoard are those of Rudrasimha, the son of Jivada-
man. Saka 237 (A. D. 315) is the latest date for 
him. If Traiku~aka inscriptions are supposed to 
have been dated in the Abhira era, Dahrasena will 
have to be placed in A. D. 450-470. So we shaJJ 
have to suppose that the Traiku~aka coins in the 
hoard had been issued about 150 years later than the 
time of Rudrasimha. This is unlikely. 
There is nothing unlikely in this; for we have 
pointed out in our article' on the hoard that all 
the coins of the Kshatrapas in that hoard were very 
much worn. They had evidently been in circulation 
for a very Jong time. On the other hand, the coins 
of Traikotaka Dahrasena were quite clear. They had 
apparently not been in circulation for a Jong time. 
Another objection raised by Gupta is as follows :-
Coin hoards invariably contain coins of only those 
rulers or dynasties that existed in a continued succes-
sive chain. We do not find in the Dahigaon hoard 
any coins of the Western Kshatrapas who ruled just 
before the time of the Traikutakas. 
This objection does not apply to the present case. 
We have shown that the TraikUtakas rose to power 
in circa A. D. 417. There may have been coins of 
other later Kshatrapas in the hoard, but their 
I L. H. s. I .• p. 182. 
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legends were undecipherable, as they were too much 
worn.• We could decipher the legends of only six out 
of lwenty-six coins of the Kshatrapas in the hoard. 
Who can say that the hoard did not include any 
coins later in date than those the legends of which 
we could deci pher ? So the inferences based on only 
decipherable coins would not be valid. 
We have dealt with Gupla's main objections based 
on numismatic data so far. In the present article 
we have adduced such unimpeachable evidence against 
his view that we feel it unnecessary to examine other 
flimsy evidence advanced by him. 
The Saka era was indeed once current in Maha-
rasb.tra, Konka.i;i and Gujarat, but that was for a 
short period during the time of the Western Ksha-
trapa Nahapana, who ruled there as Governor of 
the Kushai:ia Emperor Kanishka. The last known 
year of Nahapana's rule is 46 (A. D. I 24-25). 
Thereafter, the era was ousted out of the provinces 
until it was reintroduced there in the time of the 
Early Chalukya king Pulakesin II. We have shown 
elsewhere2 that it was current in Mahishaka and 
the adjoining country in the intervening period. 
'L.H.S.I,p.181 . 
2 S. I. II, pp. 95 n.; /. R. P. I, pp. 191 ff. 
xrn. Siva-sri as an Epithet of the 
Satavabana Kings* 
While discussing the identity of Siva-sri Putumavi 
mentioned in an inscription at Vanavasi in the 
J. N. S. /., Vol. XXXI, pp. 151 ff., we pointed out 
for the first time that Siva-sri was prefixed optionally 
to the names of Satavahana kings in inscriptions and 
legends on coins. A. M. Shastri takes a different 
view. He says that the Satavahana king to whose 
name Siva-sri was prefixed was different from him 
whose name was mentioned without it. This is an im-
portant point which deserves to be discussed in detail. 
The Purar:ias give the following genealogy of the 
Andhras (Satavahanas) relevant for our discussion':-
U\i'fT :q- <rT~ itl'.!)~ "({~!l'T~ 'f1: I 
~rfcm: ~~tlf ~~lm ~ ~a- 11 
[ t:1;Cfl"Rfcfwfu'+fto11: BT<fCflfumr<fr 1cr: 1 ] 
fucr~ ~M ~ ~Cf '+ff"fITT 1q: I I 
The third hemistich given above occurs in a MS. 
of the Viiyupura~1a. Satakan:ii mentioned therein is 
taken to be Vasishthlputra Satakan:ii. 
Shastri says that these verses give the following 
genealogy :- Gautamiputra-Putumavi -Satakan;ti-
Sivasri Pulumavi.2 We know from coins discovered 
so far tha·t Putumavi, Satakan:ii and Sivasri Putumavi 
* J. N. S. /.,Vol. XLV, pp. 117-118. 
I/). K. A., p. 42. 
2 J. N. S. I., XLll, ii, p. 136. 
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were all Vasishthiputras,' i.e. they were sons of 
Gautamiputra from the same queen of the Vasishtha 
gotra. Let us pause here for a moment and ask our-
selves, "Js jt likely that when Gautamiputra had one 
son named Pu!umavi, he would have named another 
born to him as Sivasri PuJumavi? Would he not have 
given him a name different from Pu1umavi ?" This is 
sufficient to prove the untenability of Shastri's view. 
But this is not the only evidence that goes against 
Shastri's view. There js another evidence which 
makes that view impossible. 
After mentioning Lambodara, the Pural)as give 
the following hemistich about his successor" :-
3fl1lfwt;T ~ [ 'q' (I'~ ~T ·ef~fo I 
This gives Apilaka as the name of the successor of 
Lambodara. On the other hand, the legend on a coin 
of A.pilaka found at Balpur,3 runs as follows :-
Siva-siris-Apilakasa (This coin is of Siva-sri Apilaka). 
If we accept Shastri's view, we shall have to suppose 
that this Siva-$6-Apilaka was different from Apilaka. 
There is no evidence in support of this supposWon. 
Besides, it will increase the number of the Andhra 
(Satavahana) kings by one. 
Take again the following hemistich about Skanda 
Satakan)i'f :-
fw~cr: ~lnfCfi'U'ff ~fcror~~: ~m: 1 
This hemistich is very corrupt. In the first place, 
it does not mention the regnal period of the king. 
Secondly, Skane/ha stands there for Skanda. Thirdly, 
I H. 1. s. w. K., PP 52, (271), (269). 
2 D. K. A .. p.39. 
:1 ff. f. S. W. K ., p. (267). 
4 D. K. A., p. 42. 
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he was not a son. of Siva-sri Pu1umavi, but his brother. 
From his coins' in the Wategaon hoard we know 
that he also was a Vasishthiputra i.e. a son of Gauta-
mlputra from his queen of the Vasishtha gotra. 
His coins were round in both the Tarhala and the 
Wategaon boards, but they had no word li.ke Siva-sri 
in their legends. It occurs, however, in the Pural)ic 
text cited above. This shows Lhat Skanda Satakan:ii 
and Siva-Skanda Satakan)i were identical. Shaslri 
would have to suppose that they were different, but 
for this there is absolutely no evidence. 
It is thus as clear as daylight that Apilaka and 
Siva-sri ApHaka are identical as are Skanda and 
Siva-Skanda. The Pudi1:ias in their genealogical 
list omit the epithet in the case of Apilaka, but use 
it in that of Skanda. The Pura1:ias and coins have 
used it optionally in the case of Pu]umavi.' The 
epithet was an honordlc and was used optionally 
in the case of the Satavahaoas. 
I H. I. s. w. K .• p. (270). 
2 D. K. A., p. 42; H.l.S. W.K .. p. (269). 
XIV. The Date of Vish1Jukm:1~in Madhavavarman I* 
While edjting the Thakurdiya plates of the Sara-
bhapuriya king Maha-Pravararaja in the Epigraphia 
Jndica' several years ago, we had occasion to discuss 
the date of the Vish1:rnkur)Qin king Madhavavarman I. 
We pointed out that he was related to the Vakatakas; 
for his son VikramendrabhaHarakavarman is described 
in the Kandulapalem plates2 as one whose birth was 
adorned by t he two royal families of tbe Vish1Jukut)Qins 
and the Vakatakas. Madhavavarman, therefore, seems 
to have married a Vakataka princess from whom he 
had I fie son named Vikramendravarman. Her father 
evidently was the last known Vakataka king Harishe1)a 
(A.D. 475-500) or some relative of his. Madhava-
varman was thus a junior contemporary of Harisher.ia. 
His dale has latterly become a subject of controversy 
in connection with the discussion of the date of the 
recently discovered Malhara plates of the Mlll:tQa king 
Adityaraja. We first state here our view and later 
discuss another on the same subject. 
The genealogy of the Vish1:iukm:i<;lins has long been 
a matter of keen controversy. As almost all the dates 
cited in their grants are regnal, they afford no help in 
lhe solution of the problem. However, recently some 
fresh evidence has become available which sheds some 
welcome light on it. The genealogy of the family with 
*Dr. B. Ch. Chhabra Felicitation Vol11111c (1984), pp. 1-3. The article publi-
shed in this volume contains some obvious mistakes which have remained 
uncorrected. 
1 E. /., Vol. XXII, pp. 15 ff. 
~ Ibid., Vol. XXXVl, pp. JO ff. 
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relevant dates in the light of the records discovered 
till now may be stated as follows :-
Vikramahendra 
I 
Mahii.riija Govindavarman I 
I 
Mahiiriija Madhavavarman I (known year 40) 
I 
I 
Devavarman 
. I V1kramendravarman I 
I 
Mahtirtija Madhavavarman II I Mahiirtija Indravarman 
(Year 47) 
I 
Maharaja Vikramendravarman II 
(Year 11 corresponding to Saka 
488 or A. D. 566, and Year 14) 
(Year 27) 
I 
I 
Mahiirti.ja 
Madhavavarman HI 
I 
Maharaja Govinda-
varman II (Year 37) 
As Madhavavarman I had a long reign of more 
than 40 years, his sons Devavarman and Vikramendra-
varmari seem to have predeceased him. No records 
of their reign have yet been discovered. 
As stated above, Madhavavarman I, son of Govinda-
varmao I, was a junior contemporary of the Vakataka 
king Harishel)a, who flourished in A.D. 475-500. 
So he can be placed approximately in A.D. 490-
535, as he had a Jong reign of more than 40 years. 
We have the valuable information from bis Pulomburu 
plates• that there was a lunar eclipse in Phalguna in 
his fortieth regnal year. If he came to the throne in 
A.D. 490, that eclipse must have occurred round about 
A. D. 530. The same approximate date is obtained 
from other data. We know that the Tummalagu<;iem 
1 J.A.H.S., Vol. VI, pp. 15 ff. 
2 E.A .• Vol. TI, pp. 15 ff. 
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. plates' issued in the l Ith regnal year of Vikramendra-
varman 11 are dated in the Saka year 488 or A. D. 566. 
Now, the known regnal years of his father Jndrabhatta-
rakavarman' and great-grandfather Madhavavarman I 
are 27 and 40 respectively. The total of these three 
regnal years comes to (40+ 27 + 1 l -=) 78. Deducting 
this from A. D. 566 when the Tummalagrn;lem plates 
of Vikramendravarman II vvere issued, we get A . D. 
488 as the lower bmit for the accession of Madha-
vavarman I. The exact year of it can be ascertained 
from th.e mention of the lunar eclipse in the month 
of Phalguna in the fortieth regnal year. 
We know from Pillai's Indian .Ephemeris that' there 
were lunar eclipses in Phalguna in the three successive 
years A. D. 527, 528 and 529, but there was none in 
the preceding period of A. D. 51 J to 526 and a lso 
none in the succeeding period of A. D. 530 to 545. 
So the lunar eclipse in the fortieth regnal year of 
Madhavavarman 1 must be one of those in A. D. 527, 
528 and 529. We have Axed above A . D. 488 as 
the lower limit for Madhavavarman I's accession. So 
the lower limit for the lunar eclipse in his fortieth 
regnal year would be (488 -j- 40 = )A. D. 528. As there 
was a lunar eclipse in Phalguna in A. D. 527, it must be 
the one mentioned in Madhavavarman's Pulomburu 
plates of the 40th regnal year. Madhavavarman thus 
came to the throne probably in (527 minus 40= ) A. D . 
487. He was preceded by i\1ahariija Govindavarman 1. 
The latter was a contemporary of Vakataka Hari-
shei:ia (A. D. 475- 500), who must have given the 
kingdom of Andhra to him after overthrowing the 
last Sala1ikayana king in bis invasion of the country 
1 E. 1 .. Vol. XI I, pp. 134 fr. 
A-52-10-A. 
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in circa A. D. 480. He then cemented the political 
alliance by giving a Yakii~aka princess to Govinda-
varman's son Mfldhavavarma n J. 
/\. M. Shastri has recently criticised our view in 
his article published in the Joumal of the Epigra-
phical Society <?l India.' He says that 'it is based 
on absolutely no evidence'. He places the end 
of the reign or Madhavavarman I 'not later than 
A. D. 518-519 '. We place it after (A. D. 487 + 
40 ) A. D. 527. There is thus a difference or al 
least 9 years between our views about the termination 
of Madhavavarman I's reign. As definite dates are 
very rare in the ancient history of India, this diver-
gence is not surprising. But fortunately in the case 
of the accession of Vish1)ukut)Qin Miidhavavarman 1, 
we have evidence for fixing it more or less definitely. 
So this matter deserves close scrutiny. 
Shastri places the end of Madhavavarman I's 
reign 'not later than A. D. 518-19'. As that king 
had a reign of more than forty years, he must hme 
come to the throne not later than (/\. D. 518 111i'1111s 
40 ) /\. D. 478 according to Shastri. From the 
Pulomburu plates we know that there was a lunar 
eclipse in Phiilguna of his 40th regnal year i. c. towards 
the close of his reign. From Pillai's l11dia11 Ephemeris 
we find that there were lunar eclipses in A. D. 
509 and 510. To suit Shastri's hypothesis, we 
shall lake the latter of these (1·i=. that in A. D. 510) 
as the one intended to be referred lo in the Pulomburu 
plates. As jt was in the 40th regnal year of Madha-
vavarman I, the Yislwukul)Qin king must have come 
to the throne in (A. D. 510 minus 40= ) A. D. 470. 
•J.E. S. /., Vol. VII, p. 70. 
A-52-10-D. 
TllF. LMTF or "A l)JT, \ \',\\',\H~I;\" I 
But lhis goes against the evidence or Vishr:nrkur)c;lin 
inscriptions. We have shO\\ n above that according 
to them, Harishcr)a (/\. D. 475- 500) conquered 
/\ndhra sometime after his access ion and gave the 
~ountry to Govindavarman I and a Vflkataka prin-
cess to his son Madhvavarman I. The latter came 
lo the throne some years later- long afte r A. D. 
470. t-Jo Vakataka king before Harishcr)a had 
conquered Andhrn. The evidence of Yish r)trk ur~c;lin 
records is thus definitely against Shaslri's theory that 
Madhavavarman I ended his reign · not later than 
/\. D. 518-5 19 ·. 
XV. Tile Successors of Y asodharman-Vish~uvardhana 
in Central India 
Yasodharrnan-Vishr:lllvardhana is well known in 
ancient Indian history as the vanquisher of the mighty 
H Llt)a Chief Mihirak ula. Until recently very Jittle 
was known about him. NiJakanta Sastri says, 
"Yasodharman of Malwa stands alone without any 
predecessor or successor.' " He was believed to have 
risen and fallen suddenly like a meteor. ~ But now 
as many as seven ancestors of Yasodhannan have 
become known from an inscription recently dis-
covered at Risthal in the Mandasor District of Madhya 
Pradesh. His feudatories hailed from the Brahma-
putra and the Himalayas in the north to the Mahendra 
mountain and the Western Sea in the south. 3 As 
a result of his conquests, the MaJava (Vikrama) era 
spread far and wide in North India. 
Nothing is, however, known about his successors. 
Recently some inscriptions of this period have come 
to notice from which we can form an idea about the 
rulers of Central J ndia who rose to power after 
Yasodharman. In 1979 a large but fragmentary 
stone inscription was found while digging for the 
foundation of a building for the weavers of Manda-
sor. It mentions the following kings in its preserved 
portion :- "'[Yaljiiadeva, Virasoma, Bhaskaravarman 
and Kumaravarman. The purpose of the inscription 
' Nilakanrn Sastri. History of lndiu. P·1rt I, p. 137. 
z R. C. Majumdar, H. C. I. P., \ ol. llf. p. 89. 
~ Fleet, lmaiptio11s <>/the £ar~1· Gupto Kings etc .• C. I. /. , Vol. 11 f, p. 154. 
~ J . 0. I .. Vol. XXXJI., Nos. 1-2. pp. 70 ff. 
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was evidently to regisler lhe performance of some 
charitable work such as the construction of a tank 
at Mandasor. The verse describing Bhaskaravarman 
is imperfectly preserved, but it seems to have described 
bis victory over an illustrious king of Lhe AuLikara 
family. Jt is well known thal Aulikara was the name 
of the family of Yasodharman. Bhaskaravarman thus 
seems to have defeated a successor of Yasodharman 
and ousted him from the Mandasor-Ujjain region. 
The name of his family does not occur in the preserved 
portion of this Mandasor inscription. This fami ly may 
have first been feudatory to the Aulikaras and may have 
been ruling somewhere in Central India, but later, after 
Yasodharman's death, it seems to have grown powerful 
and ousted his successor from lhe Mandasor- Ujjain 
region. 
The name of this family is not known. Its 
Mandasor record is not dated, but a clue to its 
approximate date is provided by the statement in 
it that Kumaravarman, the son of Bhaskaravarman, 
defeated and killed in battle 'a son of Krish1)a.' ' 
This Krishi:ia is evidently the Ka~achchuri (or Earl:]' 
Kalachuri) king Krislwaraja who was ruling over the 
neighbouring country of Anupa (moc;lern Nemac;l and 
f ndore districts in Central India). Krish1:iaraja flouri-
shed in circa A. D. 530-570. ~ This son of Krish1:ia 
was evidenlly the Katachchuri king 8ankaraga1:ia (A.D. 
570-600). It is noteworthy in this connection thal 
sank.araga1)a's Abhoc:ia plates dated in the Abhira year 
347 (A.D. 596) were issued from his camp at Ujjayinl,3 
I See Verse 12 or the Mandasor lnscriplion.--cf ~~<:fcrcfl'!f~;;lftfr et(", 
2 He conquered Western Mahiirash[rn rrom the TraikO\al..a~. /. R. P .. 
Vol. I. p. 177. 
J C. l . f., Vol. lV, p. 41. 
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which, as we have seen, was probably the capital 
of Kumaravarman. He evidently had defeated the 
ruler of Ujjayini before issuing the copper-plate grant 
from there in A. D. 597. Some years later he again 
invaded Malwa, but suffered a disastrous defeal and 
lost his life in fighting. This event may be dated 
approximately in A. D. 600. Kumaravarman may 
be referred to the period A. D. 590- 605. We do 
not know how long his family continued to rule 
in Malwa. His father Bhaskaravarman defeated an 
Aulikara king, probably a successor of Ya8odhar-
man. He may therefore, be referred to the period 
A. D. 560- 590. 
Another 'family which also was dating its records 
in the Matava or Yikrama Sa1iwat has become known 
from the grant of Yislwushei)a published by D. C. 
Sircar.' It is dated in the year 649, which, must be 
referred to the Maiava Samvat. ll corresponds 
to A. D. 592. The family to which Vishi:iushe1)a 
belonged is nol named in il. Sircar supposes that 
it was the Maitraka family ruling over Kathiawad, 
but this is not JikeJy; for the Maitrakas dated their 
records not in the Maiava, but in the Gupta era. 
Yisht)ushei:ia was probably rul ing over some terri-
tory bordering Malwa on the west. We have no 
furl.her informaUon about this family. 
At the end of Yishr:iushei)a's grant there is an 
endorsement of King Avanti confirming the orders 
of Yishi:iushe1)a. 1t is dated in the year 357 of an 
unspecified era. This date probably refers to the 
Abhira era and corresponds to A. D. 606. From the 
wording of the endorsement it appears that Avanti 
•E.!., Vol. XXX, pp. !61 ff. 
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was probably a feudatory or some emperor. As he 
uses the Abhira ern, his Suzerain must have been 
lhe contemporary Katachchuri king Buddharaja (A. D. 
600 620). Avanti seems to have joined him in his 
campaign in Centra l India and made the endorse-
ment after he occupied the territory previously ruled 
by Vish1)ushe1;a. 
Besides these three families of Kumaravurman, 
Vislwushe1)a and A vanti, there was one other which 
has become known from Bai) a 's Harshac/1arita. Jt 
was ruling over the Maiava country. It was named 
Gupta. Ba1;a describes Harsha 's father Prabhiikara-
vardhana as 'an axe culling the creeper in the 
form of the royal fortune or the ruler of the Maiava 
country'.' Prabhakaravardhana defeated him and 
made him pay a heavy tribute. He a lso made him 
send his two sons Kumaragupta and Madhavagupta 
to his Court as hostages. A th ird member of this 
family named Devagupta, who was probably their 
brother, was completely vanquished by Rajyavardhana," 
the elder son of Prabhakaravardha1~a. Where this 
family was ruling is not known. lt was probably in 
occupation of Eastern Malwa. We have no further 
information about it. 
These four families were· ruling over the diffcrenl 
parts of the Matava cou ntry and the surrounding 
lcrrilory after the death of Yasodharman-
Vishi~uvardhana . 
1 Sec lf!B'Cl'<?l;~Cfftt\'~T: in the l/arllwclwrita, Uchchhvasa I\' . 
"' 
.t £. /., Vol. IV, pp. 208 IT. 
XVI. New Light on Some Incidents in the 
Early Life of Harsha 
Fortunately we have more and reliable sources of 
information for the life of Harsha than for that of 
any other king of ancient India. We bave first the 
Harshacharita of Bai)a who lived at his court for some 
years. He gives detailed information about the politi-
cal, religious and social. condition of the age such as is 
found nowh~re else about any other ancient period, 
though he sometimes indulges in hyperbole or is carried 
away by his penchant for paronomasia. Then we have 
a detailed account furnished by the Chinese pilgrim 
Hiuen Tsang, who travelled in North India during 
Harsha's reign and was a keen observer of the country. 
Lastly, we have some inscriptions and coins of 
Harsha and of the contemporary kings who ruled over 
different regions of North £ndia such as Uttar Pradesb, 
Assam, Bengal, Central Jndia and Kathiawad. Still, 
there are some incidents in the early life of Harsha 
about which there is a diversity of opinion among 
scholars. It is proposed to discuss some of them a11d 
try to throw some new light on them from the 
available sources. 
ln circa A. D. 605 Prabhakaravardhana, the father 
of Harsha, fell ill. His sons Rajyavardhana and 
Harsha who had gone to the North- the former for 
fighting against the Hul)as who had invaded tb.e 
territory, and the latter for hunting in the region of 
the Himalayas-were called back. Harsha reached 
the capital Tha!fesvar in time to be by the side of 
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his father when he breathed his last. Rajyavar-
dhana reached jt sometime later, but he was so 
much overpowered by grief that instead of taking 
up tbe reins of Government, he preferred to retire 
to a forest for practising penance. Just then there 
came Sa1ilvahaka, the personal attendant of Harsha's 
sister Rajyasr1, who communicated to them the 
heart-rending news that immediately after the death 
of Prabhakaravardhana, the king of Malava invaded 
Kanyakubja (Kanauj), killed the Maukhari king 
Grahavarman (Harsha's brother-in-law), and threw 
Rajyasri into prison ' like a brigand's wife with iron 
fetters kissing her feet '. .Lt was further reported that 
he was thinking of invading the kingdom of ThaJ'.lesvar 
as the military forces there bad no capable leader after 
the death of Prabhakaravardhana. 
At this heart-rending rep01t Rajyavardhana flew 
into rage and immediately resolved to proceed against 
the king of Malava, taking only his cousin BhaJ)Qi with 
a mobile force of ten thousand horse. A few days 
later, there came Kuntala, the Commander of Cavalry, 
who had the confidence of Rajyavardhana. He repor-
ted to Harsha that though Rajyavardhana easily 
routed the army of the Maiava king, he was lured 
to meet the king of Gauc;la, alone and unarmed, and 
was treacherously murdered in cold blood. Harsha ' 
then resolved to conquer the whole world so that no 
such heinous crime should be committed thereafter. 
After a few days during his campaign, Harsha 
received the envoy of Kumara Bhaskaravarman, 
who brought him the proposal of his master, the 
king of Kamarupa (Assam), for a political alliance. 
Harsha gladly accepted it and sent the envoy back 
with an invitation to the king of Assam to meet him. 
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Soon thereafter, there came Bha1)c;li who had 
accompanied Rajyava rdhana in his campaign against 
the Maiava king. He told him that after Rajya-· 
vardhana's murder by the king of Gauc;la, some one 
named Gupta invaded Kusasthala (Kanauj).' In the 
confusion caused thereby, Rajyasri escaped from 
prison together with her maids and entered Lhe 
Vindhya foresl. H arsha then asked Bha1)c;li lo take 
charge of the army a nd march against the Gauc;la 
king, and himself proceeqed in sea rch of hi~ siste r. 
Late r, he found her just as she was going to throw 
herseJf into fire in the Vindhya forest. 
Jn his account or the incidents given above, Ba1;a 
has not named either the king of Maiava or that 
of Gaw;la, because, as said by Harsha, the utterance 
of their names would have contaminated his tongue 
with sin.2 The identity of the Gau\fa king is, 
however, proved beyond doubt by the statement of 
Hiuen Tsang that he was Sasanka. 3 The Maiava 
king who occupied Kanauj after kill ing Graha-
varman and the Gupta king who later invaded it, 
in the confusion consequent on which Rajyasri 
escaped from prison, are still unidentified. Various 
views have been held by scho la rs about the iden ti-
fication of the former whi le no attempt has so far 
been made to identify the laller. Jt is proposed lo 
discuss the identification or both in the present 
a rticle. 
' Seo ~11if mr ~ '{~bl;f iT~'ff "'!' trrITij <fil1Tt~ I ~ ~ ,, ~ 
(flihrer's ed., Boni. Sanskrit Series.) T his reading is based on Kashmir 
MSS. and has been adopted by the Editor. Some MSS. read lft:g~Tff I 
::: Seo <rn:nfq- '<!' ~~"!f !flq''filf<ol: q"fq;IB-;:r fo;ara- ~ ii' f.;i'~r t 
Jbiil., p. 256. 
3 Watters, On l'ua11 Cll!vt111g 's Travels i11 J11diu, If, p. 242. 
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( J) The King of Maiava-Who was the king of 
Maiava who killed Grahavarman and occupied 
Kanauj for some time as stated by Ba1~a ? Ba1~a 
gives no further details. The Chinese pilgrim also 
does not render any help in identifying him or the 
territory over which he was ruling. He mentions 
Molapo as the country which he reached after 
travelling 2000 Ii rrom Bharukachchha (Broach). 
This Molapo should correspond to Sanskrit Maiava, 
and the description he gives of this country would 
suit present Malwa ; i·or he says, " Molapo in the 
north-west and Magadha in the l10rth-east were the 
lwo countries in l ndia in which learning was prized. " 
This suits Malwa which, f'rom very ancient times, 
has been a renowned seat of learning. But the 
pilgrim says f'urther that the king of ValabhI is a 
nephew or Siladitya, a former king or Molapo. 
I ls capital was situated lo the south-east or a great 
river (or the Mahi according to another reading). 
This description is understood as applying to 'the 
basis of the Mahi river with the region to the cast 
of the Sabarmati and a portion of the hilly tract of 
Rajputan, perhaps extending as far east as RaWirn .' 
Bul this region was called Anarta in ancient times, 
nol Maiava. Besides, the pilgrim later mentions 
Wu-she-ya-na (Ujjain), the famous capital of Malava, 
where, he says, a Brahma1~a king was ruling. This 
also is not corroborated by any other evidence. 
Hiuen Tsang's account, therefore, renders no help 
in identifying the king or Maiava. 
J t has been suggested that the Maiava king who 
invaded Kanauj and killed Grahavarman was the 
1 V. Smilh, Early History of luditl (1914), p. 323. 
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Kalachuri king Buddharaja.r The latter was, no 
doubt, a contemporary of Harsha and was ruling over 
a vast territory extending from Central 1 ndia to the 
bank of the Godavari. One of his grants was issued 
from Vidisa and is dated A. D. 610.2 But he was 
the ruler of the Anopa country with his capital at 
Mahishmati, modern Maheshvar on the Narmada. 
So he cannot be called a king of Maiava. His 
grant referred to was made in the course of his raid 
on Vidisa. That city was not his capital. Besides, 
Buddharaja could not have dared to invade North 
India and press as far as Kanauj in circa A. D. 605 
as he had suffered a defeat at the hands of the 
ChaJukya king Mangale8a only four years earlier, in 
A. D. 601.3 Though the Chalukya king did not 
fo llow up the victory and annex Buddharaja's king-
dom, the danger of a Chalukya invasion had hot 
passed altogether. So Buddharaja could not have 
been the Ma.lava king who invaded Kanauj and killed 
Graha varman. 
Harsha 's inscriptions give a clue to the identi-
fication of the Malava king. While describing 
Rajyavardhana, Harsha's elder brother, they slate 
that he had defeated Devagupta and others and 
whipped them into subm ission Like unruly horses . ~ 
The only campaign in which Rajyavardhana took 
part after his accession was that againsl the Maiava 
king. So Buhler identified this Devagupta as the 
unnamed Malava king who was responsible for the 
invasion of Kanauj and the killing of Grahavarman. 
I .I. B. o. R. s. xrx. p. 206. Sec alSt) c. !. !., IV, x l ix ff. 
z C. f. f. lV, pp. 47 IT. 
3 Jbid. lV, pp. x l i x ff. 
•See bis grants, E. I. IV, pp. 205 ff., and VII, pp. 105 ff. 
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But have we any evidence that this Devagupta was 
ruling in Maiava ? Ba1:1a mentions that the contem-
pornry king of Maiava had sent his sons Kumargupta 
nnd Madhavagupta to TharJesvar, and Prabhakaravar-
dhana had directed them to serve his sons Rajyavar-
dhana and Harsha. This shows that there was a Gupta 
family ruling in Maiava at the time. Devagupta may 
have been a younger brother of Kumaragupla and 
Madhavagupta. Further, this Gupta family is identified 
by some scholars with that mentioned in the Aphsac;l 
stone inscription of ,\dityasena.' The men lion of one 
Madhavagupta in the genealogy of that record and the 
description that he was longing for the company of 
I larsha lent colour to this identification. This family 
is usually known a<; the Later Guptas of Magadha, 
because its stone inscriptions have been found in 
Bihar, ' but in view of the aforementioned identifica-
tion of Madhavagupta mentioned in the Harshacharita 
as a prince of Maiava with his namesake in the Aphsac;l 
inscription, some scholars prefer to call this Gupta 
family 'the Later Guptas of Malava '. 3 They think 
that Devagupta may have usurped the throne of 
Maiava. After his destruction Harsha made 
Madhavagupta the king of Magadha. Hence the later 
inscriptions of the family have been found in Bihar. 
There is, however, no doubt that the fami ly originally 
belonged to Maiava. 
This view is. however, open to some serious objec-
t ions. For their clear comprehension we give below 
the genealogy of the kings mentioned in the AphsaQ 
inscription. 
' C. I. I. Ul, pp. 202 ff. 
2 /Nd. 111. pp. 208 ff. : 213 ff. 
ot 3 J. A. I. II. ID. p. 47. 
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Krislwagu pta 
I 
Harshagu pta 
I 
Jivitagupta 
I 
K umaraguptn 
I 
Damodaragupta 
I 
Mahascnagupta 
I 
Madhavagupta 
.Adit~asena 
We get some details about the victories of some of 
these kings. Kumaragupta is <;aid to have obtained 
a brilliant victory over the army of Isanavarman, 
evidently the contemporary Maukhari king of Kanauj. 
Later, he ended his life by plunging into fire at the 
holy city of Prayaga (Allahabad). Damodaragupta 
also fought with the Maukharis, breaking up their 
elephant force which had previously routed the army 
of the Hur)as. His son Mahasenagupta achieved a 
memorable victory over Susthitavarman,' which was 
long glorified in songs sung on the banks of the Lauhi-
tya (Brahamapulra). The latter king is now known lo 
have belonged to the family traditionally supposed to 
have descended from Narakasura, which was ru ling 
over Kamarupa (Assam). These particulars about the 
rulers of this family clearly indicate that .it was 
ruling in Bihar, not in Maiava. As far back as 1928, 
R . D. Banerji attacked the view that this family was 
ru ling in Malwa in the following forceful words :-
"A king of eastern Malwa would have to 
pass through Bundelkhand, the United Provinces, 
' See Nidhaopur plates or Bhiiskarnvarman, £. I. pp. 55 ff. l 
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Bihar and Bengal to reach Assam. Even if he had 
chosen the extremely difficult route through the C.P. 
Balaghat, as the Musalman historians ca ll it, he 
would have had to pass through l;)abhala or Oahala, 
Magadha, GaU<;la or Rac;lha and Va11ga o r Eastern 
Bengal. None of these countries are mentioned in 
the Aphsac;i inscription. Therefore, the only logical 
conclusion that remains possible is that, in order to 
reach the borders of Assam, Mahasenagupta had 
not lo pass through so many provinces. Though 
he was a ruler of Magadha, Assam very probably 
lay on his frontier, and Ra<;lha and Vanga or M it hi la 
and Varendra were included in his kingdom. Jn 
this case only it is possible for Mahasenagupta to 
have fought with Susthitavarman of Assam." 
R. C. Majumdar has tried to circumvent the objec-
tions mentioned above by supposing that Mahase-
nagupta was ruling over Magadha and Gauc;ia with 
suzerai nty over Maiava.' After his victory over 
Susthitavarman, he suffered a defeat from the king 
of Assam, who invaded Gauc;ia. He also suffered 
a defeat at lhe hands of Maitraka Siladitya of 
Valabhi .and the Katachchuri king Sa1\karaga 1~a. This 
resulted in the loss of Magadha and Gauc;ia. He 
then sent his sons Kumaragupta and Madhava-
gupta to the court of PrabhakaravardhatJa. Later, 
Devagupta occupied the throne of Maiava and in-
vaded Kanauj, but he was defeated and killed by 
Rajyavardhana. Af'ler defeating Sasanka, Harsha 
crowned Kumaragupta king of Magadba, and after 
him gave the throne to Madhavagupta. 
This view also does not seem plausible. lf 
Madhavagupta had been ruling over Magadha with 
•H. c. 1. P. m, PP. 126 IT. 
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suzerainty over Maiava, he would have been referred 
to as king of Magadha rather than that of Maiava. 
There is no evidence that he was ever ruling over 
Maiava. On the other hand, there are weighty reasons 
why he should be differentiated from the king of 
Maiava. From the grants of Harsha we know that 
his grandfather Adityavardbana had married Maha-
senagupta. This is generally believed to be the sister 
of Mahasenagupta mentioned in the AphsaQ inscrip-
tion. Bal)a tells us that Prabhakaravardhana had 
deprived the king of Maiava of his royal fortune 
and prestige.' If we identify this Maiava king with 
Mahasenagupta, we must suppose that Prabhaka-
ravardhana defeated his own maternal uncle. This 
is very unlikely. Further, Bal)a tells us that the king of 
Malava sent his sons K umaragupta and Madhava-
gupta to the court of Prabhakaravardhana and 
the latter asked them to serve as personal attendants 
of his sons Riijyavardhana and Harsha. This implies 
that the two Maiava princes were· sent more or less 
as hostages. Again, we learn that they were almost 
of the same age as Harsha. Ba1Ja states explicitly 
that the elder of the two, l'iz., Kumaragupta, was 
eighteen years old. His younger brother, i·iz., Madha-
vagupta, m ust have been at most sixteen years of age. 2 
He cannot be identified with the homonymous king 
mentioned in the Aphsa9 inscription; for the latter 
was much older, being the cousin of Harsha's father, 
Prabhakaravardhana. The Maiava king defeated by 
'see ~~:i:r~ffi'll~: ... ..... sr>rror.m::IT "1111 u;;itf~rr~: 1 
~;ef"{Cf I p. I 7 -1. 
I See u;;qqcj~qf ef~Rvr ~ m<rn"QlrllffT ;;~Jtti<!l<~ICl~i:i 
~~ q;:ro~~l:l' ifirft~ l1Ta'<f11t~ ~~: I 
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Prabhakcmrvardhana could not, therefore,· have been 
Mnhasl!nagupta. I ht: lallcr \\':1·1 1hus ruling in Magn-
dha, not in Mabva. Like several olher royal families 
or ancient 1 ndia, the Gupta family also had several 
branches which were ruling in different parts of 
North I ndin. The Aphsa<l inscription mentions the 
.family which was ruling in \tlagadha. Besides these, 
\Ve know or some other kings like Harigupla' \vho. 
held sway in 01 her parts of North India. 
So the Maiava kill!' \\.ho was responsible for the 
invasion of Kanauj, the murder or Grahavarman 
and the imprisonment or Rfijyasrt was probably 
Devagupla, but he did not belong to the branch 
ruling in Magadhn. He may have been ruling in 
Eastern Mftlava ( \kara) or Eastern !\karavanti 
since Hiuen Tsang tells us that Ujjayinl (in Western 
:\1alwa) was under the rule of a Brahmat)a king. 
The Gupta l~ing-Thc person who came lo the 
rescue of Kufasthala (Kanauj) has also not been 
named by Ba1~u. He only says lhal he was Gupta.;! 
ScJ1olars have not discu~scd his identification at all. 
As he defeated the Mii lnva king who was occupying-
Kanauj, he may ha' c been ruling over a neighbouring 
country and may have been related to the Vardhana 
and Maukhari familirs; for he rushed to Kusasthala as 
soon as he heard of the treacherous murder or Rajya-
vardhana by Sasa11ka, evidently to rescue Rajyasri, 
I Sin:ar. S111dh·s ill lw//1111 Coil/\, I r. pp. 225 ff. 
'.'iti· 1hc pas~"irccncd i1111 . I 011 p. 11~ ab1.1ve. An:>'h..:r rcl'crcncc 111 the ,amc 
<.:W'\l uccurs nn p. JJ 1-'•Tl'i<ffl)T.(' o/<:1'1T~!:f'ef'l '-Cj'ij: Gfil"ti<t.C.";;j~"tiff.l'l'.¥f!i' 
.., e ..,, 6 
( v. 1. •f'r~·£rif) irc;;r'l'rr:-rr 'J:i;;;r~IJr f•rr:'f.'PT<i' f;:pfrHzrPR ·.i:r;:'!:f'i'J;:"J-Ti'ur-
., " -
~..:r'Cf'1T~ .... l 
.., 1 Bii1_u refers 10 him :1\ a l1•rl<1·J'!l'l'll (rcspctabic p~rs<in) n:im.:d Gupta. 
L'UI J,1,,:, 11,11 ;_oiv;: hi~ p.!r,.•11.11n1111:. 11~ llllhl h:1·:c l•~t·n ~uflic:i.:ntly p11 ofcr(ul 
111 caplur~ Kanauj. 
,\-5,: I I (a) 
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who was impris-oned there. In the confusion caused by 
the invasion, howev~r. Rajyasri escaped from prison 
and fled to the Vindhya forest. So he was not success-
ful in rescuing ber; but there is no doubt that it was 
his object in invading the capital of the Maukharis. 
We identify this unnamed Gupta king with Madha-
vagupla, son of Mahasenagupta, mentioned in the 
.Aphsa<;I inscription. His ancestors had, no doubt, 
fought with the Maukharis who were their neighbours 
on the west. But the hostilities had evidently ended 
with the marriage of Maukhari Grahavarman with 
Rajyasri; for the latter was Mahasenagupta 's sister's 
grand-daughter. Madhavagupta, the son and successor 
of Mahasenagupta, was thus closely related to Rajyasri. 
[t is but natural that he should rush to her rescue 
when he heard of her brother Rajyavardhana's 
treacherous murder by sasanka and her imprisonment 
by the Maiava king. 
This Madhavagupta, king of Magadha, cannot be 
identified with the Maiava prince of that name who 
was serving Harsha as his personal attendant. The 
reasons are obvious. Firstly, he was much older than 
the latter; for he was a cousin of Harsha's father 
Prabhakaravardhana, and, therefore, much older than 
his namesake, the M:ilava prince who was about sixteen 
years old . Secondly, the Maiava prince Madhava· 
gupta was all along an attendant or Harsha. Ba1.rn 
mentions that he accompanied Harsha to the Vindhya 
forest, when he visited the hermitage of Divakaramitra 
in search of his sister Rajyasri.' So he cannot be 
I :::cc 3i~~ '"f f:q;at ~~rf r;~1uJ~ :q' ~(=ff'1 1'.frl:'P-f11CO"l!. • • • : 
He w;i.; prohahly the Maiava prince d.:ar lo Harsh:i, who wa~ siuing behind 
him 'I hen IS:i1.ia nucndcd the Courl for lhc first time. See ITT\::r<rr 'Sf~tj' 
q-r:offi f~rpirrr::i::nn~7:'T:;p:r.rrr<h~:ri:ra- ' 11tl'f"f'T "l"l g,11:' efa- 1 :gq:qfo=r. 
c;. .:\ • • ,. ... .:; 
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identifled with the homonyrnous Gupta king of Maga-
dha mentioned in the Aphsa<;I inscription. 
One of the reasons for identifying Madhavagupta 
of the /\phsa<;I inscription with the M aiava prince 
of that name is the description in that inscription 
that he longed for the company of Harsha. The 
passage is as follows :-
arr'1fr li'lff ~ITT ;s:rftro f[qra-: 
Jie'li" ::r ii·st<:llq <f'l\".:Jcr'anr cfh:: 1 
Unfortunately, the passage is fragmentary. The 
preserved portion states that Madhavagupta, think-
ing that his mighty enemies had been vanquished and 
there was nothing left for him to achieve, did some 
thing as he longed for the company of the illustrious 
Harshadcva. Whal exactly he did in the circum-
stances is not known. But the description shows 
that he had not met the illustrious H a rsha before. 
He wanted to meet him and enjoy his company. 
This description does not suit the Maiava prince 
of that name who was a close associate of Harsha 
for a long time. The two Madhavaguptas were 
evidently different- one was a young prince of Malava, 
being of the same age as Harsha, and the other was 
a king or Magadha who was a cousin of Harsha's 
father and: therefo1 e: much older than he. Tt seems 
that having heard of the briJliant victories of Harsha, 
which made him the lord of the ·whole Uttarapatha, 
Madhavagupta of the Aphsac;l inscription longed 
to meet him. The last quarter of the verse may 
have stated how he repaired to Harsha's capital to 
meet him. 
t\-52 - 11 (b) 
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The foregoing discussion has shown that the Gupta 
kings mentioned in th~ Aphsac;I inscription were 
rnling over Magndhn, and not over Maiava, and that 
one of them, l'i::., Madhavagupta, was the unnamed 
Gupta king who invaded Ku5asthala ( Kanauj), 
apparent ly with the ohject of rescuing Rajyasri.' 
1 Ba1)a·s Hars//(/rluwi111 doc' not give sufficient information ahm11 the 
second invas io n of Kusa,lhala (Kanauj). The Kfishmir MSS. tell u, 
that the in\'asion was hy a pcr-;on named Gupta. whil..: some southern MSS. 
deriveJ from o ne code~ archctYl'llS swtc that the inva~k111 wa~ b!' the Gnue,la~. 
Sec the p3Nlgc ~ ited in 11. t. p. 154 a bow. and Dr. Fiilm:1 ·, prcfocc t<> the 
edition in B.S.S. (1909). The 'ccn11d relevant passngc in 11. 2. I'· l<il abov.:, 
aho refers It' the comnll>tion cau,ed by the Gaudn~ (Gau<.1a-s:ili1bhra111cJ but 
state\ ei.plieitly that Rajy.1$1 i "n~ rdca~cd by a lm/a-p111rn {nobly born Y<'Ulhl 
named Gupt:i In neither pa,sa!'!.: i' the name of the per,on of the Gupta 
l111cai;c mc:11ion::d. If he him,~lf captured Kanauj, he mu\t have been sufficiently 
powerful k' conquer and occuriy th.: capital. and in that case, nmst probabl' 
bcl0ngcd lo the Later Gupta family uf l\ lagadha. It' 1 he invasiori w<1.' hy the 
Gaut,la king Sas:11ika afte r h.: t rc:ich..:rou~ly murdered Rajyavartlhan:i , he may 
h:1vc b.:en his a"~ocialc in the campaign. Ther.: i>, however, no doubt that 
hc wu~ in ~t rumcn!a l in rclca~ing Riliyasri from p rison :111d may have been 
related •·~ her as \Uggestcd in the pr~..cnt nrticle. 
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Risthal stone Inscription of Pral<asadha rman 
Seer ion l1 hus SC\'Cn ariiclcs which examine critic:1lly 
bC\Cral 1heorics of the eminent Epigraphisl, Dr. 0 . R. 
Bhandarkar in hi ~ reocntly pobli,hed l11scrip1io11s 
of 1/ie Early Gupta Kings, and show how 1hey arc 
untenable. 
scelion Ill contains six urliclcs 011 miscellaneous 
~ubjccts which discuss variou' problems of ancient 
Indian hisiory. Some of them such as 1hat 011 the 
origin and ~prcad cf the Vikrarna rra \\ill interest 
the general reader also. 
Mos~ or t11c urticlcs in this Volume were originally 
published in research journals, but some arc new. 
They ha \'C been collected here for fncility or reference. 
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